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Th«> Gonpel of Tra<l«- I 'nlen 
Ism—-FVank Morrison'* A*)1 
• dre«« in ih»* Toronto Con 
vent lon. 
A Rrv lcw of the Cleveland 
S i tua t ion—Address to the 
Toronto Convention by 
Attorney I,miix f» KatS. 
nur Toronto Lornlx -OfnVtal 
Report of Loenl* 14. til!. h3. 
BuffbeAi 
oaebury 
" Indus t r i a l i sm" The 
of Society—by A R n 
l>. |v H In Session at 
• Toronto and New York. 
Editor ial . 
Monthly Bullet in of Events . 
PUBLISHED MONTHLY 
IN ENGLISH AND YIDDISH 
by the 
I N T E R N A T I O N A L 
LADIES' GARMENT WORKERS UNI 
OFFICE; 32 Union Square, New York City. ] 
«* - -> Lipshitz Press. 49-51 Lafayette St.. N. Y. 
REGARDING TRANSFERS 
1. Before issuing a transfer note thai 
the member wishing to transfer must be 
a member not less than 6 months in good 
standing in your local. 
2. When issuing a transfer write 
across his name on his dues book the 
word, "Cancelled," the date and your 
(Secretary's) signature. 
3. Let the member write his name in 
his dues book and also in the space pro-
vided for this purpose in the margin of 
the traveling card. 
4. Before accepting a transfer let the 
transferred member sign his name ami 
compare his signatures. 
5. On accepting a transfer issue to the 
member a new dues IxH'k and don't pa^te 
the dues stamps into his old cancelled 
Book. 
•"-ppm }&e:? 
pur n fOnco cr***"? *»%i 
TeL, U2M730 Fraaklm 
DO YOU WEAR A PIN OR A BUTTON BEARING 
THE EMBLEM OF YOUR INTERNATIONAL UNION? 
IF NOT? WHY NOT? 
Get one from your Local Secretary and show your 
employer and your shopmates that you are a loyal mem-




Named shoes are frequently made in 
Non-Union factories 
DO NOT BUY ANY SHOE 
no matter what its name, unless it bears a plain 
and readable impression of this UNION STAMP. 
All shoes without the UNION 
STAMP are always Non-Union 
Do not accept any excuse for absence of the UNION STAMP 
BOOT AND SHOE WORKERS' UNION 
2 4 6 S u m m e r Street, Boston, Mass. 
JOHN F. TOBtN. f m . CHAS. L- BAIHE, Smc'y.Trw. 
• to 
Vol. 
PUBLISHED MONTHLY IN ENGLISH AND YIDDISH 
JULY, 1912 No. 7 
The Gospel of Trade Unionism 
Being HII Addrew* to O u r T o r o n t o Conven t ion by F r a n k Morr ison. Seere t»ry of 
HlO A. K, of I,. 
I <lcsire to extend to you the greetings of 
iu American Federation of Labor at this 
eleventh convention, and bid you Godspeed . 
I want to say that this is the first convention 
«-f the garment trade that I have had the op 
port unity and privilege of addressing. I can 
look back many, many years in the history of 
the garment workers' trade. I know from in 
ionn.iljun and observation the conditions un-
iler which the garment workers have had to 
Mrngglc: long hours and low wages. I have 
read of the strikes in the busy season for 
hotter conditions, when the employers would 
•ay their employes were taking advantage of 
ilietn. Hut I have noted that when the busy 
H-ason ceased, the employers took advantage 
•>f the garment workers. I have watched tjie 
Ladies' Garment Workers ' Union from its 
infancy when it only contained a few thousand 
nu-inlters. 
I" June, 1910, President Gompers, Mrs. 
Morrison and myself attended that magnificent 
meeting at Madison Square Garden, where the 
ureal theatre was filled and thousands were 
viulravoring t 0 8 a i n admittance. It was the 
Kn-aiest outpouring of the workers of any 
(M'le that it was ever my privilege to witness. 
*^ ;i result of four years ' agitation you forced 
• '»r employers to enter into an agreement 
»nh the International Ladies' Garment Work-
, r
" Union. As a result, you have been able 
:
 • keep your organization intact; you have 
c
" '" a position to hold your employers to 
: , ,
-''r-agreement, and in so doing you have 
'billed this ^frlendid organization. 
"I have watched the growth of many inter-
national unions; 1 have Watched the growth of 
the United Mine Workers 4• f America, who 
now have tii.ooo member** in good standing 
In 1807. I. as the Secretary of the American 
Federation of I-abor, issued a call for the 
executive officers of every international or 
ganization tof meet in Wheeling, W. Va., to 
take up the question of assisting the United 
Mine Workers to secure an eight hour day. 
In 1807 the organization of miners had 7.000 
members. The United Mine Workers said to 
the employers: 'We propose to secure an 
eight-hour workday,' but the mine owners 
laughed and said thai the Mine Workers" Un-
ion had only a few thousand members, and 
they bad 150.000 working in their mine* The 
men will not strike, they said, hut the officers 
of the American Federation of Latwr and the 
miners knew that there was a sentiment among 
the miners for an eight-hour day, and they 
wanted it badly enough to strike for it. A 
strike was ordered and 150.000 miners laid 
down their picks and came out tor the eight -
hour day and kept out until they secured 
it. 
"In 1807 there was not one union miner in 
the anthracite region We directed an or* 
ganizer to go to Hazeltan 1 Frank Weber of 
Milwaukee), to ascertain the opportunities of 
organizing the miners there. He returned 
and reported that there was not as much senti-
ment as there should be, but he was of the 
opinion that the sentiment could be aroused. 
The miners were organized, and they secured 
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an agreement, and as a result of that agree-
ment, the anthracite miners were thoroughly 
organized. The anthracite miners secured 
their victory by striking and they then fol-
lowed the example that the garment trade 
had practiced* for years. After the strike was 
won and the conditions secured, they dropped 
out of their union and showed no willingness 
or desire to return lo the organization, until 
the employers, seeing that they were disor-
ganized, immediately reduced their wages and 
subjected' them to conditions which w^re ob-
jectionable. The miners then came back to 
the union. If, however, they had remained 
in their organization and paid their dues, and 
thus strengthened their union, the mine own-
ers would not have been in a position to re-
duce their wages. 
"J want to say to you garment workers that 
you have been successful in building up a 
good organization. See to it that the mem-*, 
hers remain in the union and do not permit 
petty jealousy among the officers, and per-
sonal jealousy among local unions to interfere 
with this great organization of yours. Let 
every one say that we are going to build the 
greatest garment workers' union that this 
country has ever seen. 
"I felt keenly the fact that the success at 
Cleveland was not what it should have been, 
but let me tell you, my friends, that we have 
sent organizers to various parts of the coun-
try, and have had them working months and 
months, seemingly without any effect, but the 
idea of organization gradually permeates them, 
and when an organizer came again, the senti-
ment was ripe, and he will succeed in form-
ing the workers into a union and secure for 
them improved conditions. These organizers, 
who worked for months, planted the seed of 
unionism. 
"Hero, today, you are building for the fu-
ture. He careful in building that you do not 
pull down part of the structure; that you do 
not go back to the yearly strike, and when 
the busy season is over permit the employers 
to reduce your wages. 
"1 realize the nature of the conditions in 
your trade and the other trades, and I know 
that it means much to retain the organization 
you have and to strengthen it. Resolutions 
are good, but 70,000 or 80,000 men in a trade 
union, obeying the laws of the union, and 
standing by each other, will secure conditions 




1 ... . 
"I want to cite the conditir.fi* . 
isted among the granite cutter*.
 a 
ternational union, about 13,000
 m , : 
members do not mind paying *n 
of $3.00 a week to secure impr 
tions. A number of years agn *.
 AlT. 
ing Congress to pass an eight how 
all work done by nV government 
contract, or on government prop* -• 
ing with Vice-President Duncan -. 
eration, also secretary of the (.ran 
1 $aid to him. 'Never mind (h< •* • , 
strike for the eight-hour day' ! h. .ir 
for the eight-hour day and \\\w -. -
eight-hour day, and followed it . •• 
crease in wages. 
"I want to mention another trade, 
ternational Typographical Union. r.| whi-
have the honor to be a »neml>er I in >••• 
were working ten hours a daj HI :**> 
the convention of the printer* m -\\.-
 t-
'advocated eight h«*urs, and mad* a 
fight to secure it, but I was defeated > 
vote of 23 for eight hours, and 117
 l t 
The convention, however, decided HI I O -
demanding the-nine-hour day I lit 
tion believed that they could secure mm h •:-
but that it would be difficult in , n ! r -
eight-hour day. I contended thai if »< li 
secure the eight-hour day, it would tak. : 
years before we could again mau«iir:<'« 
campaign for an eight-hour daj !'• 
hour day was secured, and just 
after that time, the international orgam/.i:i 
inaugurated a campaign for an eight V. it 
and in the campaign expended four mil 
dollars, but they established the eight fa 
day in the printing trade in this cnunm 1 ••' 
miners, the granite cutters and tin- prints 
secured their eight hours by united effort. * 
standing like a rock behind their imernati "* 
officers with the statement that the> |m»piw 
to continue the strike until the) secured ' 
eight-hour day. 
"I am one of those who believe thai ««•' 
the trade thoroughly organized you ran -1 
the conditions that you want, and I |»r 
that within a short time, instead ««* 
you will have over 100,000 member' in v r r 
organization with much better condit' 
you are now enjoying, 
"I desire now to say a few words in 
to the Federation. In 1897 the American 1 < 
eration of Labor had 256,000 member* r-'w 
1897 the membership increased until Ma) ' 
have 1,838,100 members paying per ;ap'ta 
This increase was not due entire!) 1 
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forts of the officers and organizers of the 
\merican Federation of Labor, but to the 
inibined efforts of the officers and organizers 
J the international organizations, and the 
members of all the unions preaching the gos-
pel of trade unionism to those who were un-
nrganized. 
Each member of the Ladies' Garment Work-
ers should say: 'Yes, I propose to strengthen 
our international union, I propose to cut out 
personal jealousy and secure as a member 
every garment worker, every worker who is 
without t|*_ jurisdiction of the International 
Ladies' Garoent Workers' Union. 
"If £very member of organized labor could 
br ingJoJ te member during the next year, 
instead' 0*11,838,000 members, wc would have 
over 3,006*800. The membership of the trade 
union movement is climbing. We are organ-
izing the wage-workers. Wc arc reaching out 
a helping hand to the poorly organized trades 
for the purpose of strengthening them, and 
1 believe that within the next two years you 
will see, as a result of the agitation, 100,000 
or 200,000 members brought within our ranks. 
"My friends, with the growth of the Fed-
eration and of the organised workers has 
come a corresponding influence in Federal and 
State legislation If we want an eight-hour 
day, what wc must do is to organize and to 
go out and get it. After years of agitation 
Congress has enacted an eight-hour law cov 
ering all work done under contract for the 
government <•( the United State* Last week 
the Mouse of Representatives passed an anti-
injunction bill and several other bills have 
been reported to the House with a recom 
uien'lation that they !>e passed, which we hope 
to have enacted by the Senate before this 
Congress adjourns 
"Now, my fnepds, I am glad to have had 
this opportunity to be with TOO and to meet 
you. 1 feel that there is a great future before 
your organization. 1 now want to say that 
its future depends greatly on its representa-
tives—125 in number—who have it within 
their power to increase its efficiency, and each 
delegate has his or her 125th responsibility 
resting upon them. Delegates, do your duty 
Do what you believe is best for your people 
to secure improved conditions and cling to 
what you have got. If you will do that, at 
this and the succeding conventions, you will 
march forward, rapidly. 
General Executive Board 
In Hettsion at Labor Temple, Toronto, Thursday, June 1.1, I» I2 . 
President Rosenberg in chair. 
All the Board members were present. 
Upon motion agreed that all organizers be 
appointed by the president subject to the ap-
proval of the General Executive 'Board. 
S I^ibensohn, a committee from Local No. 
13. of Montreal, Canada, appeared requesting 
moral and financial assistance for twenty-five 
'' their members who are out on strike, and 
'"at First Vice-Presdent Polakoff and Gen-
•ral Secretary-Treasurer visit the locals in 
Montreal. 
L'pon motion agreed to instruct First Vice-
''resident Polakoff to proceed to Montreal. 
A committee consisting of Brothers Berko-
"z. of Local No. 42, and Sam Schwartz, of 
"tti No. 27, of Cleveland, Ohio, appeared 
guesting the Board to appoint an organizer 
"•Cleveland for the next six months. 
I pon motion agreed to refer this matter to 
" President for action. 
Brother Bcrkowitz calls the attention of the 
"ant to the case of Benjamin Acquino, who. 
during the ^trike in Cleveland, accidentally 
shot and killed a certain individual and was 
arrested and charged with murder and placed 
under $5,000 bond which was later reduced 
to $1,500. He was in jail for two weeks be-
fore bond could be obtained but was only 
obtained after his friends and relatives had 
given their fellow countrymen the sum of 
$800 as compensation for signing ^"d bond 
which was later forfeited because Benjamin 
Acquino left the jurisdiction of the court ami 
country. The Cleveland locals promised to 
refund this amount of $800 and have suc-
ceeded in paying $500, leaving a balance of 
$300 which they cannot pay since they are 
financially embarrassed. The General Ex-
ecutive Board must therefore make special 
efforts to pay this balance, otherwise it will 
be very difficult to organize the Italian work-
ers for some time to come. 
Upon motion agreed to pay this amount of 
$300.00. 
A committee, consisting of Brothers Well-
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kofsky of the Joint Board of Toronto and A. 
Kirzncr of the Cloak and Skirt Pressers, Lo' 
cal No. 92 requested the Board to carry out 
without delay the decision of the convention 
to donate $500.00 to the Eaton strikers, as 
money was urgently needed. 
The General Executive Board decided to 
grant the committees' request. 
Upon motion agreed to appoint a committee 
to get a loan of $6,000 from the New York 
Locals, so as to enable the Board to carry out 
the decisions of the convention. The follow-
ing committee was appointed. Brothers Sig-
man, Slotchin and Lefkowitz. 
Brother Klein, a committee from Local No. 
41. Wrapper and Kimono Makers of Browns-
ville, caled the attention of the Board to the 
importance of sanctioning a General Strike 
in their trade, Upon motion agreed to post-
pone action. 
A committee from I-ocal No. 68, Cloak and 
Skirt Prssers of Brownsville, consisting of 
Brothers Meyer Brass and A. Churgin, pro-
tested against the revocation of their charter. 
Upon motion agreed to appoint a committee 
to visit the next meeting of Local No. 68, in 
conjunction with Local No 35 with the ob-
ject of working out some feasible plan where-
by an amalgamation could be effected to the 
satisfaction of all the members. The com-
mittee to be appointed by the New York 
members of the Board. 
Brother Sirota, a committee from Local 
No. 50, Misses'* and Children's Dress Mak-
ers* Union of Brownsville, N. Y., appeared 
requesting a special organizer. 
Upon motion agreed to refer this request 
to the New York members of the Board. 
Vice-President Dubinsky requested the 
Board to send a committee to the Boston lo-
cals to assure - them that the International 
Union will do its utmost to assist them in 
improving their conditions. Upon motion 
agreed to appoint a committee to visit the 
Boston Locals. Vice-Presidents A. Mitchell 
and M. Amdur were appointed. 
Upon motion agreed that the case of Local 
No. 38, giving effect to the resolution of the 
convention, that Local No. 38 be placed un-
der the control of the General Executive 
Board for six months, be referred to the 
New York members of the Board. 
Upon motion agreed that the Cleveland agi-
tation be put off until the question of the 
label is decided upon. 
Upon motion agreed to pay the bill of Local 
No. 2, amounting to450o, expend. 
in connection with the Cleveland - .. 
The following cities were n-• : . , . 
the next quarterly meeting of s 
Executive Board: Boston. New ^ -.•> 
Philadelphia. Upon a vote bem^ **><••• •_.. 
York was chosen by 8 against ; f..r 
and 1 for Philadelphia. 
Respectfully submitted. 
JOHN A DYi 
General Secretary-Tr, unrft 
GENERAL EXECUTIVE BOAKO HKR-f. 
nvo 
,Held at 32 Union Square, \»-» Y'»rt I 
on June 22, 1912. 
Present, ' Polakoff. Sift man, !<•'»,*. 
Kleinman, Slotchin, Oychr 
President Rosenberg in chair 
Absentee, B. YVitashkin. 
Upon motion agreed to appoint a 
of three to control the affairs of l^ x-al \ v* 
New York Indies' Tailors, for thi m-xt 
months, in accordance with the deciMdti >\ -hi 
convention. Vice-Presidents Mitchell. Irtl 
witz and Kleinman were appointed 
Communication read from Brother \ <-. • 
don, a member of Local No. 17, protewnx 
against the decision of that local for hau~.. 
cancelled his Due book, which thrived >u 
months' arrears, and ordering him to join dw 
organization as a new member Brother 
Gordon made his appeal on the gromfl '*w 
the chairman refused to entertain a motion 
to reconsider the decision of the l»H-a! ;n 
matter. 
Agreed to inform Brother Gordon to appea; 
before the next meeting of the Fxecwtiu 
Board of Local No. 17 and ask them m rr 
consider the decision passed by the Local 
Union. 
A committee, consisting of Brother-. P:o>. 
Kushner and Sister Kasdin. appeared bef-< 
the Board bearing credentials from bva 
No. 72, Children's Dressmakers I'nion 
Brownsville, requesting jurisdiction over •' 
trade in Brooklyn now exercised h\ I-
No. 38. 
Upon motion agreed to refer thf master t 
the committee appointed to control the affw* 
of Local No. 38. 
The committee appointed at the nM < 
terly meeting of the General Executive fc«n 
to get an advance of money from the N 
York locals, to enable the General OftVc v 
carry out the decisions of the contention, rr 
port that they visited Locals Nos 1. 0* 3 
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md 35- ^ P to date Local No. 9 promised 
m advance $2,000; Local No. 23, $i,ooo, and 
|.n(-;il No. 35 to buy $2,000 worth of Due 
Stamps. They were, however, not as yet 
aware of the decision of Local No. I. 
A coniuHttee, consisting of Vice-Presidents 
Sl..t«liin,^»>olalcoff and General Sccretary-
rrea^irej", \fAS appointed to visit Loral No. 
' # t*t arffcnge for the transferring of their 
memtx'rdTjp Local No. 35 in accordance with 
I he (leciipi of the convention. 
Agreed to issue a notice in the "New Post" 
that t he statement contained in the report by 
Secretary Lttbinsky of Local No. 35 that the 
members of Local No. 68 cannot work in 
shops controlled by the Joint Board, was un-
called for and unauthorized and that the mat-
ter 1 »f Local No. 68 is now in the hands of 
the (ieneral Executive Board. 
Vice-Presidents Sigman, Mitchell and Klein-
man were appointed as committee to enforce 
the decision of the convention in reference 
in changing the name of the charter of Local 
N'II. i? 
Resolution No. 30, relating to the change of 
the charter of Local No. 23 to include 
drosses, was referred to a committee consist-
ing of Vice-Presidents Sigman, Slotchin and 
Polakoff to investigate and to report to the 
next meeting of the Board. 
Resolution No. 2, relating to support for the 
Toronto strikers, action postponed. 
Resolution No. 8, relating to a copy of the 
"Lidies' Garment Worker" to he sent to each 
member, action postponed. 
Decision of the convention to refer to the 
<i K B. that part of the President's report 
relating to a special fund for new locals and 
also to establish communications with the 
ladies' garment workers ' organizations of the 
Kiiropean continent, agreed to postpone for 
future action. 
Regarding that part of the President's re-
port referred to the G. E. B., advising the 
merging of the three publications of the Joint 
Board and the official journal, the "Ladies' 
Garment Worker," the Board decided to refer 
rl»i^  matter to the quarterly meeting of the 
'- K .IS. 
Resolution No. 10, relating to the establish-
ment "f a bureau for the purpose of ascertain-
ing working conditions, was referred to the 
next quarterly meeting of the Board. 
Ki*'>1utions Nos. 20, 2! and 2s, relating to 
the appointment of organizers for the wrapper 
and kimono trade outside of New York, for 
I-ocal No. ' 50, Misses and Childrrn i>ress 
Makers, and for the French-speaking work 
ers of Montreal, action postponed until re 
appointment of organizers. 
Resolution No. Jb, relating to the sanction 
of a general strike in the white goods trade, 
a committee, consisting of Vice-Presidents 
Sigman and Lefkowftz, were appointed to act 
in this matter. 
Resolution No. 32. relating to conferring 
with the J T. U. and U (i . \V of A., agreed 
to appoint a committee consisting of President 
Rosenberg. Vice-President Polakoff and See 
retary-Treasurer Dyche to communicate with 
the <d»ovc mentioned International Unions 
Resolution No. 36, relating 10 the change of 
our l a M to a "White I - aM of Protocol t o n 
ditions," agreed to post|Hme action. 
Resolution No. 43. relating to the establish 
meut of a printing plant of our own; Resolu-
tion No. 4Q, relating to an agitation for an 
eight-hour day, ami Resolution No. 57. rrlat 
ing to the sanction of a general strike of all 
the combined workers in the trade* for fifty 
hours were referred to the next quarter!) 
meeting of ihe Board. 
Resolution No. 58, relating to the sanction 
of a general strike of the Philadelphia gar 
men! cutters, action postponed until reappoint-
ment of organizers. 
Resolution No. 69. pertaining to calling a 
strike in St. Louis, action postponed until the 
reappointment of organizers. 
Resolution No 75, referring to a scale for 
but tonhole makers outside of New York, 
agreed to inform the locals that wherever 
there are button-hole makers working on 
ladies' garments, they must try to organize 
them, admit them into their respective local 
unions and enforce a proper scale for them 
On the question of appointing organizers. 
the President reports that he has been ncgo 
tiating with several members of the G. K. B , 
some of whom are not ready l«> accept a com-
mission. He is going out on a tour to ascer-
tain the needs of the local unions and on his 
return he will submit a final list to the (i. E. B 
for the appointment of organizers. 
Respectful!) submitted, 
John A. Dyche, 
(ieneral Secretary-Treasurer. 
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A Review of the Cleveland Situation 
M a g an Addrem Before the Toronto Convention by Attorney Lost* D. K»u 
I consider it not only a pleasure, but an 
honor and*privilege to address you. As your 
president told you, I have been identified with 
the Organization in the last strike and for 
seven years before that in my capacity as a 
lawyer in Cleveland, so that I felt pretty 
much as one of the Organization. Has 
not my friend, Mr. London, said it 
takes nine cloak-rnakcrs to make one man,-I 
would say I was one of them. My work 
and my conduct in the Cleveland strike last 
year and for some years past was so much 
interwoven with the actual situation of the 
Garment Workers there that I could not 
speak of the Garment Workers without speak-
ing of myself. 
It was about eight years since I first repre-
sented the Garment Workers in Cleveland, in 
1904. A strike was then on which lasted 
about three or four days. That was when 
the International Organization was a small 
body. Whether or not the Local in Cleve-
land conducting that strike was affiliated I 
do not remember. I kept in touch with 
the International Organization for years, until 
TQIO, when it was my privilege to be con-
nected with the Garment Workers in a strike 
at Prince Biederman that lasted six months. 
The intensity of that strike developed and 
made manifest to anyone who had studied 
the situation that the next strike would be one 
worthy of the name of "strike," and so it 
proved to be. For after a six months' struggle 
the Union was confronted with the general 
strike in Cleveland of last year. That strike, 
you know, lasted about 22 weeks and in round 
numbers about 6,000 persons were involved. 
Now, when one reflects on the development of 
the International body, that could continue a 
strike for six months, and then after a com-
paratively short interval conduct a strike 
for more than five months and have such a 
large body of men out, it speaks well for the 
development of the idea of organization among 
the Garment Workers, especially in Cleve-
land. 
When that strike was launched, the leaders 
were accused that they called the strike for 
the sake of driving the trade away from 
Cleveland to New York, that the people 
struck against their will, and if it bad rv • 
been for the New York leaders cu»m* •• 
Cleveland, there would have been no «nkv 
We answered completely refuting the* 
charges. These vague charges were made b* 
persons who were unwilling to meer us ami 
discuss that very proposition. They, the em 
ployers, were challenged twice to arbitration 
v t o discuss<matters and let the public at large 
see whether or not these insinuations amount 
ed to charges that could be substantiated :n 
any particular, but they refused to meet rhf 
Union representatives and they were satisfied 
that they had sowed the seed of di* «erwb<r 
in Cleveland and had a certain amount of tmh 
lie opinion in their favor and to our detri-
ment. The International Union continued the 
battle until those charges have been demon 
strated to be untrue, for no right-minded per 
son believed that it is possible with c«mpu! 
sion to bring out five or six thousand per 
sons and keep them out for 20 weeks It «a$ 
not credible that the garment industry, 
though second in importance in the United 
States, could so easily be driven away from 
any central point. Nor do I think the Ne» 
York merchants care much whether or n"t 
Cleveland makes garments or n««i Hi-
would not affect the capacity of the trade oi 
New York. 
When this strike was inevitably called, t* 
International body lent it support and a$*i*t 
ance, even beyond its rules and regulation" 
Yet the effectiveness of that support wa< nrt* 
at its maximum. 
The financial aid was rendered in such a 
way that it was necessary for Mr. Dyche t» 
go back to New York so many times in order 
to get the money together. Now, that « • 
not his fault, or the fault of the Interna 
tional body; it was the fault of the rule* and 
regulations referred to. I noticed that Pre* 
ident Rosenberg and Secretao -Treasurer 
Dyche had recommended in their reports thai 
the financial status of the International l1™™1 
be so fixed as to avoid the necessity »!' ,h* 
future to do that. 
From the experience in Cleveland 
think that as one of the most vahuh* »"S" 
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gestiontj one of the best things that the Con-
vention should adopt. You must have a 
strong financial centre with the power vested 
in a centra! body to cope with enemies that 
arc strong in themselves. 
The history of the United States was like 
iliai of tte Garment Workers when it was first 
rcated.iWfad it not been for the policy of 
Alexander 1#amilton in establishing a great 
!;na*ialfcreasury in the United States, the 
country*j|ight not have maintained its su-
jiremacy/V You must have a central body, 
strong enough financially to cope wfth the 
•-ituation. That will bring about also a cer-
tain amount of discipline and control, which 
now you do not possess. 
It is all right to have local autonomy, but 
it is another thing to have the International 
body, as a body, responsible for acts of locals 
and individuals, and yet at the same time be 
unable t- enforce their mandates. Something 
should be done along this line, and if the Con-
vention adjourns without taking some action, 
without taking some measures to increase the 
treasury of the International Office, the dele-
gates will have made a serious blunder. 
If the International had a large treasury, it 
could support all the locals in time of strike 
and maintain discipline, whereas, if only all 
the locals have large treasuries and the parent 
body must go begging from post to post, your 
enemies who are watching you very closely 
are unwilling then to treat the International 
M y with the dignity it deserves. 
Let me also suggest the necessity of a 
statistical department. Secretary-Treasurer 
Dyche and myself had discussed this for some 
time and had found its importance in Cleve-
land at the last strike. It was charged that 
tde Cleveland strikers had been getting more 
money than the New York cloak-makers. I 
disputed that, but if we had been called upon 
"' submit figures, we could not have done so. 
Nor were we in a position then to quibble as 
to who had the burden of proof. We wert 
confronted with that assertion, and it was a 
great factor in winning away a large element 
of the people in Cleveland from our side. If 
*« could have substantiated our statement 
in figures, showing that the workers earning 
™ had been working longer hours and that 
condition! in Cleveland were worse than in 
New York, we could have had a much larger 
number in sympathy with us. Therefore, I 
suggest that the Convention take definite ac-
tion of a constructive form to have some meth-
od of ascertaining for statistical purposes the 
average earning-* of the cloak-makers, tb* 
average cost ot living and so on 
The Cleveland strike was remarkable m 
more than one respect. One cannot tell of 
all the things that occurred, during the strike 
lasting 22 weeks, in a short period of time. 
but one thing struck me as neing very cogent, 
and that was that up to the 16th or 16th 
week of the strike we had one of the mo« 
enthusiastic bands of strikers that one would 
want to meet or see. Up to that time they 
stuck to the organization, they stuck to each 
other so firmly that some of the manufac 
-hirers were wavering and quivering and won 
dering how long it would last. The Cloak 
Manufacturers' Association in Cleveland i* a 
very strong, powerful organization and they 
have an abundance o-f funds. There were 
traitors in the ranks and they began to dis-
seminate the proposition of calling a refer 
endum and creating dissatisfaction The re-
sult was that a referendum was taken and it 
resulted in an overwhelming majority, about 
96 or 97 per cent, of the strikers voting in 
favor of not going back Yet within a few 
weeks it was necessary for the International 
body to have a special convention to discus 
the situation, which became .acute because of 
the financial distress. 
You must do something in the future to 
remedy the financial situation. You must real-
ize that we might have won the Cleveland 
strike had the financial situation been satis-
factory to the end. 
When the strike was only a few days old. 
we already had to cope with the Police De-
partment of Cleveland. For on the third or 
fourth day one of the Italian workers was 
shot in the back by a policeman, and he was 
in the hospital for more than half a year. 
The following day a man was chased by these 
special agency men, and, thinking that he was 
in danger of his life and that he might be 
shot as his fellow workman was. he pulled the 
gun and accidentally shot a stranger to the 
controversy. 
From that time on, with the police interfer-
ing with the parades, the quarrel became more 
accentuated. The manufacturers saw it would 
be a source of strength to them and an an-
noyance to us to put the police in the fore 
front, and they did so with the assistance of 
their Police Director, Mr. Hogan, of Cleve-
land Through* the weak policy of Mr. Mogan 
it became a very good thing for them to be 
behind the Police Department, and the result 
was the strikers were not even permitted to 
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picket in the usual way. The other day it 
was seriously considered that Mr. Hogan 
should he appointed Director of Puhlic Schools 
in Cleveland. Some time ago the Cleveland 
Federation of Labor took official notice of his 
being mentioned as a candidate for this posi-
tion. The organized workers adopted resolu-
tions and thought that was going to end it*> 
but the other day a statement again appeared in 
the newspapers*that he was likely to be ap-
pointed. I would suggest that the Con-
vention communicate with Mr. Harry D. 
Thomas, the Secretary of the Cleveland Fed-
eration of Labor, and enter a protest against 
his appointment. 
Because of the weak policy of the Police 
Department interfering with the pickets, there 
was an endless chain of arrests from day to 
day. There had been as many as oyer 700 
arrests in the Cleveland strike. Hundreds of 
girls were arrested for merely walking on 
the streets. Hundreds of men were brought 
before the Police Judge and subjected to trials. 
The quarrel had extended to the Judges, the 
Police, the prosecutor and even the Mayor 
of the City. All those hundreds of arrests 
helped to discourage some of our strikers, be-
cause being arrested so many times they be-
came very unwilling to go on picket line. So 
that the constant harrassing of the strikers 
by the police helped to weaken the organ-
ization in connection with the picket line. 
The arrests thus far had been unfortunate, 
not because of the unwillingness of the author-
ities, but rather because of our determined 
fight carried on by the strikers. One of the 
persons arrested had served a short sentence 
in the workhouse. Because of the determined 
strike against the Garment Manufacturers, and 
because the latter had lost hundreds of thou-
sands, nay, millions of dollars, they have de-
cided to annul the International Office, if they 
could, and to prevent the organization of the 
Garment Workers, and they have employed 
a private agency and have arrested two of our 
boys who are now charged with murder. 
They have not been indicted yet. They were 
charged with murder in the first degree first, 
but after considerable activity and work we 
were able to get them out on bail, and they 
are out each on a $5,000 bond. The author-
ities are trying to place blame on people who 
are not responsible. 
With the Cloak Manufacturers strongly 
1
 united to fight the International Office, strong-
ly united to prevent locals being formed in 
Cleveland, the Convention is face to face with 
I1IENT W'ORKE* 
a serious proposition, that is. whai 
done in Cleveland? 
The Cleveland Cloak-ma^cr* are emulr.i •„ 
considerable praise in some respects >*•< the* 
are also entitled to considerable ceiiMur \, 
a class of men they are very un«ratetui f.rf 
all that has been done in Cleveland for them 
Some of . them have shown a disposition t 
ignore the Organization at this stage «,j tbr 
contest. They have resorted to Marnier ap.1 
began to scandalize some of the International 
Officers, and especially a man who Might
 t.. 
be deserving of praise because he did v, mud' 
for them in the Cleveland strike, namely. Vic« 
President Israel Fei t The local leader* ha« 
to stand blame and responsibility for the re 
suits, but Mr. Feit is undeserving ••) \U. 
slander1 the men have cast upon him Me \u-
done his utmost/ and the International Officer* 
who were in Cleveland have done their be»i 
Now, what are we to do in Cleveland' We 
ought to instal a strong force of organizer* 
there, to get those people who are good Union 
men and wish to belong to the Organization 
to join their locals, rehabilitate them and put 
them on such a basis as to he able to enforce 
their demands, because the International Or 
ganization will suffer in various localities il 
Cleveland is neglected. 
If a large body of men and women could i* 
supported for so many weeks by an Interna 
tional Organization that Organization deserve* 
praise and credit. The strength manifested in 
that strike was surprising. Each and even-
man had got as much strike benefit on an aver 
age as in any strike I have heard about. From 
the point of view of support the International 
Officers and local leaders should be given 
credit instead of being blamed. The employees 
lost some money in wages and forgot th-
ought to make some sacrifices themselves. It 
seems that the rank and file of the Cloak 
makers should not expect much from the In 
ternational or Local Organizations. The dues 
paid are too small for them to expect any 
substantial benefits. They blame the organ-
ization for a bad or good season, yet the or 
ganization may not have anything to do with 
i t They blame the Union for not having an 
inexhaustible treasury, yet they are not *ilhn| 
to contribute enough to that treasury The 
delegates ought really to go back to their k»cw* 
and ask the members to bear some of the 
responsibility and make some of the sacrifice 
The Cleveland Cloak-maker is like the averag* 
worker of every country, he expects very »,uc' 
for the little he contributes. There i> no use 
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finding fault with him. He is entitled to l>c 
protected, but he should also show the loyalty 
and steadfastness to his organization that it 
deserves, and unless there is loyalty in the 
rank and file of the workers they will not be 
able to put up a strong fight. Loyalty begets 
discipline* and where there is loyalty there 
i> also discipline. Therefore, the Convention 
should say i-»W the Ladies' Garment Work-
ers throughout t^e United States and Canada 
that from.npA on each and every member 
must he loyalro his organization, and that he 
must pay a bigybr amount of dues, or a larger 
per capita to the Organization. If they will 
not seek petty quarrels and find fault with 
little things, hut look after the main issue of 
fighting for better conditions, that will go a 
great way to ameliorate the great incon-
venience we had in Cleveland. 
The Cleveland Strike demonstrated that the 
Cloak-makers are not the small organization 
they were looked upon six or seven years ago. 
We have demonstrated that we arc a fight-
ing, living body of men and women, and that 
we can strike a i>low when it is necessary 
and can resist encroachment by our employ-
ers. In this contest the Union had spoken 
loudly to the world. In the contest of 1910 
we have given to the labor movement of the 
United States our contribution to the his-
tory of organized labor that will always be 
looked upon as a credit to us all. 
The International body spent over $300,000 
on the Cleveland Strike., That speaks well for 
the Organization. The Organization thus de-
serves more credit than any known organiza-
tion. The trade was in a peculiar situation, be-
cause of the large number of nationalities .that 
arc employed in it. There was also a peculiar 
<ituation with the contract work in the shop, 
with the piece work and the week work. Each 
of those things is a problem, and it takes a 
large amount of work and effort on the part 
of( the officers and leaders to work those 
problem* out, and if the Organization had only 
done one' of those things, if it were only able 
to maintain an organization of 100,000 people 
or keep up a strike of 20 weeks, or able to 
pay $300,000, we would say that was sufficient 
Yet the Organization has done all of those 
things and because of that each and every 
delegate ought to lie proud of being a mem-
ber of the International Organization and 
should go back to their locals and stir the in-
terest of the members in the organized move 
meat 
If the Organization could put up such a 
grand, glorious fightNn Geveland, and now 
have a large delegation of over 120 delegates 
from all the United States and Canada to a 
Convention, the fact should arouse the inspira-
tion and quicken the activity of every one of 
them.. We have many problems to confront, 
many difficulties to surmount in the labor 
movement. 
The International Organization would not 
be free from strikes ami labor disputes, but 
if we want to prevent strikes in any city, it 
will behoove each and all to pro\ide a sub-
stantial treasury, and to beget loyalty and dis-
cipline on the part of the rank and file. Above 
all when you charge your officers with respond 
sibility for their acts, the Locals and members 
must comply with laws and orders enforced by 
the officers. They must not think that the 
manufacturers have no rights. From their 
point of view the manufacturers also have 
the rights that the law gives them and that 
commonsense stiquld give them. But they have 
for years been getting the benefit of all the 
rights and we have been trying to get a Httle. 
Rut unless we are united our battlr for our 
rights will not be the success we hope it to be 
On the whole the Geveland situation was 
a grand tribute and honor to the Interna-
tional Officers, because of the tight we have 
made and because of the fight that we will 
i have to make in the future, and if we should 
have to go ba<rk to Cleveland to reorganize 
the workers there and place demands before 
the Garment Manufacturers, they will not treat 
us with that contempt and indifference they 
did, and they will think twice before refusing 
to arbitrate- Every strike, even though it has 
been considered a defeat, is a victory in so 
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Editorial 
The chastened spirit amongst 
That delegates who returned from 
(Hastened the Toronto Convention may 
Spirit be observe<l by all, but the 
reason is only known to but 
few. The passengers on the "Conven-
tion Special" to Toronto declared that 
the famous "Red Special'* was not in it 
in radicalism compared to the "direct 
action" practiced upon the occupants of 
the sleeping berths in the International's 
special. The cruelty of the virago in 
the Mother Goose rhyme was repeated 
upon the helpless delegates of Local Un-
ions'by the inhuman General Officers, 
who "spanked them all soundly and put 
them to bed." One victim in particular 
whose garments suffered from lack of 
the use of "Wool Soap to prevent 
Shrinkage," was a tempting target as kc 
ran through the fixe coaches. Oh! fie. 
for shame, Mr. Officers. And yet those 
very same officers who were instrumental 
in this "pogrom" Were re-elected. Is it 
not .awful? If delegates to a convention 
can be treated in such a brutal manner 
by the officers' what can the simple pn 
vate expect? 
In spite of the tetter 
The Kein*ute- denunciation oi *»« 
mentof General Officers i>t the 
Local No, 88 International l"ni<*n In 
a portion of the Ea«t 
Side press for the revocation of the char-
ter of Local N'o. 38 the convention unani-
mously re-elected those very same "strike 
breakers" and "scab agents" as the> were 
termed by the "Freie Arbeiter Stimtne. 
Although Local No. 38 was reinstated 
their local autonomy was taken awa> 
from them and put under the direct cm-
trol of the General Executive Board, ex 
actly what the G. E. B. previous!) > 
manded of the Local and the refuel • 
which led to the revocation 01 
charter. 
Is it not strange that those ven [*»• 
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pie who constantly talk of "fight between 
capital and labor" are the very people 
who make such a thing impossible by 
their tactics. Can any one imagine an 
army in which every division, nay, ev-
ery private soldier can do as he pleases? 
and in which the soldiers are taught to 
disobey the command oi the officers? 
And that is exactly what the policy of 
these radicals amounts to. Those "knock-
**Vs" do not care whom they denounce, 
whether it is a trust magnate or an officer 
of a labor organization, who tries his 
utmost to enforce the laws of his organ-
ization and maintain discipline amongst 
the members. 
4 t In our editorial notes 
The lUdieyiHin^f i a s t April comment-
"
f U i e
 * »A H ,g u P o n t n e socialistic 
ronventio* *£ tendency of our mem-
bers, we made use of the 
following remarks. "It is true that some 
of our members are socialistically and 
industrially inclined, but in theory only. 
In reality they are very cautious and con-
servative, for after all, "business is busi-
ness* and all the revolutionary and so-
cialistic talk is mere talk and nothing 
else." Now, nothing has demonstrated 
the truth of this contention more than 
the transactions of our last convention 
m 1 oronto. The very same people who 
swamped the convention with all sorts 
of resolutions calling for the nationaliza-
tion of everything, who proclaimed their 
faith in socialism in accordance with 
Karl Marx and Frederick Engels, these 
very people argued and voted against 
.every progressive measure which the 
"conservative" Executive Board intro-
duced. Our industrialists and revolu-
tionists of the larger locals voted and 
argued against an increased per capita, 
fearing that the General Executive Board 
wight use these funds to assist the weak-
e r
 and less organized branches of the 
traUe. The people who introduced reso-
lutions favoring the ist of May so as to 
give the members an opportunity to pro 
claim their solidarity with the working 
class the world over, voted against an 
amendment to the constitution intro-
duced by the General Secretary-Treasur-
er calling *for a maximum initiation fee 
of $10.00. The fact of the matter is 
that when it came to a question of busi-
ness, many of our revolutionists proved 
themselves reactionists in every sense of 
the term. The delegates went still fur-
ther. They have so amended the con-
stitution as to make it impossible for a 
new comer to take an active part in the 
work of the International Union. They 
have taken away the right, which hither-
to every member of the International 
Union enjoyed, to be elected to any of-
fice in the International Union, whether 
he or she is a delegate to the convention 
or not. Instead of six months member-
ship, a candidate for a delegate to the 
convention must l>e a good standing 
member for two years. They went stilT 
further, they amended the laws so that 
any change in the constitution cannot be-
come law before thirty days after the 
convention. It appears as if the dele-
gates were afraid that some one may 
come into the convention an*l run. away 
with the International Union, and they 
therefore provided that the power to 
change its laws or to hold office must 
remain with those who are already in 
the International Union. Yet the con-
vention proved- that there is no fear of 
any sudden changes in the composition 
of our International Union. The real 
trouble with us is that we are too slow 
to move, and the fear is not that we may 
go too fast, but that our people do not 
go fast enough, that they are not ready 
ito effect practical changes needed to 
meet the requirements of the time. 
On the other hand, our delegates from 
the country who came to Toronto with 
fantastic propositions which they intend-. 
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C<1 to effect in the composition of our 
International Union, have left the con-
vention wiser, if sadder men. The heaps 
of resolutions calling for a two-term of 
office and recall of officers, non-payment 
of General Officers, etc., all such reso-
lutions which have given the committees 
and the Street Cleaning Department of 
Toronto so much extra work, received 
scant consideration by the delegates. The 
humor of it is that all requests for the 
election of officers by referendum vote 
came from the smaller locals, not per-
ceiving that the Tenth Street office in 
New York can command treble the 
amount of votes which the locals* outside 
of New York can command, while at 
the convention they constituted one-
third of the entire delegation. 
The Cleveland manu-
The Situation facturers who were CO* 
In Cleveland s o U n « themselves with 
the idea that their resist-
ance to the demands of 
their workpeople, which involved them 
in a terrible loss of trade and money, 
was worth the price they paid, because 
"it relieved them from the tyrany of the 
union for the next generation," are now 
again confronted with the spectre of a 
strike. For the past lew weeks the 
workpeople of Cleveland have shown 
unmistakable signs of unrest. The mem-
bership of our locals are fast increasing, 
and they are ready to resume battle. 
The employers are making frantic ef-
forts through the "Daily Trade Record" 
and other channels and are trying to 
assure the public that everything is quiet 
and peaceful in their factories. At the 
same time they are holding conferences 
with the leading spirits of their shops 
giving them all sorts of inducements to 
stay away from the union. So the 
struggle is on again. The entire niem-
, bcrship of our International Union is 
determined to resume an <-;. 
with the Cleveland Manufacture 
first opportune moment Mr 
assurances that everything i-
 v ; : r T ^ 
peaceful in Cleveland cloak fact »n«s *;r 
not help them in the least \h>r ad 
the Cleveland manufacturers cannot [.,*: 
"all the people all the time " 
The strike in Kaiama»*t 
The Htrnggle j s s t j ] | m p r , jg r e , v j t WIj> 
in KaUmazot continue until the Kalama 
v
 t zoo Corset Compam «tf] 
either keep its promise to reinstate all »i 
its former employees on better term-
or they will have to go out of bu*me^ 
Miss Casey is still incapacitated as xhe 
result of 31 days confinement in jail, tat 
is rapidly recovering and within a few 
days will pay another visit to Mr Hat 
field's territory. The work of the Ire 
partial Committee" who were permitted 
by Mr. Hatfield to act as a semi-art* 
trator, seem to have borne no fruit>. The 
strikers are still kept out of the factory 
I t is interesting to know 
Wage Increase that on June 15th. whew 
for Kalamazoo Kalamazoo paj>er* an-
Paper Mill nounced the settlement of 
Worker* the strike at the corset 
factory, they also an-
nounced an increase in wages in tour ui 
the largest paper mills in Kalamazoo 
All of the workers receiving fcs> than 
$2.25 per day were to receive an m 
crease of seven and a half per cent. 
while those earning more than $-'.-; ;,>r 
day were to receive an increase of vx<> 
and a half per cent. These four com-
panies employ over 1,000 work i*"P'e 
This fight aj the Kalamazoo Corset Co. 
has so stirred up the working population 
of that city that the paper mills all of a 
sudden found it necessary to grant a 
"voluntary" increase in wages. 
* 
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The cry raised by Local No. 
IxH-fll 17 17 that the International Union 
is going to dismember their lo-
cals and put them out of existence, is 
entirely unwarranted and to say the least 
undignified. Neither the delegates of 
the convegfion nor the General office 
have ever' contemplated to "annihilate" 
the RccJe^J|^^ake^s, Union. The resolu-
tion passeBgat the Convention is to the 
effect that w e finishers should be trans-
ferred to Local No. 9 and a few shops 
where cloaks are made exclusively to be 
transferred to Local No. 1. These cries 
of the intention to dismember their or-
ganization will and can only reflect on 
the sanity of the ardent spirits of the 
Reefer Makers' Union. 
Gompers, Mitchell and Mor-
Iteeall rison arc convicted criminals, 
Judge sentenced to the Penitentiary, 
Wright while the Meat Packer Barons, 
Tobacco Lords, Sugar Kings, 
and Oil Tzar bask in the sunshine of 
freedom and prosperity! 
At first blush, this spectacle elicited 
editorials of unfavorable criticism even 
from the "capitalistic press." But since 
the first day after the decision there has 
been a conspiracy of silence on the part 
of that press, which responds quickly to 
the sensitiveness of "The Interest-" If 
the significance of Judge Wright's stub-
born reiteration of his former decision 
had been properly head-lined, from day 
to day, working people everywhere 
throughout the length and breadth of 
the land would have immediately aroused 
to a revolutionary temper. Hence the 
careful "hushing up" process. But even 
with this "loud silence" of the press, 
there is an ever swelling current of rage 
at this miscarriage of justice in the 
minds of the plain people, and while the 
mills of the Gods grind slowly, they 
grind exceedingly fine. Miss Jane Ad-
dams, the conservative sociologist, testi-
fies from her experience: "Perhaps the 
one symptom among the working men 
which most distinctly indicates a class 
feeling is a growing distrust of the in-
tegrity of the courts" and away *back in 
1908, Delos F. Wilcox in the New York 
Independent rightly said: "As a matter 
of fact, it is not Bryan or R<x>sevelt, or 
Lincoln Stiffens, or Charles Edward 
Russell that is a revolutionist. These 
men talk. The Supreme Court acts." 
The only question now in the minds 
of observant and thoughful people is 
"What form of * Recall' " is in store for 
judges like Wright? 
Our Local Unions in Toronto 
Iteport of Locals 14, 92 and 88 
The Cloak and Skirt Makers' Union of To-
ronto, organized as an independent Union, 
have up to January, 1911, experienced the 
same difficulties as other independent trade 
organizations. Their policy was to organize 
by calling a strike and disbanding soon after 
the termination of the strike, regardless as 
to whether the results were favorable or not. 
But with our affiliation with the International 
Union, (January, 1911), a tendency towards 
a steadfast policy became evident. This is 
shown by the fact that within the seventeen 
months of our existence as l-ocals of the In-
ternational Ladies* Garment Workers' Union 
wc began to steadily develop and expand in 
proportion as the times and circumstances 
were favorable to us, bm never for one mo-
ment have we regretted our affiliation with 
the International Union. It is evident from 
this that the Cloak Makers of Toronto have 
not failed lo learn that a union can only be-
come effective and obtain substantial results 
or benefits when persuing steadfast and busi-
ness-like methods, and so wc find that our 
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members are now loyal and disciplined. This 
will inevitably prove as tending to their wel-
fare. 
In December, IQIO, wc were visited by Bro, 
A, Rosenberg and Bro, H. Weinberg and 
shortly after we applied and were granted a 
charter by the International Union. We then 
had a membership of less than 200. By May 
1st of the same year, our membership had in-
creased two-fold. Finding that the work oi 
the local was becoming enormous, a salaried 
official in the capacity of Secretary and Busi-
ness Agent was engaged. Shortly after, Lo-
cal 92, Cloak Pressers, was organized. A 
strong attempt with the aid of Ch. Fromer, 
sent by the International Union, was made to 
organize the Cloak and Suit Cutters of this 
city and although a charter was applied for 
and granted, the work as a whole proved abor-
tive. We attributed the failure to the fact 
that the manufacturers held the whip#of dis-
charge over the Cutters' heads, thus intimi-
dating them against joining the Union. 
In June, 1911, our members in the employ 
of Gordon McKays, (said to be a millionaire 
concern and the manufacturing of Cloaks 
being a small part of their business) reported 
that the manager actually refused to tolerate 
the collective bargaining idea any longer, that 
he was discriminating in the distribution of 
work and discharging anyone who dared to 
protest. An attempt was made by us to see 
the head manager but without satisfactory 
results. After careful consideration we found 
that there was only one alternative, namely, 
that a strike must be resorted to. The strike 
lasted n weeks and cost the Union over $300, 
but we gained a great victory. The firm was 
compelled to sell out their interest in this de-
partment and the new management recognized 
the just demands of the Union. The result 
of this strike proved very beneficial to our 
Union in general, inasmuch as the manufac-
turer, in an indirect manner, paid more heed 
and consideration to our members in their 
employ. 
In November, 19" . the organizing of the 
Cutters became a burning necessity and in the 
following month, with the aid of a few cut-
ters, a strenuous effort was made and was 
crowned with success. Local 83 has now a 
membership of over 70. this amounts to 99% 
outside of the Eaton Company, whose cutters 
still fear the threats of their boss. In Jan-
uary, 1912, we were compelled to resort to 
the strike at the Pullan and Son Cloak firm, 
'because of their discrimination and unfair 
settling of prices, which were v*r. ;(IA 
consequence. After three week-, .
 r;, 
terminated in victory for the Union, .md
 0w 
membersnip increased by leaps and *-
 m , j ( 
Recently we were precipitated into the lock 
out and strike in the T. Eaton Cmpam. 
where 700 cloak makers were, directl*
 In 
voived. Notwithstapding the fact that »e 
have been out on strike for *6 wr-^ k*
 AtH\ 
that some manufacturers of this dt> have 
made repeated attempts to entangle us in ^ 
net of troubles, our locals are in j*.*>d itU{M. 
In spite of the blacklisting system in its wor-t 
form, pracitscd by these firms, our progress 
in the way of better treatment and mcreaw 
of wages, encourages us to continue our wort 
for the cause of Unionism. 
REJ>ORT OF T H E CLOAK AND SKIRT 
FINISHERS' UNION 
* LOCAL 69 
Owing to two strikes conducted by Lx-a! 
2, United Cloak and Skirt Makers' Union, in 
the last few months, our treasury ha* been 
totally drained. In a few months time there 
had disappeared the savings of two years 
And now owing to dulness in the trade, oar 
members are without work and the dues are 
coming in very slowly, so that we cannot 
cover even the weekly expenses. 
We therefore request assistance in our pres 
ent condition until the situation of the trade 
is changed for the better. 
Enthusiasm for the Union is entirely on the 
wane among the workers of the trade. Mem 
bers are dropping out from Local 6g and Ln 
cal 53 by tens and from local 2 by hundreds 
The Unions are thus destined to reman 
powerless, unable to control the trade situa-
tion. 
The two strikes referred to resulted not 
only in the loss of members, but also in the 
loss of several Union shops, as to which the 
Union was not strong enough to take any ac-
tion. In view of these facts the workers do 
ask the question: "Why shall we belong » 
the Union when the Union cannot even gam 
anything for us in a struggle." 
It is therefore self-evident that as long as 
we will have such Unions which will only 
control the members, but not the shops, the) 
will not be recognized as a factor in the trade. 
Such a Union cannot hope to exist very long. 
Unions of this kind are built on very unsafe 
foundations. They may withstand HgM 
breezes, but as soon as a Northern wind 
blows it destroys them almost totally Our 
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Local $o. 2 is A case in point. Under such 
circumstances the workers cannot expect to 
derive any benefits. 
We therefore feel that we must start a 
movement to strengthen our organization and 
build on a firm foundation. 
The finishers especially strive to abolish 
the present system of subcontracting, or, 
working for the tailors, a system which ex-
:i! Philadw>hia in many shops, and whir!; 
Iia< caused disagreements between the Union 
tailors atfc fipilhers. We believe that all dis-
.iKrccnierf ^fculd disappear, were the • fin-
i-|:.r^ to woA direct for the firm ami thus 
IK* enabled to settle prices for themselves. 
It is therefore advisable for the International 
Union to take the caw of the Philadelphia 
Cloak Makers intrt consideration a»nj to surt 
an agitation for a general movement in the 
trade 
We believe in the necessity of a general 
strike of the entire cloak and skirt trade of 
Philadelphia, when the following demands 
should l»c presented: (i) The recognition of 
the Union, to control the shops and not tht 
members only. (2) To abolish the system of 
finishers working for the tailors, (j) That 
at! eight-hour working day shall be cstablntned 
in the trade. 
BECK IK STEIN. Pteti4tnt, 
MAX BLACK, Organizer and Sec'y, 
Cloak and Skirt Finishers' Union, Local 6n-
Industrialism the Bugbear of "Society" 
The I. W. W. and IU Poverty of Philosophy 
By A. Rosebury. 
Industrial Unionism has lately become 
the bugbear of the press and of "So-
ciety" and the capitalist papers continue 
tc give the Industrial Workers of the 
World a free advertisement. Whether 
it is from mere love for the sensational, 
or because "society" is really frightened 
at what it imagines to be the specter of 
the 20th Century, is not quite so clear. 
Possibly it is a little of both. 
In past years it was Socialism and 
Anarchism that occasionally got on "So-
ciety's" nerves. Not knowing the in-
ternal character of these movements, 
"society" took John Most, or some other 
noisy prophet, at his word. When these 
sclf-styled prophets predicted the com-
iing of the social revolution within a year 
or so, not a few capitalists became gen-
uinely alarmed and prepared or threat-
ened to escape with their colossal for-
tunes to other, non-socialist ridden, 
countries. Since then, much anarchistic 
"sound and fury" made itself felt both 
in Europe and America. It has even 
penetrated into Asia and frightened the 
Japanese Government into legal murder. 
But in the end it has practically "sig-
nified nothing." 
The old bugbear in a new garb ha^ with-
in recent years made its reappearance, 
it now stalks abroad in the name of the 
Workers of the World. It has assumed 
the comprehensive and certainly expres-
sive name "Industrialism." It threatens 
to dispossess the capitalist class and pro-
poses to conduct the worlds' industry by 
the aid of huge, unorganized and largely 
untutored masses, who practically con-
stitute a babel of tongues. Like their 
predecessors of the past, "society" and 
its advocates of the present time immed-
iately take its prophets at their word and 
magnify the danger to civilization out of 
all proportion to its actual extent. 
It is true that the stunts performed by 
the leaders of the I. W. W. in calling out 
big strikes here and there may give 
cause for the alarm felt in some quarters. 
There are not, however, wanting those 
far-sighted interpreters of current events 
who perceive that the real secret of the 
success of the industrialist leaders is the 
greed and selfishness of the trusts and 
/ " 
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heads of large concerns. It is their want 
of feeling, their stubborness and utter 
disregard for their wealth-creating em-
ployees that foster strike agitations and 
play into the hands of syndicalist leaders 
in every country. 
Those who for many years have been 
in the thick of the movement and have 
sympathetically watched all its phases, 
have seen a good many of the predicted 
troubles that never really came. They 
have thus formed the habit of surveying 
all such "stormy petrels" of the social 
revolution" with calmness and delibera-
tion. Their experience tells them that 
hitherto the advanced wing of the labor 
movement has been practically impotent, 
despite its rhetorical "sound and fury." 
The labor movement on the other hand, 
during the last quarter of a century, has 
been steadily tending in the direction of 
business-like operations, letting the law 
of evolution take its natural course. 
The syndicalist outbreak will presently 
spend its negative force, because its 
avowed aim is to destroy and then build 
on the ruins. This aim is directed not 
only at the enemies of Labor, but also 
at those whom it should rather have en-
listed as its friends. It is precisely this 
that makes it not a progressive but a 
reactionary movement. It is this which 
has clogged the wheels of its own pro-
gress, while the moderate wing of the 
labor movement, the great stable trade 
unions, have been engaged in a positive 
work, the work of consolidating and 
adding to their strength year by year. 
Says Robert Hunter in a recent article 
in the Chicago Daily Socialist:— 
"For years they (the socialist*) sought to 
use the trade unions for political ends. For 
years some of them endeavored to split the 
working class into warring sects. For years 
they went to the workers with the orthodox 
faith, threatening that if the workers would 
not accept that faith without question they 
would serve upon them a sentence of utter 
damnation. 
"Curiously enough, this intolerat.: 
atical zeal of the early socialists » a : 
to the English speaking countries A*H — 
chief reason for its prevalence in fh . 
tries was undoulrtedly because in h ;, j -_ 
land and America the early s o c i a l ^ 
in the field ahead of t h e * a pemrrf -
ganized working class movement. V,••:f4~i 
they went first to those orgaa&ati*in-
vert them to the new doctrines. )'•••• 
of looking upon them as an ufiomx *niti* i<v; 
highly satisfactory working out of ihe Marx 
ian doctrines they insisted upon ihrtr ftftir' 
reorganization and the adoption of 
program. The socialists declared that their 
position was the only orthodox one anil *!" 
others were heretics- This is precisriy t*t 
position maintained by the leqders of iht I 
W. W. (The italics are mine.) 
" T h e slow progress that both tociahvm . 
industrial unionism made in America is • 
at all dae to any innate antagonism -.>n tb« 
part of the American workers The eh*' 
reason for that slow progress lies in ihe al 
most criminal manner in which these Mo-
have been presented to the American *<»rktr' 
* • » 
Amid all the din of word battles and 
a flood of abuse and vituperation, the 
powerful trade organizations continue; 
to be the only factors of stability and 
progress in the labor movement F«»r. 
had they not grown out of the historic 
effort of the down-trodden and op-
pressed workers of all ages to unite m 
order to gain recognition and better labor 
conditions from their exploiters? Tbew 
were the only labor organizations which 
were capable of dispelling the mists of 
pessimism and despair engendered to 
rancour and mutual recrimination. 
In England, the great trade unwnv*. 
until the formation of the Labor Part*, 
surveyed at a distance the clash of the 
various rival factions with equanimity 
and good humor. They were too bu*y 
attending to the vital interests of their 
members, their wage scales and their 
out-of-work-benefits, to be dragged alotig 
into the whirlwind of party politic*!. I" 
Germany, thanks to the great movement 
initiated by Ferdinand Lassalle. the 
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cial Pemocratic Par ty , instead of antag-
onizing the t rade unions, helped to or-
ganize them. Th i s probably explains 
why it is that the German Socialist Party 
j , the most practical and most business 
like, why the relations between the So-
cialist movement and the trade unions in 
U n n a n y have been the happiest, and 
why the German Trade Union move-
ment has aCained such a record member-
ThCfgdfet pure and simple t rade un-
ions 0? t M American Federation of La-
bor have continued to be the factor of 
stability, progress and lasting benefits to 
the workers of this country. Growth, 
whether of individual or associated life, 
is only possible when disturbing and de-
structive elements are absent. T h e t rade 
union can best flourish under conditions 
obtaining in most of the Unions affili-
ated with the American Federation of 
Labor. They can only build up and 
maintain their organizations and the 
benefits gained when they pursue a prac-
tical business like course, steering clear 
of feuds and dissensions that affect them 
only outwardly and remotely. The his-
tory of our own organization, both be-
fore and after the great cloak strike of 
IOJO, is a good example in point. 
Most of the talk about the attitude of 
the American Federation of Labor to 
Industrial Unionism is only so much 
speculation about things that have no 
substance. For this much will be con-
ceded by all practical people that in-
dustrial unionism is one thing and the 
methods pursued by the Industrial 
Workers of the Wor ld quite another. 
If industrial unionism means concentra-
tion and consolidation of forces in any 
Riven industry, then the American Fed-
eration of Labor does all in its power to 
realize it. W h e r e then is the necessity 
for a separate organization? But the 
Industrial Worke r s of the World cer-
tainly stand for the crude methods men-
tioned by Robert Hunter . Its violent 
denunciation of the existing organ iza* 
tions, its opposition to agreements and 
protocols of peace with employers, and 
its refusal to confer with them, is well 
known to !«• repeated. Were these meth-
ods generally adopted, they would land 
us again in the chaos and confusion, the 
strife and "brotherly hatred" of the I V 
Leonist period.^, For, agreement* and 
Protocols of peace constitute an clement 
of stability and are the sole means of 
providing the sinews of war for great 
economic struggles, if such struggles 
must come, while the I. \V. YV., with 
its methods of "str ike as you like-*and 
whenever you l ike/ ' without the neces-
sary amunjtions of war in the shape of 
big funds to support the strikers, ex 
hibits its sad poverty of philosophy. And 
its philosophy of poverty is revealed in 
all its nakedness by James P. Thompson, 
its genera! national organizer. J quote 
from an interview published in tlie Sun 
of April 14th. Thompson says: 
"Strikes start almost without any warning.... 
The I W. W. refuses to confer with the em 
ployers ^ n appeal for funds is sent to 
all friends of labor.... Lectures are organized 
at which the hat is passed round in aid of the 
strikers... . A relief committee is appointed.... 
(for) The I W. W. does not pay cash strike 
benefits.... It endeavors to extend to the 
strikers whatever material assistance they 
need. Relief committees receive applications 
from destitute working men for food, cloth-
ing and shelter and investigate the cases.. . . 
(Thus, instead of strike benefit paid by for 
by the workers themselves we have chanty 
and a ramified system of begging). All un-
married strikers are served free meals at 
soup kitchens... Married strikers receive orders 
for food supplies. Children are placed in the 
homes of non-strikers, or sent to other 
cities " 
Such are the methods of people who 
aim at dispossessing the capitalist class 
and intend carrying on the worlds' in-
dustry. W h o will say that such methods 
tend to the proper organization of the 
f 
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workers, or that they can secure to them 
in any lasting manner the fruits of vic-
tory? These methods have temporarily 
succeeded among unorganized, untrained 
and undisciplined workers, among work-
ers who can easily be got to participate 
in a strike, but whose ideas of the value 
of maintaining a permanent organization 
are very hazy and confused. Experienced 
organizers of many years' standing know 
how very difficult it is to keep this class 
of workers in any organization for any 
length of time, by methods such as,those 
of the I. W. W. Its leaders always harp 
on the strike strain. It is this on which 
they mostly lay stress, but they hardly 
refer to the value of organization which 
Monthly Bulletin 
New York, General Office. 
The most stirring event of the month was 
our Eleventh Convention held at Toronto, 
Canada, from June 3d to June 12th. This 
was the largest gathering of representative 
men in the hislory of the organization and it 
was the first convention following upon an 
epoch-making industrial upheaval in the city 
of New York. As such, a great deal was 
expected from its deliberations. 
But, regarding the result of the conven-
tion in this light, many of the expectations 
were fulfilled. Many others were fulfilled in 
an abstract sort of way. Their realization will 
continue to hang in the balance for a long 
time to come. This is particularly true in the 
case of those crafts composed mostly of 
women workers. These are practically unor-
ganized and their existing locals suffer there-
by. The convention has given these locals 
fresh hopes and a vista of a future full of 
promise. * 
Joint lloui-it of New Y o r k 
1
 The report to the Toronto Convention of 
the Joint Board of New York, published in 
the "New Post," relates at length the Board's 
^activities for the last two years. Several in-
teresting incidents throw some light on how 
this body came to be the gigantic enterprise 
it is at present. 
t o them is of secondary i m p o r t s 
is this par t icular feature which .?..< 
t h e I . W . W . as a reactionary organ u 
t t ion. 
T h e Independent American w.-rke* 
who, by dint of hard struggles hi- at 
ta ined a far h igher s tandard of wage. 
and labor condit ions will have none of 
H a y w o o d ' s "soup-k i tchen" method^ i(e 
feels sufficiently s t rong and 
con fi< lent m 
his organized power and resource* an*! 
p r e f e t s ' t o insure for his support in time* 
of unavoidable fionflict with his employer 
in a more business-like manner and l\ 
practical and safe methods that hav 
been found to be of the greatest hclj, 
and advan tage . 
of Stirring Events 
The Board is composed of some 70 repre 
sentatives of 9 Local Unions, comprising * 
membership of close upon 50,000, and control-
6 very busy offices apart from the offices of 
the locals composing it. How all this ire 
mendous activity was put into motion, at the 
end of the great cloak strifce in 1910. ha* 
never, to our knowledge, been recorded, and 
therefore this report is of particular interest 
The Joint Board of the Cloak and Skirt 
Makers Unions of New York, which till 1910 
had only a few union shops under its control 
was suddenly confronted by the tremendous 
task of having to deal with some 1.500 ei»! 
ployers and with a mass of toiling hnmann> 
swept up by the storm and stress of that 
historic struggle. This mass of humanit> 
joined the strike because every one of the 
units composing it felt the necessity of revolt-
ing against the inhuman labor condition? un 
der which they were compelled to work. But 
they had no knowledge of the principles ano 
methods of trade unionism. It was this which 
made the task of the Joint Board doubly 
difficult. 
Yet the local leaders were undismayed h> 
the difficulties confronting thetn. They ** 
to work with untiring energy and were won 
able to get the most pressing problems of 
management under proper control The? 
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divided the location of the shops into three 
districts, chose managers from their own 
ranks and appointed 24 business agents amen-
able to the managers' orders. They started 
a six-page jjpckJy paper, the "New Post," 
for the.diffoSKMi among the members of trade, 
shop ano^local\ews and for the discussion of 
prrssing^dipions cropping up from time to 
time, aifjusjA shop troubles and disputes 
with employers, conducted and settled local 
strikes and gradually arranged a thousand and 
one matters requiring much painstaking detail. 
Space does not allow us to refer to the 
constitution of the Grievance Board and 
Board of Arbitration under the protocol of 
peace, the attempt made by some manufac-
turers to evade union conditions by opening 
shops in outlying country districts, the con-
sequent struggles in which the Joint Board 
engaged with them and its final success, men-
tioned in the report. All this is familiar to 
our readers. Suffice it to say in conclusion 
that the Board has been able to carry out 
the duties assigned to it, despite difficulties 
and obstacles, and has even extended its activ-
ities in various directions. Additional offices 
have been opened in Harlem and Brooklyn. 
The Italian members have been constituted 
into a separate branch. The Board publishes 
an Italian paper for these members and also 
issues a monthly publication in the Russian 
language. Its work is becoming more and 
more efficient, being carried on through vari-
ous committees. The Board of Directors, 
composed of district managers and Interna-
tional officers, which has quite recently come 
into existence, is in the nature of an ad-
visory body and its work tends to render effi-
cient the work of the Joint Board. The re-
port discloses the fact that the Joint Board, 
iti order to fulfill its duties to the numerous 
members of the locals affiliated with it, must 
become more and more a practical and busi-
nesslike body. Only in this way the Joint 
Board will be able to watch over and serve 
their interests. 
Cloak and Sui t Tai lors , Local No. 9 
The committee of 15 appointed at a recent 
inference to look after the interests of the 
finishers has met and decided to make the 
following recommendations to the Local Ex-
ecutive Board: 
To recmest the-business agents to take a 
Kreater interest in/the finishers of the various 
shops, their work and their earnings, and 
report their impressions to the managers 
The managers on their part to report to the 
Local Executive once in two weeks on shop 
troubles and conditions in general. 
To appoint a subcommittee to attend shop* 
and district meetings for the purpose of edu-
cating the finishers as to the need of taking 
concerted measures in order to do away with 
the evils from which they suffer, and that 
the committee of 15 shall be invested with 
power to carry out their decisions. 
To appropriate the sum of $10,000 fof a 
special fund with the object of protecting 
shop chairmen and price committees who 
may t»c discriminated against for their loyalty 
and good work on behalf of the union. 
Another recommendation was that no 
samples shall be finished on piece work. 
To this, Manager Bisno added that there 
shall be a uniform price for all piece workers. 
Itaiucoat Makers* Union, Local No/ 20 
In a previous issue reference has been made 
to the reawakening of this Local Union. The 
Local has since received a further incentive 
to effort in the resolution of 'the Toronto 
convention recognizing the need for a gen 
eral strike in -this trade, in order to obtain 
an improvement in the labor conditions and 
appointing a committee to consider and give 
effect thereto. On June 20, a very enthusiastic 
members' meeting was held at Beethoven Hall, 
when the delegates to the convention present-
ed their report. The meeting elected a com-
mittee of 25 to co-operate with and assist 
the special committee appointed by the Gen-
eral Executive Board for this purpose. 
Button-Hole Makers* Union, Local No. 54 
The Joint Hoard of New York has decided 
to request the manufacturers that on and 
from July 15th the buttonhole makers work-
ing in their shops shall be employed and paid 
direct by the firm. It is pointed out that the 
manufacturers have no interest in continuing 
the system of sub-contracting which is a 
source of hardship and annoyance to the em-
ployees and from which the employer derives 
no profit. There is no reason why the manu-
facturers should not assent to this change, 
particularly as no change in the work prices 
is asked for. Apart from the fact that, a 
great reform will thus be peacefully affected 
the change will tend to harmony in the shops 
and satisfaction to the employees. 
\ 
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ny« u m w i pn
 #c>Dj?r?T«n sa^- rs - ; -
.lyeepp pyu f , ^ n p y ^ i ;r -,'.
 ; ; 
io I r» T i n iya«i ytf^»»3-» 7?; -
 ;T..-', 
,1V" « iir?r» 15 "WB D»"5B* w i f v i 7T?: 
l»?jyo:m BI?9B2II lain » ; v* vr. z-z : r -
nn i"p BO jyoipya y?j*e .1717: ? :?apa -i 
jyayi ^yp'c» « Bjy»Tq» cfv. i r - ; -;-
pn«Br f t ' r t « n , i ye"n« 17127^ - ^ - - -
-y^ioyj 73yijr,an7e -p11 ^ © V i ;7"*rr i "« 
Dyi pn iya*'t nys^opi^p n .c?:1'" ;-• •" 
f\iz . i tm ayi nMw pOJ T?"t 17 ; ^ ; -i ;p*i 
! upai* p«p B'3 p-r :7c r e 
H ifT IJ3"? y&oipprpatm -p ;s»v« 
ty»Mte| Btioy; ;y=fn c^ii ,==7"= * - n ?:*" 
pn iy38DPHP? n aw ,017=^ nes** - -e 
7??^ ^m>T'J8an| i7s?3 iya,,» ="?-•= :•"•" 
pn TyB»3Tn n |yv*H3 o:*w r ^IV- ::r- ' 
.Ijn^rn B^» ,Diyp*:p yta*J c-» 1 ^ v t ; - • * -
un^ni jn*Vi§rm Bia iy«y; r vo :r:-r-
-DMH H B»D \lfrm IV D1$V, BBUnij; V T " 5 
Btfpj'jittf j uy i i nanyn l y r o 17^* , " ; t - r ' 
Bins S ip^ iyn . lys^^n 7-^" '" '.7**** 
n t* ,iye*«m»Mit po^^O =ri? ••" '£*: 
nyny eo Jf^fi a*«3i| ^r» ;** t7»*y"5= 
-ycy^iye w B^wyay^yj " - "HM " ' *•* trr>-
.rain cr? K0«^U nnia HB*i93 * *'- -T 
JU1B3V e^o 
.«Dy3^D .H 
a^n — "?Dio?»:ioiye7J7r.„ v* c«" — 
-^ ¥« U»#Wa p M p i c$n pn ,=:7"c;^ V-""* 
:- ;c=;; r"-
n p« »»o« lyoy. ty«fl»-jBjn^n'c-^^ 
.lyjyijn nn«BBmri :wi 
"Hty^nyni^H ny^K JIB cy?zcv r;- =*= 
?DO ayutn ,m y*w ?i»anyc "w 
D:"X ,}8DDBS «T« t*o i ^ Drisiy: 
c^ T p« nyaoyo nyno 8 r*r ^TH 
p« jnyDjnpyo y^»8 wa IJJ^? •* 
Ipptftt BJJWHB C»?^ 1 p 86 
snynyj EBn p ' noo . i y i .DyoioBp-pns H 
'jytMfyfl B BBnyj c(jn J B ^ P n p i jjafti 11 
pi*>p in»* QBopiyB CK/I ycvc n . jyr jyan 
5CMpy33B DBI jysBH cgn n pit 03ynBiBB;n 
-unco ijn . l i u p iy i e 'o o?oycy3 jpzgn 
'I;KO y>yi3K »1 «)M» oaipvii you K DBnyj c^ jn 
-y: p i t VI t P f l "H ,eiio» no ciyv.repyc 
-'OIK yiy>u 111 iyJ3iiyiBfi n is BTjffipjijnyo 
iyiyii v o iy3Bn 1911 iyaoyiiB3 pn ,iyc 
I'H I»T p i ,oiyo*p n jyiuuBJiB is Bvafu 
oru ' iqn PK 19 i^»p«p .UMJrtyj » i i CBI 
• .oiysoyD 70 e>o lyn^nyj 
-;iKiisyj ijfimj VD ty3"r 1912 IBUB 1 p * 
itt t i ilk npH iyi "3 p»ioc * jjrtn is iy; 
IB n ^ y w l i myi 03jr?B yovc H ,cp«c i:;* 
,ljn»*i» flfipo P i v rwyj i* p u tin Tyo«3 
pH ,ojy»Tyjrp"T»o oyi p i i nn c^n J B ' J P *i 
jnBW oyi ayi^is PK OBBffiyiy^-cio iyu i i 
.tyopfiiyx 
n lyonynyoaw op,oy3 v o iy2^n D3yosy? 
r'JUDtfP NP' i V o'o eiBPB^ B |1H pmoo 
C(EO(JJ5 oyi p i JJ»**i Diysoyo iyoiyi3in y'jyie 
ijrnycv v o MI lysB" 18 1>iv ,w^"floya 
un "pn ly^n DiyiitrcpyBUBQ y^y^c ,iyOM» 
,4yaptt P i iyj3a,i33"iH UIK D T ^ I B B«S 
MBJ« E&ipy9 yiyuiK ,eu m KO»^M oy iy3K 
n oyo=((yj3iH /UBB»IS jyou H p i v i ]ys 
•oni imB" i«o DBII ly&iiAfrqn yayny»tnye 
unys lyoys IBB ytaoyp iyuiK p« inystri* 
Mitt e u Dii pw ,oyi3Bis iy3BO T O ,IJWM 
e"31i iyuiK o»o tny3is3B JMUBITI pit noio 
.DIDUBUP-I>»IO pc ys«r iyi T B 
,0113 O'O 
.tUyvtiHi Dy3P3 
^pD^wjnfiSBD pa tjyna « 
D7KP^ yDMia n p i o»3 f»n 28 'mpu'? 
t3iK "3 ofii oyrtBie ,^it3$9"unye:»ii n pn 
."lysuop^^P 300 "a BT I^"» onitBtr pit 
ayi pc nyo»t2nK »i I M o$n D3yo»y? fta 
iy»ya nvcit rut oyt pit
 fo3y^y3 osy^y ou ^ c 
;?etWy33$ o»3 i»t lys^n " t Din^ii yavnm n 
.Vnp0 ny?3i« pit 
(JT -lyonaiK nmo-pi^p P H iyo»»anit n 
pc lyam DyvWH iiit ,3^o P» tynsior 8 
»i Vi B^n D3yosy^ . i *" « m ^ n 28 r»a 20 
.^cyunyc nmo-pi^p t»i nyo"3nn #i*s 
;?-'73yj T»n oi»3iit o^o n p i ">yByr »i nyait 
yMjmpjip « nvD ooip 11M91 ii« jn^ vt n 
P iy2^n ^MI WW — iyo"3iK n lywMft 
"
JVP n PK n»6<n i^i » iy3ymyc is IKII TB^E 
•I Pit oyviTm n nyo3nu 033yi3 y»s3yiip 
,o»init nyi P H |y33U3ny3 ynyi3K 
•:ne3BD PK oy» 1915 p« »» ,cy^3 n 
,33i^yowni «OBW n Ijnyil iyo^«ny3 »P°,2r 
/ 
jnpjpp 
.92 Pit 83 ,14 c^ itpg4? n p« s^-iys 
*«o pc if'3i< ny:*o evipo pit P'tfip n 
'jns^m m crit cyn3n«3 o«ny3 v» =«n rBB-B"* 
H ogn 1911 l»UHi »'3 P« ,I« !J'1 C3yi3yt 
y^ B pc 33nnBeiy H u o i D n s i n SBHJJ if»3i» 
•1 1J5^« ,IB^» oyi jDlfUP C3rt;yiri3*it 
is ww* PK
 rDyTjynyjt3f avnyj OB" If'Ji* 
B lyiii
 #-jye»':iit 7n«s yoMiy3 « l y r p a f n f 
n lyP^BMK p'^PO l'3f3 ]K1 pit ^»-»ec 
nyiB ]y:iBiiy3 iy«yj PK p^toc iyi >*
 rif<ap 
.0-3 
lycB^vyj^ B i»i v o \y2$n 1911 TB-SK* P« ' 
oiypiB" c3yoiB3 0»TW ^M3fr"r4RU<« nyn i» 
nytsiK pit iyo enyt ;B C**S ipi pc
 vif«si' 
"Bo 18 n P K .c»«p3H3yoffy3 -inyo B ypsi ' 
,
i7K3BO'n3"iyKi,K lyT IS iy33B*?y3 T O Cf l l ,SB3 
-i3Bn iyu-.it ffvnjn ou *fB3"p v o ;y3Bn 
-3"K B»m iyn f i n lysin nyny^jco »T .33*.? 
Qfiprn nnyo MI , P » oy lycys MI jynytyi 
•yj D3BUP n IB oin*c jyo jyn PK Jfup n 
n'n urn jyn ,3yn lyvoBoyocc B V « tycer? 
"B3nB J^?"1 " • • PH WO iy" li* rt" *"* B'l" 
,|B'*BP3 
njnna Wiiya UIK DBH 1910 ny^oysyn ;«K 
"iyo3** n pc B3yn>iyTi nyi ,3iy33yiBi -.an 
iyo3'K IK ,nyaa»»n .n ijrina Hi ^iwfiHia 
oiy^piy uiH ty^jn »»i
 fTfi"3fTH( tevv*u 
Vi wii "^ BB T»K cy Dfimfi "Mi .ojn or^ni 
»i»s ys-np B / P H
 #i3B3iyc oyi IB H» '*ns* | 
-B*C 1JTWW '.iycB^try33^ V* v o ijra^n lycycr 
.03BB3nysnyc ;BT e"t -,M EB" cMBnjny^a 
;youy3 jy3Bn lyocytryj y^ KFB1? iyt3^K urn 
-oyai'3 B o^nymy i*o ly^Bn ,i?=yi3 iyny« 
lysyjiB ?B' iy3?yn / W W PK a ^ n r r f i 
.?HPB^ I'lW 8»s ys^tj pit 
-B t^ryjJB 1*1 W-$n ^ o »n lyoyBc y?*Mi B 
•JKPB? ijn oyi3ii3y3 i n BBH ,i3B3iy« IB iyo 
.oiycya-piB?? •"i P> 92 
Dpi»y3 EBny3 u i i OB" I?K3Be'iunyE3iit *T 
lyoBPS VI -H3y33yiEC3B PK ,iyoB"»» ISrnna 
^n»s ytysin B Urt»t*Ifili -s iy33i?y3 ?3ii PK 
lysyBw Vi sBn O>>3";K »T ny3K ,ciyoBP F ^ P 
oyoi3 n .3^«cny p»p ou C?B jfi'UfJO'Vii 
yp3 »i |ypyo is Syo^o oyi oyi3yny33B ly^B" 
oiyoKp H |ja»M i i i o IBB pit ,01^-lttUP 
.IB'SBTUBJiB *^n Hi iy3Bory33B 
ptncc B 0Bny3 i io UDffi 1911 p w i vnt 
lysB'Vo ijn "3 P*I"IED iyi ,"PfO IftlfJ "3 
n ^IMI ,iKB^yi iyoipy3c*nK t*K yoi»c lyops 
PK jyifiiya oTinoiyfi i'tas'i ou im e*i3iK 
lyi i^ o^iy^ c u oB" yoi'B n VMI iKBiyi 
, 
86 W W " " V 0 ' 
im 1 to*p«^ in *»•« ijn ipa** IJ»«W ijr«»i 
; B ^ B m unsp*B n ip j» i ,17 *)*?t> 
.pyo . jyvr i pn anyasytni B3jnMjni , jn"3 
• i j jnrnw iy«njrt3y jyjyj umyj I3»"i , i » n 
. I j r j t tnr jMrp' iO'mrn rays pn ,D^np$7 
pn jyaynvyj ann n m i f i BSjnMjnB 
,17 n^pn*> IJMJM Bnoyj iya$ 17 B$n lyoiBC 
-3*n (1 ^KPV^) toptf p n omn E*n Mlf *»ni 
r$n twyo "lyai^wy o1?* pn ,inna i * Bvnnoo 
JH3JHjn lyDMiyj p t l tyj!>MBOMn BIIOPJ "iy 
pn frtnpqi »MIJ n | j r r *m ly j jny i j j r ly jy i 
tyoiBtr B?ioy3 ny Bnn »jpo naiyiny D*>* I M * 
.lJfD»BW ty i y t» lycntoya Bnn ^ H P ^ p»1 »M 
B B«nyj " p i * B*n 3iya3yt<p BjytMjni 
y3"t B*rt lyo'Eir I 'B 'O auruyayriyB J»'M« 
n^pn1? p t i M I ojn B»rt ]i»* ,ty;3uno yayjpin. 
B3jnMjne .tye-iB* it$\ -»y m jycn^rya ann 
n TK Djn 1«B Jp0*U1 jtftJ Ml ,t»n JPyajyUP 
,BiBy3ya"pii"»BD \lfity* tyt VlO^W"317E3'l« 
IX BV*nBD3in C T H B«n ?KPIJ: p»| •Hjnnyn 
M I « pn . jnvjy iutp o"a ojn i)?a?a lyoiatr 
ny B$n w jnuyn i oi$ te ,jyotpy3DMn t in 
B3$t Minneeny p u DBJII ,int P*M BTnajn^pjn 
•jrtjn tfn, nsynnyn , r»»pr» tm oy IM DTPM 
ntffi ipD'BV ^ r . ; ; ny ann : > w P M PB B«J 
.(Pit3PIPB3in PM M B3"tr OH'n Cnr. jDMIlBy 
17 htpifl ")«B BO»Btpjra ann BMH nyojnpya 
pn • ty i in nyn ins a?nny3 ty Bin iy-jyn pn 
•ajttWfP V I IUB VW Ml ytsienp w p n n ; 
lysnyj »»n t in ,tye9 oyn ,jn&3it ,n iu \*V 
\vt umippj t in. iy ,PB'O$P n p i» i jnfwyj 
,nynnB p i p i t i$rE*wi J??y*< c r i ,IJ»IBJW 
MTH 0(ji ,yB*Q(jp njn i* BJ^TJJ DiTil B^n ny 
jyo ^ ? ,^yovn P» 1*1 "3 »"Wg Ejjn ny MI 
*3 '^yo v p n oyn oy M I I U M?« QHHt on»n 
yB»D$p n B|jn jnma . i jny i \% D5»n I « B a^p 
#3»BM3 *I«JB lya^Bya o»: B j^n nynj ,iyDyjiyB 
T»n V;KIC n iyii .tpsn -.v ^yo« -« ; on*M 
,o"H njnna B^n IMT3]nuvp I ' I «B jyoipyrHM" 
PM lyayayjuinn , n r » » l^jr^i B'o URSVtn 
BUI .yn»n i j n 1»J lyBinyj i p y n i» lyo^j 
t»« , B " » ytr3»n v iyo3»3y33v P * I f io ipon n 
- jn n l y c t o W IJTWW 02(jDyj a*j^tn^B B 
I ITHP^ l y c ^ v y j T'H yE»ayi n pn
 #ya«a 
jyiiya D»3 »*it
 #ijrny» « * r t * ?»» cy M I 
B:yiMyni p i B" i i p 1» I M i y o ^ y a pip 
nyBjnpyo-jyvn p i B»U njn i« HJD ^nyajy i f l 
P»p tut | f W ^w^wii3iyB3i» iyT pn ,» in 
BDipya ^pe1? ^ j ny jD' i fW"* \"? »*a "?»P^ 
B M ^ BOip omn Dfl l Bayn n tm 3313ypiy3|J H 
-1BB«1I | t /WUM B ' ^ |W 1MV1B1BD3VP iy»3lK 
.iDiipai^ny yjyoiayjs? pn tov ]yw 
n p i uuratna n p«
 f\9^v ny?-r-
,»njn; enynyj V«n;trt o p pn ; -? r - : - - ^ £ ! 
m i n m i P M I « ip^ni iy j j : ; "c - - ' "'.' 
-P01JH H 1» OMH B»3 B^P3 Cy , t ? = r * W ' - . 
i jnv iy3»B3nyt3Mn jyj3i3i'o n
 3*s r » •«., 
a3MD yoy-yi y i n t m
 r f r qm E ^ T J ; n= - r 
lyjy^i i p « i r i * o i » M ^ y n lyrnr -j -•; 
i j n pn iy»3yo lyji-rtio-ya n pM ; ; ; ; - . ^ s " 
c « " !93f«9til*0l*M lyano u pn , :— 9 : - r -
-3in p i Bcnya ojn n jgnJ'-Uyu-.n •;:••• 
H iyayjm» i» i n Biyins ;?Tr ":—e -;• 
.ITEpne r^rm 
33unonjn y3in3yBBTra H jyeir tsyi T O U 
17 ^«P^ PB cnyaoyo H n Mw*nBtir»j :•« 
-3yiunp t n Di^rya ojn lyayainyEsm CM - T 
i j n pa 33?yr3nn yviEpnni m: pip -• ;
 9 : > 
jroonjra ^ » ? ^ n re =••• 
n p i Bmnp-Di-iBio H nn inv^nuyp "i 
T'n WMHP p in i i3 . i nuu 4wBjr«*nu«i 
Wn pn ,in»3jm3fp | i i Bimp H •« - - 7 - ; 
-oyiw pn "qn*-o ynytsin r« ^cyfer'y ,;•; 
-ya DnsynyByn I ' B I D lys"? 17 Vnpn^  PB T ^ 
on3ipyBy-( lyn *«t i ,ijnynBi» E ' ; V W cr-r 
-pin*fp i yp^» V3 n « lyayayj snr BWTJT: 
I M Baip Dn« ,iyen3j^yi 'rnni n c?npn- ^;;«c 
,t in non njn .oiyaoyo PB Snni i y ? c -
yj»ai*n o'o tyayayj »M e$n onssnyrp n " '? 
nyB \^K ,EOipy3 Bnn nr M I tjn»3jni i r s i c r r 
.ly^oiD I M « n a*m .oSipn^ jnr»» ='= " " -
iityj B13 t in lntrsjnnnp n pn BiugigBgi « — 
B13 p w i iQ lyciMi i r r ,y3nii n :TC'=S7: *J 
«' i^*» ifti unvmsj lyp ;yo :r^'= rrr-
- M B « l y c ^ y a B O snn inrayrJip H (2 
~ i y m n iyE=i3nyB i p n i y w r ; : ' n ,*rt 
B U nynyi^oBio n i u ijr^nt .inMv vygp**o 
\**WWP PB ci^trya i y i rn ,iyann ;?: ' ! :'« 
^npn^ P B y3mi-iBMrpHom»n n r r * ^ : 
Bp3irt3nE» oyn DMn *ti3 ,1 •jnpr tw 1 " 
p i o^^vya i j n .onyin pn c?in?p :r:ns re 
tyano ty^nt nyanoiyBH t* ,t»n tnwr«|p 
pn 17 lmp& pn n j n y i ^ i o i^f pn zijrtn 
-B ID P M pn opin/jp iyano \fax nyanep^ 
•3yn3np pa DiStrya i j n .1 ^np«? pn ygrts^ 
#z*i* tyn pn ii^a»*n v»yt tjwyj t ,« l ^ "r 
ert ly^ni 17 ^P«^ 1« cnyaoyc n :r* 
•^yB nyBan^ VyiB m ijr^yii iyaM pn ; r y r 
tin |w»Bj»mp p i oi^rys ^xn «pi ;?^=-
pn yeonya tonyajnrn n B33n^ ra3n enr, (3 
ipptyn B3yD"i«; c r r ^ njp 34 
•;?v;*p pa jnv Un | » ° C / » * MM DP 
v;n3pB«^»» * imi ^juwnjJn ipEtjrt t o mv 
;j^ o»wr n P * ,lPi»iiP3 I J W P ^ B »*M Wipa 
.pBpmpji H ipnpj Diplopia n pe 
•n cnp^apo H i w onn nps*, cr»ipi ipt 
tr> CHI #"flP»» *••• D* iw
 fM»oy3 ^ P -*i 
: a i p rn 
:*i ,=;"tnpa'H 1M ipsan oipp^onpcn n 
i» MI ,1Pt#^iPi no op3"p i n * i n unfa >M 
iPS^anpWWDMK o*o pn
 ri»%» v i V.H 
•5^npi IM <M ipD«n «npeo"jp3 pn no ID 
Tjr«i p i BB3ipit npi IBB ipB^rw w ope 
BTTBD3»H cpn IWMPIUBJP P» OI'TOPD ipn 
IBOP PH ijm»*yw it pivow inpo n ITBB 
.17 toptf no Djrur» \'T*t 
-,*: Di>ipiunn.pH Bjm 17 *>*&& a»w iw 
•3»fl jrtp» ™ ' H Mi ,apn tin Ijrqm "IPPIHET 
•upn ifi * P ^ ^ " W * * ^ ? * " ^ J'" W W 
pM pjt, cf apu ,03$'3P pipn3H pe !ipt«ii 
opi niB&bra opn ippsinjn it BBO TJWMTJ 
pH ipnp:npr K PH B»iop«""i* ipinn v o 
PH ,iopiip n3$ppo 81 P» ,D*EH tpipcp-u 
t'nw nins p^» B)«E) IPTWIH is ippapi T O 
tPStfany ip^T PH onpsopo n tie i» tbn^ 
.HP* 
, 1 fW VW1 MM'tBJ3 OPD'ABB Dpjpo'jpi K 
-ipB ,DPDIBBB. i p m ann
 fonn onpt op MI p * 
81 p i BBIOP;BIO ,iwrajnwtP i1B BPTBBW 
"»"W 1.P3"t 13""lfc 1PT31K J^ H .P3P11P VtfPPO 
W*3 P * IPDItpa I t T3lH tpTH^piS^H EDD^S 
.D'E* 
E*n piap»B ip?3in ipn
 fptrn ipclg opn 
"*n i)o PH ,B3pjpipj e»n ,ipn3'C0Hcw e^rpj 
ipa6 BTI ,rav tjMH nnow H cjp*?p32» i?2 
•3"n ^ipmyi iptpn "pvi nrt'n T O ,'%rtnm 
tpOp»B 1P!31I« I t IpOlp I t 13«*« &* 1P*!»? 
•3p;pu ipT3in ipnp^B it eppntp; •tpftftt 
*UnpJ C2HOP3 T'H DIPD^BB 1«B ]»»^3'D«3 
f=pmp3 p»i ip*?pi; ip^"t w i IP" .I?"1 
cp MI
 t\wpihy "np PM B3"T» p i t opn 
I'BMH ip3»^3 c^pcifi^ patytn IP4*?" « M -
.ponpo -poc;?; 
IPl3p»»rt \'M$* e:»-»p2 ipfjp't3|?2»E ipum 
.1PQ13 BDUMK PM t V ^ W =?" ^OlKUP 
.^ Psp^ PPD ,w\p\ .n 
tn*\ ipn — ,«ipipop2 p7p:»t'p(«npi 
n MB mnwpa«H o«n t»n "iypntii c3pan(«3 
'^ »<; DH"^ ^3BW"3ip03i|C H fit ipnP'^B'O 
:3ipnj»p3 pp«5^ptnjn 
DMH-IBB PH CpO"iHV,-ip BTSH ;p^jn TO Ml 
opn p i BBHBpa ,?ii *i?"3 npn o«n .oip^p^p 
-ipB3»n -ipn pi t =;*e n ;?;p3p3 . o n a r w r 
ps^pn ,cimp$i "!p*e p rcpu n i» S«fT"J 
PH ,iHP3pn3Hp ip=tp7 opn S T : « Q » I :p:#n 
•IPS'H p»P ,t"M'MC P»p t3"tH TH« *'H T ^ | > 
npi — o^ipH? "i?'t prp*T Dgi cp«M pn;pvm 
0«1 ,IPDH7rpS 1P3HH — CHI K ' T ;Hy3pi\^: 
.ipn»BBr n o if*av cipp^oipt 'T n 
~ipB»T n ojuppnpe ^p-^n D J^HPH^ TJPB pt»i 
"P^P H TpMp3 1P3"T P'?H "I .1B*3V D^PP"0 
ipnp; BIT ip3»M p**?H « i
 f"*pt»n n pn tpj 
"P3 tJTCBJl Ml PHv,
 r»"tttn P-M "*HTF*"W "ipn 
,1H»31* P»»TH yBDpTMWt H IPOnpj It tPBH^ 
f^HOr IP3"T TO — W»ai« JW'TH ?3M!i^H H 
Btnpn op inn — ipjJitMMnpa p tpn E»O 
n jtix$arv§ri PH EpB*THTi,(jc*^?B"i"iH p'noH 
.tpp^oenpi M p.H ^ f U l 1 PW'TH pBC*m*?p 
PH ,t<namo » IP"?^ B-1 PM »«« ^M D^H 
^np=3pTH^ ipllTS ,BJpiMpiB PB »lVKBjpi H 
.jjimvpa iprpn PH 
- p Ec ip2 p t i pn E^n jipsjpTHi Tjniia 
P H ,B-in»ipr3'.H 17 *?•«»"*' ;?»r" *t en»-upoBjp 
•pj ip ann ,i*o*e» Bit ;po^p?3 P H Dp am 
p ^ H "ip MI — MPJU'Mrqn'N p3"» CMV 
VnpH*? CHI ncipnC3pr;M: t^H— EPBBMPPS 
B^n npsH BO'Erp; ,Et^n T«D MI ; p i " ^ ^ <-17 
.1P"1?H EPCDO-Ipt i& 17 ^MP«^  DH/1 3 
, T " I B T O H T;:H T<«E ;prpj T»H CHI 
•JJTW3 1PT31H ETMDBJP tr.H EHn -,MH 
.npT(irtpiB - jpo Sngjywp. -»pi r»"T 
ipi pa nyr'H ipnpj PH ,»»n ^?T.ID ,-qr 
PH pn3pB»1t »1 03H1PE31H EHH DH11 ,?E'OHp 
-np^^H IPM?3 P H i? ,17 ?HpH- pe ipap? »*: 
-2jnhT3PECMpp :H snn 17 -*?*- =r» , w » t 
PM B'tJ BpmpjfflPH 1MB DP B^n ip ,JJ:2'E 
innop; D'J ipsn B*n np ,17 ^«Pf^ "*I«B tpc<3* 
pM Ml DM1) ,EDM3»n I p P l pH BD,;?B P .^B PM 
j r t j t pD'jpTH PH D^piHt S^pD'^E^H^EiHirt 
"IP I t ai»MJ 1?B !P:'EP3 E'3
 #T^0P3 #E«n ip 
PM ?E'CBp-B3pir-t: pH -?p»B* ^pt 1HB ; r p - p 
, :PTECMFP n o 17 ^ n p r BB-T JAM"* 
-pj EDpl B'O 17 ^Kf" EHH E" t HtH pH 
npEpippD ?Hip3pm i n DHT . i p n m n p cjpc 
PM tins PH 33r^ pEjr PBDPB K iponp: ayn 
•»B3jn»T«»0MW i p pn THPH? H Vt BD^B 
JW"tnp3'H t'H ip ipD^pn JpB UK 

IPPW" coycn«; &vb nyr 32 
:*?*: m »« ,23 W#* iw iTBiBiro on una 
c?cpi ">73'n intrp'io'iiim |p:^n Tin ?»? 
;='o^p B i* 17*iB"73 H»wnjr3'« cri t»« 
*n?i ,iMWM WWPTJHB*0"H pc 173/1705*73 
pit yiayDris n psifiBdfp ,*#ftftp pn p r e 
pc M'O'B ijmopjra o u 071 nfflni ;TE3 '173 
,Tl*f3 IPmpjrtp? *?ni73ys»n ijn 
jys'BB V* A V ° U |f*»l*TOn *W WW" 
H ;7P>*- i*A£r*iyoi3 i t f ' t t t y j n ">n P 7 " 
tJTQT* V? * » p ^ " B37B1BP D'T'7W pfi 7'BBP 
.i77i3BftoB i» 17076*' cjpjuis ,iyitaD'o 
:s i;'23?;i»"i>*3»K tWMjmJfP pe Dltopa i n 
pi *}tirn 071 nrjjni i^i3»n i» .3 ,y j n 171 
01711 op mil ,BIBB71 o'3i733ytBi Mjn»rjr» 
r;i v» I3BB ijrtjPSjrBO B w w r is mjnju 
jyoip ippii pn ,D7«P^ 7"3 pe ; ; i r ; n c ' n < 
IBJ D»i"^ 7B , 'B7BBI"B H o'o jannnya i*n 
ipDjnv unvnjM BajrtjKOf r»n ,PWVIJII oayo 
.l3^»3*jm?B is 
"!;«n is IBB»37H3BP PB onrjD 071 173711 
-371*1 wjn»tjm PB inB"H3yoBP7"> H an1? jjrt 
iyEB»i»*n"S ""fl n tpJJpWyoBiiv pB 3173 
-v,rr iy?7»siBB on P« Tu*ya Bav0m i p pc 
'.v oatyasB
 #Npjp tow$r"3iyD3'B n pa ?H: 
,33»B'O .a ,y ,»n tjracpya on vsfrmttygt 
B Wnvii)"* 19 .Di3 i»>sn^rn jyajni 
"anyvwina n urjjni jy3»ByjnsDMR ,yii'a 
en is uyfyttv ,DI"IB nj?"m PN 17331a 
••-?t;n n tyjyn .iyri3Bmyfi is ;:'B»D tjWBpya 
"BaiB tytyeviuv ,25 pit .21 ,20 njow HP* 
Tin pn 50 pn 41 ,20 ^«pe' v i P"»*t"J 
•cane TIE ijrr'jfcjna jytPMnsaniE B HMJUI 
.33'0'0 170"11S CIS C37£?y33B n > ' W ^ J H 
B 173711 ,26 17013 Hpsrtfi jn tyjyn 
"73 / u n a c i u B«rm njn pn p*occ ^inyaypn 
^ H ^ ' ! WyiMjni-0»11 I'll PD'O^P (J. CD'BJT 
.D"wpjrtjf*w i n PM inii^n is P W M A P* 
';c;vp ix 32 ijroi3 i f i s i^yi r i "»n 173?" , 
1'K ](yi3n 01^**0 l y o o i i i r n n B»O m*"* 
T,
« ,?V»3P cnppi^n B3^B"I«3 nytatjjii n e*o 
pc i3jrnyBtm ,ya'D(«p » m ^ " n tt>*HV3 
;*.« O H -lyonppo ,3jrv?T ; iy : :yn«i wjrtnjna 
AWfiW BajrnproHM 
; ^ v : P R ^ 36 1^13 |»»»i^M»n V i 17-P" 
"1PB IX B3jrty33^ ,^?3"^ 1J?T31K |J»"30lH DJH 
IB I;*:HO IS ,43 npoia w s i t y t p i Hfjyii 
"I3»mj» IS B3^n3« ,B37 f^i 33»S3'1B DJJJJ"K 
' H ' S l ^ t n t n r i l . 33»B»0 lJ?C0pjr3 OlS lJ?*? 
*
K
 1HB IMtS^QUM IV 1V33HB1S3H ,49 "WW 
c
-* l y ^ s m y B is B3^JJ?32» ,3*e irwiBlTBBB 
,33'B»D t7BOPj?3 
: i
*w pn ,57 iy»i3 ^ » s i ^ ? n i n uuyu 
•' 'sin n^wiH ^ tiB P « I B D Smyapwn « is 
,,'ptt*fct:'r. — 'tjprpu-n . f f ' i ]* pri-ii?i 
« iyu'ccyi '.!« ipoujiJ^ eijrn 3n?i---»gc « 
w-yi j rcc^ j M i<n 7(ji p3?pn / m p,g y c a f p 
pe iyBcys-y; n ^m i7-?3 i3iBi« ;7=*3«c 
C? Ml B»W ,C1«?MB B"l"7 ptf1 V3 ^ > "•icpf? 
"J7J?*e ,iMV3>Ti)3yp pa ;;*-i«ii7- 60»B»*>3 P B 
,7jnrt»'fl B3nMns-e»Mi ;ys*cep n IJ3«M p 
. I » O J ! ' ? P P B r ' « i P > r 
.n i j n n a P B ;7tn?3n«B =^71*. B t innn #• 
in*?7» I'H ,1< ?»P«P PB 17^70 « ,IfT1f3 
, ' B P V P * a n " » W F n 17373 Bi'cojrBvna v 
113-173070 p t | Dinp^7 BV" 17° S$" TBB^n 
EB3BO CP7T 3'T?1T t'K "»7 VMl ^»cr»3 ='3 
-3"-lK ^ ^ 17 »B =33*^7B TKp(J? i p * ^ H 
HJTHJ3 .T3 .173070 1J«3 K D7« in7Ml ITOlp 
TBMK .3 .7 ,VH "^n 1» "'7,5« t"» Bn^'T3F3 
•E37 V 1 BBH ^PB? PB iXOiyirS i n CB^
 #T3113 
H pn'03BP71 IS 3K-'B,1»E R '70n731S3B BJHt 
.E»'n373n733» 171 PB *?BP(P p» ?733lO'CB»73 
VI ^ "^ 7 C»1 ,1B11B3 .13 173VT1S3B ;7=B?B73 
top*? liB 1VB1P7TP7 I P W I P 3 ? " 'BOB 1B-
o n 117TD3BF71 I7?B» *•* 'B ,i703Br»7B pn 
>t?B? p * 51^73 
DMvn i n * i 3 n IIB TijrnjmBTp TO»OBP B 
-1P731BB QTJtii PTlBp i7BC7iiy pn 17301? pn 
D H ' ^ ,^Mlt3B13 72 S«PB7 3H37E71B^7B ,3J« 
^B* .3 .7 .trn ' i »n ,B33K7i7B pn , : P < P " B 
"pna i73'n / n t r p n c i ^ n n I7373i?3'n *M 
inwpne'*n»T*t i n TUMW BIB ' P , C 73^7" , P ^ 
-»n 17013733H Bl7n JB^S^BB B .38 S«pn-? p« 
17T i* 72 ^npn1? pe 33B?i7c 071 l*3#»*TO 
.38 n^pB*? I M H E:MBMK E B " =B" TB'OBP 
E371M71B"C"11 PB 137.176*73 TB'Onp B 
I73'»t ,»»1 .P7C .37^11 \^n "iBPB^ BB ,V***M 
V* 68 ^npB^ I73H73 ^ Ee'ES73 17^B"73 
1717^30^0 n P B 17BC371C 07T :73tiB'X3, ,n 
I71BV.7; EO'E!T73 m c? MI BM^ ,35 *>*?& is 
,tKr07H3BP T^B 
H pn E37DE"BC B ;7373'S3"1B EO'E?73 
•3'31^ 3.13 :73(?711 B3*173 171 CB"1 ,"ECBB 7*'^W 
,17371ie,7^ BBn 35 *np# Tie 1707^*72 / ? = 
B»3 i n ^ T737P 68 ^B?B^ PB i n 7 ^ 3 B ' 0 tB 
PB BI '^B^BP 1JM"1 =B" W PB t7B%13in 
]m E^*Bi73*n 1.171 r*n , H B B 3 BJ'BVH "*n 
-3n 7«l*3 H .noiyv, \f2*^KfVfi P 'P B*3 c * n 
"B^ PB C17307D »"» tnjffOPB P-B B»*n37J7i*73 
.tp? ivnmvrt i p r e 137R »i pn t*n 08 Sip 
.1P3JRBB 071 is B?n M p.n nnB3 
-3 '^p vn tynro*ta ,i3ne3M EE371M71B*CMI 
pn ,7B'OBP B =^ B :7^B"?^ BO*ES*73 U*1** IBB 
PB C i r c n O n U F W M B W ! S33n^733n CB" 
n^pB^  \-t 17BIB?^ wn tnn3? 1* ,tn»33m3Bjp 
,17 
/ 
31 Tfpvgn wyonw 0*1*4 njn 
3JW11SIJ3 TTDTPSnpjJ . jyWlTJH IB D3TJ3 
oijm j«?m«B « ,i»no 171 P* P"">BD ^mj» 
.apj i i oy*T 1,73771*3$ 17013733$ 
"VP * o^j ,p3iitPB pn Bjna "i7no i j n n a 
-*•» |m ,iyoipiui$B w t ,68 toiptfr | i i pa>o 
"is lyc^a^a a$n tjro Dfi i ejn 17373 HmBDjm 
,fctp9* u r " i pc lyoiBBfD 071 iTonjraix 
« VJ-'-'W* i» 17013733$ ""Vi" JH-r-(<c * 
JJIQIO unoeppa pjn lymtm *?$? v^yn ,7B*D$P 
-"31U1»DM« OW ,35 i*P& P« 68 ^np$7 PB 
otopn^ jn"2 T*J ,33U'3"n-ij;B pe J^B * u * 
PB njnjMkE'DNpp"!^ 1*3 n PB IJB^WJDMH 
.TUMP ivaipptpp ^myaptrn n 
pn 070*0 ,50 *>np^ p i ,nB$vo - y i n a 
TO»O$P O^B -)*& aoip ,O-I7P"ODTTI M T T ^ ' W 
.3 '.p , v n H in BJ3K^yB pn fityfi p*t pa 
,Tjrt«^PT^ ^WjraD 0 ]PD'BWP3 »T 1MB ^T 
•o'D * w n p t o n V B j3B7nj?B 071 037^733$ 
,THHp ivBipjrtpj? *9*ygxgW\ n PB ipipiba 
in /u&jfrw tpD3*an .n Mr»"0nrp«Mi 
•D(p 1731173 ty .2 .7 . m "iin pa TB'OSP « 
H . ?n o^np**? yatmtn n unj^pip i» ,j$e 
j t t^ j j rc cjrta ;yma mm l f w 7n3$v"3"i7B3'n 
.lyO'UlK 73»Bl$l H PB JMH? H PPDJ31^B 1* 
07 .WB> IS 73'0$p BW 17"l$llJ» BO^BBfJTZ 
VJJVB^O BjjnujnB'D'm m p w B^nymy i73"t 
/untun pn 
PB D"P H W ,17013733$ BTJTfl 3$^«n$B $ 
"WH $ P« BpmVJDMH T»H P0^m ,38 >^np$7 
38 7np$7 t$ :v?ojr : , l««yiunp p i |f»srt 
"jni BtyBtfJW pn l y o ^ y w n n p»i i* i jnjni *?$? 
.3 j , v n i n PB B ju f i n * i j n I T W W i p 
w isnyn urajMjwwn <?$? ,we»i$o cp7? i»e 
.2 .y .ctn npn PB D-iyso^o njrpn^^ T J n 
« PB P«1B H t»2 ra'DVP^VP1^ 13«?lV?p 
•l«B H»B^P^iB 2 *?Hp^ 1U -IK^T 500 ]1B ^ 3 
n m BHHJ« B^ n 'TKPV1? un jra j^ni wajmopp 
:«»B»o ijnsDpj;3 "in»« ipz^n V^T .2 .7 , * r i 
*r; Bijrti c^  jvtbw&sM P" IVB=<P »pir V3 
-=«J3 1|JB ,8 P1»' V3 1*1 ttfOIHIl CJ tin
 #£Q^ 
ipBDpya -ijn .1 **«ftjriiA*i IVB tin 5 ;«-
-na pn i j n? " ipe^nyj T^Ay i cpn ii»a»a 
^aiaai BUS 
,njnwtjnB'.ppD ,3pB»tT 
.1912 ,ur=14 i t w ,ri?."7P ^ -. 
•pTB
 #7?IOPB n^i"7 pn i j r c ^ n j ^ ;; . -
•}*W*n ?7n ,-ipsra i*n iny«wr -:;- • 
"H)« « .*^rfyiun trv^iB-a -.THIC ^ .;- ; ; 
• B U » n r i ipsn ,i-jyiMr»B r.e i jnp : •;*-:•?£? 
,V I *K - .tpp . jpvn n pg ijnpr ;;:••--;; 
,13 ?«»P«7 P I JB'OIP « o?n ,;ew;:7- .«• 
.a .? .»n n T«C iToipy-^fi r* , *« r - ^ : 
n«B n? , n W « P ' I P« P T V c;;(«"-;t ; * 
pn tj?3"t ps?p« pjnp^JB'e 717''' i ' l ^5 
W i m / i n n Bi^rnpB ycov? ' i .P T ^K 
Ijrtn? r»H .ppo j j » n pn wp«?«e cqnMri 
>I|P9^PI .0 tn ipD^poTrs .7nric;?= ;r :^?: 
r«wnja ninna PB 1^ .17=07= ,7='=^ e 
27 7np»? PB p t n w 070 ;;n 42 «^pn7 ;-t 
»« >I7^«717B »»T .iJie'PJiiJ ^«nn« n : « - T 
7J»an^i *1 W 3?B^ j»n 1737J 7 t^ .; .7 . n i ^ 
n7=?P" »|»M1pi*tmn| PB D"p H pn , : i t? r 
-i7T n '^c '2 77 pt»Tw PB B"» ir1 T - =r 
aniBojnn i'n 93nipi > l f i * ^ i 7="-^ : * ^ - * r 
5.000 ^BJin unfiilTJ B77cr7; j«i ; rv** -
"73 B T * n j n ^"3 n t»n i7S7Bir .""= "w*r 
I7D7t7A3f T»n np »H B7"i=*J .1,500 '* W 
"^'»3 tjroipjrc 170 o^n ,17=^' " iw W * t'* 
-n»T7J P« *"P- *i . in7ri 800 ; ,"^r""f«M>' 
i rwn^i i '^p n .t3»nB 73"? PB a w a ;;« 
1*9mfnvBMia9i P M i t BOfijwu ijrstf1 -"x"*r 
,^"3 Unn c m n t 'n (jampn 1711 ,t?73 =?" "*t 
• ^ T j rw^T^p n
 #BinEff »1 |jr?ifr%S» "" =<Jr 
•inn B7n$*7a3"n i n ^ n 500 p w iT^fr" -"«" 
B»3 1737P C7np^7 H "173* ,7t3'.D tJW^Pi't T 
.nn^fi 300 j w u » n *T urtn0»i«"n ;r"*,^£«' 
hng jpyn n tn . onm EJ3i«7"i7B ^'=?P ' 
B O i7n , i n ^n 300 n lP^ne»72 ^Jt lvstp^p; 
-373TVI?B 7om3 n pn B^np^ n -•* *r-',«7; 
IT^n^XUDMn 170137330 B1711 3«7C^ ?B ? 
.-in'?*"! 300 '• 
11^*11 umna PB n37nr=s,v- r=,!:?" * 
VttUP BSi^ trTT VB3B10B 1JH »'C ,*?= 
•)»B lpoip 92 *HW* 11B Tf» r , , P " | l 
tn ,i733n^7B pn n i n p .Tpy .ajftrn ^7" "C^  
• i -IBB 17373 « ,tnwjn«^p PB DTWJS "T 
17«3 btft l«Af1 500 l73*BpitfP W * 8 
1JJ»BM3 1PP"1BB H fr«11 ,tjnyn cnn'C733 "^ 
- ixcnn BO»B»73 .3 j r j m H . ^ , n " * : 
W l 41 ^ * P ^ PB srE»o*P «
 f r ^ P ^ ' " ' " : 
Twn n iyfinnau m m .3 .7 JWI n *"*::" 
iypi8" DJJJCIB: D*T«* nn 80 
nee CPT iporwiPB ix IP3BOPI#>P j»p D<: 
ijnpi W M B W I |jm ,ip3»oipBn B PE 
•;na H VW D"fl i'K ; I«7DD''3-IK o n « 
•jrurnw IP3»n iPDB3p5>in »i wi im pn 
?«:i#B"'3nyo3,K n |ID nfamp DPI B D ' B P 
• 3 ' H W H P3"7P I M « . I is PDEBP: 
prwrnM n i»w D»H T K ;n5yj 
"BO'll |1D !B'31' PB»OD'7B'XBD H Dn«11 
l p o n w "Wo B DPSPBIODPS BSH ip2Ko 
TIVaB«riM BPU IP 3'1K ,P"-,BD B B'C DK3 
;BftflWl DKfT IP TJf'Bm ,W*U 7P'B 'UK |Po 
ynyuK pK D3B'31' DlUm 1'iK D"ii T K 
cp't;pDpnfi , | "p 0'3 !P2Kn DKII B r n o 
t DB1 IPinO Dier^BpHKT rnK 
I'BKM'O P : » D t« ,IPCK :K? 
H38 B'O '11 t3"5>-]K':i' '1 O'-. 
IM t» rrpt T K ipii ny;« .IPC* 
WBfcWa ,T» !P5PBEnpE B » ? 
DP [PIT PIGPIB |1K P3P3"K 3K 
npc 1KT ,'B'VB13'D'K '11 P3K1E WD3M1 
D"5-jK»3i« .piKOf? inpt T O DP D D ' I T 
PK D5P11 PV3B3 I IPP1P3K tPJPP 1PC1KT 
IPWB Dip PK TO tP3'l*3 Dip J'K : 1P3KT 
•n«T 33i5i3«n H pK I K M J J npn pK — , T B 
! nu'Bv fpc 
TK PK .P 
lnpo |P3' 
-jyo ptiSVi 
TIPJ1 |»1»J P'K 
»I8 IV DOl 
i y n n qvn T O nnjnBB BI-HP n« 
B"x T p a t y n i n rc n>3 , , J V=^** •cnycyie 
iy '8? e"3 JJJ7BT "? TK ,B**rnP;7P -,'** 
tn T i « pvfc JIB y r n : p p ijranjaBTHj 
P " « ]8 njnjj-'B p i C8i ; y c - lyny? 
•iyo38PV3 8 i8J TJTHJ .ijnru 8 -ipa 
T O iptyni c'3 1* ' v n .ijoyw C3 "i any1? 
H 1JMJ7J oj^ erpp ijonyj i» i jaminyj | " i 
-«7»p3 n \v;?i lysyaipi jjrtyii yrtpii ,y ; ' ; j -
.35 *!*?.& p i TUiya ii'oipyipj 171 n» »s 
-unit Djnpn m n p H»"T jm"r^wB-ww 
.ijrasnpj'o ,*pos'3<ft .n 
THBIPB 1P?KP'1«JT K BK11 OnP! 1.1-K 
P3'3PU V D3»nB> Br»*JV P^KP'^ri * P-B "PD 
0'3 DH'K 0*0 IP7PV. D"7-1K'31' P?KP^K~' 
.!P;KotnpE:"K p-t 
0'3 3»n TK .B3«!P3 ipn'lE 3KH Vtt 'tt 
IH'K TKE JK'3V "IP! «1"1K ^P3•K-lKB |"P 
n Di-iKu 013 r:»3 npocnpE T K JJITVOP 
THO "!Pt31K PK DIPDKP H PK DiponB 
IB ,]PE7Pn 113 IP3PP "I 1K11 ,0'3 I P 3 ' ^ P 
TB ."ipspt? n PK ipeip:"-iK JP5B» J ^ ' I J 
-'5B'VBB KtK D11KN IPSKfilK '1 T1K 0"11 
!P3'i?np npDKOiPE'i 1 "V ?*':i' p r -oc 
*9&e lywyn^B ^s«fe 
. tmB nyay? ,n8J nyt ,-j8 »D?V" ^ PH jnyr *n 
! BJWVD MI pi n nj?t ]IB D7yxy3 JVT DXJT t87nyfi 
.nn DTya^etr Tycn nyi pn ]IB IBTP 'V, ! ;BD 8'C 
•mytr B ins jyaaw e"1!: .jnytr S,B3,7 iyni» '" 
,^ n«x 8 tny l^a^tt pi JJ8ryi 7ifi nyeva n 
...7*jnB JIB 3183 jyB"TI pD 3387? 8 38 I'lK B37'r; cy 
,B?yn JIK Dii8 07.18166* cy ,en^73 PB eay? cy7B JIB 
!e7yn iyi sajjwra^ 8 e^e tart p»n yiyo CK-
! is-'-no ijajw ,183 nyt 18 ,386 iyi fB oy jnyw »ii 
...! 63,,i6*'D Ml -pi n nyi p8 387p ]"i ?8B 8 cysiyc 
, -2 
-i7ye po e"ni87p p« e^nsnye* H TO 3,-IB Dun 
...? 67y6* ]IB eiyese Tr 8i OUB cy?8 jyn 
.pnsBfi pysen p« iyB87p6* »i 183 ersieys 
...p'73 l y n 6381Q cy jyiyx p« eyeiB »-n 
.8Tee*y3 WB«p p« iye*3ye 7ye 183 ersieys 
..! em cy 11 .6' 8 lyiyie y3*ei73 pa 
,85t'73'B MI .jysMB'i pe CIB' oyi 183 erBieya 
..oxnee* cy lyxiyn n pa 783 iyiya'3 «ii 
,p*» cyi iyi7yu pa iyt87iye ecyn jm PK 
..piB pe jyirsye oyi ]yB7yn eoyn ]^p JIB 
("rO'ES-CF^It.) 
29 -lyjnsn WJWTW on**} ny-r 
INS paw WV* Wim p 
qw» p pa 
-us** viyjj;viD^ inn |yny*]0pnyfi y*wjn 
jwtyro3*r»"fr 
-"31K yPH'K H Jjni IB ,1W't PM Dtf 
jyo *v ,ya*nc i n ny^ 'K jyo'Ds? ccimy; 
-ay-toc iV3Bc vrnftttywypot** H >t^ t 
DMIW "1 lyo^n IBI ,iyD3"? ivi* nya 
I'nKE Diora* iyoeny oxn n«c oo'Diry; 
.Jyo'o |yo"vv 
y?»PHn n p* nyt v* iyv, ,>*© yrip 
-paywyasw l* n*B trim jyc m lyaaio^v 
nvn v* UN >»e PW w w a ^ n nyc 
n«D | y o w Dswwyv.sBjp yef,DD^B*v*;o *n 
"T ?B T* »"w i n ,np*mro*K TTHB B 
jimnun iy>ic I'ona t*ncya wp iya*n |yaipvtf»jTjn v&vx n nyn V* IV" iya« 
* pB njn* ^rD^-iyDCBB'pnyny; K pc 
/uran T* o»ii i*n ,iKB»3yn:ifp-iij^ v-TnD 
#ar*ova DD3iy o'3 iy3"i yo^rya n TV (in iy*n«n | * D'3 iwip yo^trya n m 
! p"B pn >Upa |ft«i jyaipvtiBjtri n Dtp 
-"* hfi .pyo nyn DW nam* tatv5» uy 
B P H P oaipji* tv*vm VDDjna n pi W 
liewmip i'3*3 Wi » ,Diyacyo w n i* 
prow iyvDi$3 inaytf»jBH .«D3tpip P* 
-pu£p n pe lyoynpyD ,*popati .n pa 
y>«pnm PB WW * ^ -3 »flP»' w o r n 
,yt3o»ya y>»pnm pB tD-irvfiya / lycm* 
.tyDD'fwvwD you yftpu "t prvmv 
oyn pc "DD$B y".3„ n pc Pi DIP 
:pe>n jyo22 
pit i"ia pn py*JD t«i op iyn ,B*y*„ 
timpiyj Bp'vynywn* tyji*t enycym |rty*i 
fiiyj Mi nysjw n pi pi ijrtjto jny"? n« 
-^ a n D^ T ,omn vi w"» ,nyjrt *yo»a « m 
n DM* ijnm oiptrtiysyo n a^ o lyowti cyo 
pi yo"^ yanji t|Mi» iyon?3 PM o"nayjy?p 
Doypi«D H l»i napnyn
 fiyoy*iB MI tynjrt 
,onyDyiB yi^oo'o^ tof» yo^ vu « in B2>t7J 
irnj e x yaw* g I»B WBJ pit? umju ya^ jm 
.B"an« 
,1« pw Tt BJ3«e |i?»o iyn tjm ,B»JM jr^ ytiin DIJT .,iymyJ B2yi »n nnpo E»: O^II 
Djn "a lynMyw iya"T ya^ yti ,pa* -^ni*3v 
B"3i» iyn ^ Bmm WOwyMMni |ytyi
 #n»na 
Bwiy t»i lyBigiya ysftjm jwinj »T EKBWK 
"HJB y3»«n v B3MO Dgn D i^
 ritno ojn iJWjrt 
n^nonyDynB Djn pn »i«nrimrBj DJH 
]Vn ^cnyojnB y«j ya«p B^3 ^T cny-r^B 
.aaia^Bycya in» on« lynya ye^g %n 
Djn t3a«i2y3 jya»n jysr.o-'x - -r-
n»;3 OH1"? >i3fBr"3njrorn *jn ;•£
 C ; - r 
iyo^y^m n r« ,i«c3jnu»P cryrr* = ; : 
»<yi9fnn K !yci3y:;n 3D*or:^i ;y;«: 
pn , ^ a iwrfHsnni oynw*>»i c r ;?;;; 
-I*B lya^-wryaD'w pTsyst^  p» ^?
 ; f :¥-
a»n .iririna'c^ -yDP3r»cya;!i , ' V E $ 
MP p»«0 yo"^ H ,oy ,D3w~.cy; -.-t --K 
Hpr PD iyouya;* -nj DBP jyair - .c: 
fOiop5«p,nr» C'D opycr cy >«r ,;p;r-
njw-Mn njn pn >»m ,T«nr i -K *•» 
>«pHm I"T iyo m a;ujmya w;>—*c jjnjn nc jyo' /uftMH pn jy;p? *x r* 
-jn >yo^ 3 ^3^n v ansyamaya :p:"-r rn 
T»B lyo'Dfi? no prs
 t\vwz rvwrxp 
nyo'H no jyo .yay c^mjc r\v:wr*r 
yo^« H pi 'vrwt yc^» n n n w - ? 
H"io oy"3 H lyajni ixnjn nc jyc ,;;—: 
Dfcjn oy^i \9m ly^yoc ^t pi o w c i r 
-jjoyo ycoPBiB D^ K p«i iv iy^;y;;» T«K jaujniya |f«3i*H%HD "ijr nc ;jr 
•3ii iyno ,B3*nt3V3 TO T * - ^ ^T« 
IV H3 ,|y^3«n iyt5iay j^rri>«r:yv;ijr r r 
ycna H [jnrnt Djyaxn^ yE PM ;y:yr 
.DBaipiv nxn j'E [w-y= 
1* D'3 1BJ3 IBT Iy3'*?3 iyCB3y^ m H 'K 
jyp DIJT ,13 jyanyni "t Dir- in^repra 
y*HB v T'i ipnyci .lye^yn c*: ;»r tn 
iy3«tD v5nyay5 T* >m Mpi nJ^y, r* ~:^ 
DIJI ayo ,n5iy nxn jyc^33* w: « r r r* 
rrtc 
nJBjnn njn JIB 5»no |ya*wi c r r* 
»3ypya jya»n fyway^xn n jyaSm p« .J»^ 
oy um ,?"no njn T*K
 #eor.y c«rs«c :•** 
JUVeroyev o'non jyayr o t r r : "•' =»" 
lip jyo'Mn o^pa^prn nyn pi in 
15T ytn^i H pm m .gnrarc y:ya"i ?* 
0^ 3 ty^vn tssypya \vtfw DIU^V r«^" jyayn yvyry3-D>3ip:yic,ya r w w r •"'-
nic oaypya jyoJijr "? jyn nw ,pr»r«3^T" 
H lyo^insif iyv:B3 vn in«' r"r; 'v K 
-ya DMpai' n wp iyo*un . i rws^y 
p*p pi o:**3r H tr3 anJisyya n*K .'»"-
T i .Dip lyVii "t ixn^  jyivt«r= ycay^ -r 
•nw y^ vaxnip3ijp H ;^i oy v^e*a ^ "•" 
D"11 TK Pi oa i rn t i t nyD^a i^ *~ '>" 
iv y'vay-iip3tjp H V* oy njryc: "v-c "' 
nyc v>aSfB P« ."WW P» N»"v r r"' r : 
pt iyp3Knys H pi jy?n>cy3 H T « W 
-Wfcp H iy>»i> wi jy" r W W ^'" 
28 
•y: >*i o*a iy"B t« ,o*3 0^11 *in*B 
-y: DVIKN — ? o** "^t**3V"i*: iy3*0Eyt? 
- * D»?"HT3r " 1*3 J"'< 1^ *8 DrODW 
ecnp "in->K jyn ^*o iny* oy mno in** 
.jrepnipi i**3v-o*; 
•ypiy3« ^*t "Ufcoy* TK ,D:>«*.*. in** jjm 
,0380 8 p u n TiTitono ,yosyi yiy**B ]y: 
-Daws P I K NMHtom TWnwr iyi MK 
™.b"P3M*503n H*1* D"P3*t*5 
HSSBP* ™ 0*3 PK tiBD8P:yD«^p i n 
-yyvK w # t IIM iys*V3*iB PDMranv "".^ c 
DVy IMK*^ fl* ' P P "VC^ K PK V.; ,Jy} 
•Jus ,Mcn3yon M P W H I IBB IBOBP B 
j n w m n ys^ ovy* IBB ,tW3mm*e wn 
**yii r"D'5njB y3*o**i5>* ;yiyn VD pm 
y-gpM B^D BWUQ PW v* !V2*n y: 
-y: o*c 3n:jnjn ,woiy3yon p w i n P M . 
SISOBP in^^onavvoifmiiM PB uiino**j 
•»*! ,MyDB*piyo**3iK iyi nc frira* I'nwa 
PK BOBomyw*'* *n^v:y; **T e*c ins iy: 
ix D'^nayaynya'K iy**t ne Op«W3y lynyv. 
TO pm .*yD8C"iyD"31B w y3Bt ijn 
Tfe* i« isnyniM pc ysf-yr o*i nyan myn 
.i«Jona o»na on*B o*o T O tyaip , I B O " I 
iyo*K D1K*D 0*3 ^"K JJH- Diy*1 iy3*„ 
8 ,»PVIB 5yp*3 B o*o i*no IV |y2*n n 
,K* .OB* TSUI iyo D3yiB " ? 2 * I B 5yp«3 
* CIB*O o*3 oiyn T;IK ,iyp*onp (VTqm 
iy2*n 5*T iyo"3i8 i n DKot?;B ?B ,jynyt 
8 lyanp lyoya "iy 5*T ,2*IB 5yp"3 B D*O 
"IK inyo jrwiBB* B OKOBW ; WW >yp*3 
.yxBiB wpjyn srwiop B iy2*n ny *•*? ,0'*a 
iyOBonyo«ann n o*u ,o:yo*o oyi pa 
."UMIK ^ypij B„ lye^E IV jynynfiMK lytyn 
>*t oy Hrnyt o*na '5ya myt^K jytyr 
. " 3 * I B 5yp»a B„ rmmi 
""no pa jy^^v B PK jBoe$r|$*:r 8 
Tt D y^o irrK .j^VBt^B^* i n w 0"n 
.cm in* o « v t t * O^T wx T8 riiroarip 
"iye o*: pm^ -yjn |* ojni J«5B nn*H TB 
"W'3^ B o:ipo in^K jyn nynK .iyoy: 
"•*yo D*t PK pn ,oi*p "iy"K p« I*DC*2 
"^ ye o^ 3 Hpav H i$ ojni •w^n TB rww 
•IMiJOTjn, ynyn^B oyn nn^ K D*T p« jyoya 
- "1W ?JD^T DJp 03B0 |l)lDO*ri*UV 1VT 
? lynsotmyfi 
iy"« pc 33*0*0 Din D3ity3 v m o*n 
?o*3 onB^ ,o*; 2*1* ?»•: ' . 
pa onyotryi c*rro^m nyv:B: -in 
-ya uuynya w:*i iyr3iK pn .irr^oB 
•nyc -in-K pni .iyo**P3»r i^? pc oryer 
.0*; i*3 33wjmjra i n pc onyr ,cv CT*-* 
w :"iy2oyo 8 IBE Vi^Bdm P » D*^ 
namyorou |«i
 r irav i n it iy^n*v 
pB iy33ns*c n in;yoB njn*
 f5»3*a I'EMB 
•"wyay^ya:* n n ' n pw pn*cnyorK ^*t 
y3^y?B ?r ;yo i n i n * -vsy: n ?jyo 
.jy33'0'c n *nx DB* n^o pnyn twn£ 
^I^KIE iy:"? D*I .nv3*vam w:^ W2 
\vcvv.„ : i3*p o*n iy3nc yoBo-yoBo c*^ 
n -in* iypBD o n ^yo^yn ^oo*n 
in* Drroonpy o*; iyp j**:v B " tyoso 
?yp M .jy3ir>1o jyvt^ya M 3yo ,01*30*0 
H pB) J*PtDBMK PB in'D0*Tpy 0*3 TW 
iyp n .iy3**r"o rrruya *r jyo .D-yicyr 
o*n *t fyii (wnosMK D>: DV^V oyn ?**;r 
,T5ya p*p o' ; 
yoyiyorB IB oony; lys^yii /rjaeyo ir 
D^ **E PK iysro'o *i on;yc8
 t|»*3v p« 
y3*D3yiiyE B T W P » ,om iy^n*v -v v t 
yii*opB ys^yt* PB v*B'o*n . : * r « 
/ !r-yscyo 
•t**;r e n o^o iyoPii*ie "WB OE*IP 
?o*3 tm\s\) ,c*: 3*IB ?<,yr,,s' 
•DDyi31B TO
 #2ypD CyT »3"B D*^ -T!'B 
0*0 iyrBo iv iy:y^ B Dft*u "«rB tr3 WVH 
ovu "IH'B jjni ,**e mv* oo;y*i-yB iy**K 
.9ya^ Dyi tn* jyopH*-! 
-pyv.K .OD'T: D*I / 'yoo^ iyviB)*.r„ i n 
>ID ,Dyo*a yiyi;K y^ B iv iyo*: pM iyp*r 
iyi iv iyony3 o*: rwiy PK DH*K f1*! iyo 
|y3*n iyo**3iB n in*. iy3K ; o**aiB 
,mino cyo*3 cyi iyi*o*p**a IV D2B*iy3 
-iyB jyr^pyir B IBE t:;y3y-iy3 D*I TT o*n 
DB*"ioc»y3 3 3 n w onow o*n D*n ,ty3ns 
,D**B T* oaynec* wni »n ,ci**i I**B D'D 
-y3 P**IOD PK I**3P *I o;ypiy3B o*n jyo 
iv D38iw o*n pro o*ii ov^x i u ,i*^vyr 
iyo o*n ,P"IDD nyi mnwVD^M DIK pno 
.lyanmBB iyoo3iy oyi MI oc*iosry3 
27 njfpurn tMjmnij: on** -ijn 
"T \ww\ r a — ijrcaiK n PB ivunjnye 
mv"r PK pnu i r o w IIM c m «r pe iyo 
-3*5> pic -iy-in'B-nyo"3'i8 n pc W a ^ 
iyn iy pen o^o \vmm owr v» o*n pp 
•*PD DUD "v^yv op'tm own jyo . D ' ^ H 
TWrwriTwnjwa'W y5*no3yv y5* ttf jw 
DBinya |ya$n «i ya^ni /utfuy pn iyo 
IIM pftmni n IBD iyognn;«p n nrsyftrw 
BrJjm o*n ,"t no yatyts TU tyvosnyojiK 
D:yD8?i»B |«M j y o w iv^yti »«t ?* ,jyji»n* 
-in ycrna 8 .|y33nyn$B"iyo"3-iK n n n 
,ir»»* P* o3*oy3 jynya PM rcmoDJUO 
-"3iK «iw n tnyiya jyai^ n oy nyaJjm VIM 
jyaifn D*n ,o3yo85H8S oyn po "i>*na - iyo 
H > a oyi lya^tryn^o ovy> enip 
tynyry: ovy^ T* fya#n RnvQD^na t i$mn^ 
oyn i8D 5»u oxn jMjjnaump IMIIWWH 
IPim 0*3 PK pen w t i«5p *n ,D3yD8?nKB 
-^BD'BKP yr">a*K n *iya$ .pno iv Dip 
"D fiSm&Mt Dm pfi nmy^ao*© ysroD 
Tt |}0«n ,yiro8inyD3*p »o ^ r m > ) 
Din jyaya D>B PK w n D^D DIKBBW^K 
rytya oyn n w f l K m i iyo o$n T ^ y > a 
P*M pK DIP ,-|y«nyoyairow ya^yrs o^o 
D5K D3*T3v--pno n 03yp"iyj8 iyo o*n ajm 
•wo^an* n jyayayaiv o*n jyo PK 5»3y5 
o*n oy |jm i5*w» jyp'noo nr oayn Dip 
nyn VIM nya^ ,"}mw\ Dyi op3y-iey3„ 
,op^B 8 o f ' y o s w m iyo D$n D^T ijnj» 
lyesioo IV lytD^aiyc 3jyioB> oip -iy3f>yii 
PK o*na ^ya nynif nyo^a-i* jyajMiv iyi« 
me^ nD^Mtf^ wp i MI .P^IDD K pc >»c 
inyt Ijro lyp r»im»*onjM DIJT jya^n iyoan 
nyc jyj^r jy*nc 7 wpi ,DP«C oyn pc 
jyaijn "» |jm ."MS* ir*HWnD'W iya«n »t 
jya"? nyo«aiM nyD-iynJin .aypc « Djyayaya 
jya^n «1 D»II ,"»KCiyi wii»iiy3 orce in* 
pna«D "iyT ?yay3 D«3 iyn «IMK o^ytDeyaa^ 
•y3 D3,ocytrya c i ip T^ K D^II pytD"a-i» |» 
8 it* enys oy TK orv* »>njnnjn iv
 #tyn 
-33ycy3 pw w c y j jyo own yiyn:K .P^IOD 
K lycnipiw iya*n «i Difii flmnn D^ 3 
•ya oyn Dl*3 " '^ •ay»,D • ^^ M I*IM yonp 
VIM iyo^3 o'lyo^an^ oyn jy^yor D3yt2 
-'Bwp-oay n . o c n wn j ) r « 3 ^ - :«-
VW9 D'IK o*3 r»TOya ,^onw wr*z -& 
PK cyn -IKE ?K ,ijro«n T O .iyo-:-ie - -^  
jny' iysy3 DIKBC^33"K T^ *t own r r ^»: 
Din .nyo«aiM n pc Mnmps yr -c-« 
-iK n 1KB |yoi3jf3;» -,yaK T* *t c«- ^«t 
?'m — f^ oya ml TT mj^f9 D-; , - W : 
-nyo^anK n tyam oe-nrys nnr c«- •-
rM3W -I.TK iy3y3 »n iym;Hto";K c-.n ; r r r r 
-iyp y?riD3yv n .^O-IKB woMjnro;*? •-
jyaipi Trwirt t r^1 » m a n PK fycEKr-;5 
I'D oipi ry^D'o n oy-i3yTiy3;K v^*o»: r-
lyayswnK DIK ^Mprqn -iynnc •?:*-
"M^IMB n PB lynyn n t'M pen rw*oM; : r 
-3K3y3ann PK #*a iyn PK ^ny^3c*c-c;;"r 
WT lyai^ npys jya^n nyo^a-tK n :*K :r. 
K lyo^anK n iyay3y33#,nK bi^r cif-
iyiiy3 T^K ovy^ PK
 #nayn n PK 02KS y ; 
n BO'njiwn* \* Djyoiro -iyoD-t;ysKs - r 
H 193* ."D-IMB Tfr"D^»i K PK iyc,,:-» 
p'P ovnya o*3 lya^n eyn ,iy-in»B-iyc-:-» 
-^aiK n PB iyaK3C^K n PB vnara ttm^p 
o*3 o n PB pnyn y^oKf'P « D^ K -yc 
yoy^o n Dtayow "t iya#n cy jDamnm 
IWJiM'iwM yo^n n PK ijawnyaTi 
PK DBK^yrya ijn PB IIDK3 -ijn nya^ K 
Vim PM yoK^p ^yo^a-iK i n PB y^r -y-
t?a*n \m*m yro^n n D»n tffima 
m
:vw oyi PB xnny^ njn r n jpan^ny ?•• 
.DioT^K'VifD iya'TCKr 
•11 ,T^vrp iyay3iya,K ovy ptfm "'-
ty33ip:y-ie'y3 n fyB«nvai^  isrui^n ci?.- ry 
3:nn»c"iy yryn J»^ ,D3V,3v-rno n IPJP: 
njn PK yoD^mnjtfya *i f^ c y^ "K :*K 
n PK 33i3y^yanyB"3-iK i n PB yc^Tv: 
-
,33yn3K3lK pa 3yn oyi v ^ ° , r i T-m Dr*x 
iyoipy3 [iraifn "om^aiM n 'w ?y-^ " MTW 
IWMiv iWMnyaj* in oyn .oay-iccr c«-
IWa ?yo?« oyn iy3y3 irvKo»3« ^ "• 
iysy |y3i^ n T O D«II
 fD3*,3r-rno nray^  
nyoonnya K ,i*omyn pmyifi .o;^~v: 
oi'O^K o^v yv:»3 n oij.-t WT»i .os?^""^ 
jyayncw MTK o^n ^DKT-iyo^a-iK ^ "^ *-
•WW 0^ 3 oyii ^«r Die p»pu : o^v vwrn v 
H iy3ypny^ V3K jyCK p^ yn3yciyn n ry: 
ijn o*n ,DP«"IB3*P DJH jyaipaw D*n 
-;"K D.TK itea 03V"i D*n o«nya rran >ya 
D3'TM "«n nyi"« ,D'j3jycyj p« nromns 
pjn IKB .IV'DB^D iv D^S D8ny: w Dip 
ipw pnw TW w * a * w nyn PK oanya 
oyi D*n oyn PB pw i n a r m o*a j ins 
-:yiya ivanp w nyiw "WO^K m inr^ain 
S«n ,aanw iyc"DD^8D'B«p « IKD o»*pro 
'8ED*D PK D V^nMWD'UD ?'K IVUn n$H 
l iny >*MI pM ^DD^BD'BBP cyn D*O yno 
-"31* n DWII ,"tfya VDBE « B"W"U|B Djntipi 
nsDWi <p?apfi3iM &G$ MM nyw rm nyo 
•ya D;VK JpBoya nyn nn « iyo D$n ,jyay? 
jyo Diprwn D'o riro^panjnir yiyijij? 
ivn ,3SgJ Vrran >ya Dyi pnmyjMp o$n 
.M'Utt fjp "1KB t33H"nD"iyc TM o"*n -iy 
-3$ ou F» ta$n ornpn D'n»"an« Din PK 
ovy fyaijn yvyiya w i fyaya .jyeiaya 
PB man M^SP n lyDoyip i y n Dyiayuya 
sftfcaipstfj yooyna n pa "ijnmDnyDMa*us 
•Hrutf p* Dvwnn !l>a$n D*II , n y w 
Dynayuyaatf ;yaijn «t D»N lyto'o n 
iyayi>B "? Difti ,oyi p* iy:«D^ya |jw«i 
"oyo y:yiy i^rnyD n v i * iwvn T ' O T * 
on rm « iy;y?o PK ttyott^tti pfi onjto 
no lyoBBtnyB-iyp y f tmsn n is iyr5ye» 
,onyoB> y^D p« |yairtf*P3M"H* lyo^m* 
18 iyD«D iv lynyt D"? ny^t PB jy^r »M ?K 
oay&tfnim p* nynywiipD n vw D^BJ^K 
D*T^ "iy*T 26 
D^pa'oyno JIB jyay^ inyo oiy-.ijcya [?3«n 
o:jrr«w t r : f t payn p« oaipav n pw 
nn ju ( iyr-p pn y;jnoMa iy>n*v 0*0 r.: 
TT D*n D"T nm;« nyn vu« .jyajivor 
-ya D*n oifrt / in "inyo^y iy i |y:tcy3 ny^u 
D*n PK wmb^a lyay^ r:«3 i'n o^n^v 
Dip npi ,n>y; cjn -tya^ K o^yo'vw ovy 
p'l T » " D3^';r H PH D^ysBiya;^  »^? 
-ya \V2*n i n oy-i D'D pn A**pe«rmv 
yJ»wi^ vw yo*na H pc -ijnn*c n iyo?«n 
rDnttv^DD ,|ytMr3MWW H *ii ,D;<*;V 
•"iyc IKIipi Dipi ,iy"iMo pn lyvyr ^y"i";r 
. 1 ^ : ^ pn i n ^ v n DJIJ'JV n oyo^Kr 
•ngcny iro^n l ip "»n pc o;yiy>y:;* 
H HMH DD:;» O'D op^ pya *M iyz»n .ajn 
;n»D"an« a n r v n s w n pc iwrainor 
BrvanB iv ?vo 8 w owv: mra mi»n »t 
iv ftp* i v ; ,wnoD pc arn iro^» om 
lya^n D*II ,t>vc« m lyaK^yiy1: in*1? 
yajg^ BT« pc VOT^C n iyo^^^ye o:ypya 
-ya onrt iya»n »*i .D^OTW POIWITB pn 
HMI iynaya';ya is lysya iv "^ >yc*D v 031? *. 
VI i w o y t i .yocyip n TC j^?B-oia>p 
IV PK ttfyn w w iyT PK D$tfMtnj|| 
•y-\* B nn« lywfn iy:yp is o"v -y:syr^ijn 
iwnwny oaypya o*n iyo m ^ w n s iinyo 
nxn — lyiiya i ^ i^yc Dip .DP^nod pc 
PB aanyoymyE n "IBE PIBDBP lyr'O'Mpi 
jyiw ^ : lyr ' i oy .ya:»> lyo^anii^jn 
25 nyjrujv, wytm» u**r*i njn 
WW i n pc p»«i 10*110 n MI ypiBtat? 
D*D ,Utt9B<$tfb't*P H pfi 038Q H im 
lyeyioaytwix ramntfa IM \v24n «i yaJyii 
•JJ11W |MMI "BniWWW n .DUB? DUB 
-in yanaw H «II ntawrwoaip inyo \tn 
l y n p* anayxn
 r'M lyaipi ix"iy-i .n»o"3 
on ptfn*a ix w w tyainyaa* ,D*D» 
nyo"3n« H w W fWoD^so'Btfp no pm 
-aynyra"* .pnaKc pK D"3i8ya ty3*n o *n , 
"3 -tfya po D"pro:ni n aannwiy no an 
nw DIP DTjnrJ n prayn 
n lypyanyc tyni^ n «i Dip
 f|yanDiva*K 
-CMK iya*D3m$B ix 8 pc DDIP D*II nriKDya 
pc nyta"3iK H a* ttfgn iyo iyii lyvre 
Ijny. ornunyo tyo PM *IBD8P tsn^o \mvy 
pc y w w B n .|VOD^B^B»P n PB "inaa* 
n D5>8 lynyii taay3"xy3 jyp 1843—1860 
iyo«Dnyt3"anK H lyaayisayoBtix pc o^v 
IVttfgnya jy-iyn «i wn ,D3*ur~pno PK 
H nnm PK ftyaawoBnyDaiirjywnp f i n 
wnfi W po #IFl H "inyo Df>y'Bt? i*uv 
.prx«P383"i$ ynaycBoyp 8 pe -iyi"K 
.1860—1875 rJHUnjtt ytDIJTB 
" n w M i y i D'o MI rfynyiya iy3*n TO 
• w e wf tup H p« otrcyays pc aan 
nyn pfi aanyoywyo nyi D*D p« Daipav 
;y-i$nya PK ,oyn ?in w t a r a pc 5>n*x 
po yo«^ p y»j 8 imrrowK jnamro 
-$n n^ D ; yaosya upar-vno yttf n$xy3 
osirya !'y3*n *»? PIBDEP m ,jnytya v w lira 
*M D$II pnapgQ H .DP""IDD i irpwyo ix 
pc *ptf-iyo PK eyiaynyaa* tasnya lysijn 
*5»8nya Dtp |yo iyii ,nnKs rv:sv,v ya t^ay 
•D^D W W p« n^ ya ly^ost |«« PK iyo 
4^ a«M iyt3^8na* taaypya o*a o*n
 r w « i a 
pB ma D3Knoya jya»n nyny^ ao^D y^« D'; 
oanp iyo D^II ay^ p g ; WHumra jypjsip 
rayooMpy po *IBDSP jya^ayD p« >i#o y^8 
.iyD$£tmj"K lyD'^iB oyn o^ a lyfif^iyi 
yoDyip M"nJn«v vi$v\# pc |y^omaif otn 
nnyo 8 tv rynn^ c onoya ot^ n oa^ar n p« 
-yBB* iy"i* nynnc e^pa^oyno lye^anyay 
-amntt v i "3 oJnyvya Dijn |i>w H -iyo 
w lyawowaw | » " i o^n ,njny^aD>o lyn 
D*II
 #ya«^  nhn imyoyanya w DIM irr« 
no «^B P« DH'K pnrwnwMHt -v v -
 K 
nnv ,o«paM»>DO»ann in»j D—-;»-; 
-3*>ayo nyn p« i in"K
 #y^o«c •-: •» -••; 
P»noo K TW W*5 r't lyiyoya^yE •» - - : 
Wa [yp thpi ,DC:IPIV njn p« r - r r r r -
iw -iypa«np H .ivnruijryn \%—?E 
-nin i n iyiiya r^ n aatTD«npo3iirty:-?Dr 
DaravDinn n po^m ,"5m»tf ".y-;. - ; ; 
-waw iyaa*Eyaaif ovy jy3»n i;itr;;r re 
-ya -iia ou oifn aanmfirm y^; n .-yrKt 
pn "WTm n iyD5«nwj"n nyoys nrcv 
»r D"p3^ayo 8 lyayaya T I « ita .lu-r- T 
-Djn "? ty;".y^ ix ,im*r>i»xon tx -jrr?; 
H tva^vo ix nit oarai1 rar"i Brnam 
" t M1 Dia nw oyon^ao njn pc yo'-ry: 
.oyoip H pe y^ynycya n D&#cya ;vr«-
ix D3n)iy ^n oyn iyo"3"iK TK IVV. i jms 
r* )nto< "in pc nr^mra n jyaya rv; 
,iyn>D8B oaypya.on'K D*n wjn yoony sir 
" r no iyn pc pram tx lyD^ryaovK BWK 
"3 tanyo'pya a^ aim on^ K oi^ n Dip p« ,;»•;" 
i n taay^ c iif'av H lys^yn p« c p : r r T 
-yao'i* jyiyn ix "iy3* man .jya*cya i r 
-iyc ix jyo^nya o^n wav nyi ps ryw^r 
8^C PK aaix^ DenyoaiK ix casyn otr trw*? 
•no ya^r yf t tp* ,OMD iyn* D"npjir? HE 
•n i^waDMn* »n lyiiya lya^t yartD"2 r-v~ 
ow ,yayio"3 y3*w pc lynn^ ca^ K c r 
-DM8 lyayp ix DIK awu oxy^  jmi^ rya iy:"' 
ypa8"ip ix nyn?ya-Daaix>DciyD:iK H iy""«v 
D3yn oin pc jysyaiys'K D^I ,vir>aons 
H PC taWl H P« P'noD 8 IFBTITW*™ 
DI^ T t^w'av lfttay*sya nyi 11c vm*roi%w 
oyo8P n PK n5»ya lycio yoma pc rr«8t:» 
iyn pc unn^8-iD;yx om rPPai^  im re 
-TO n po law ,-i PH aana^iiim ^v^^ 
nyc H ?8 ,Diyi$cya D«n Dy?8 DJJT , r r 
D"x yxasa iyMT tyavapyiie |yJ»? TJ»>»-
-5* I I D*T pK
 r i»ur nyn VB D^S-K iin « |im lyn^o jwo oaypya ta'a T > T & S : "*• ft? 
-ya (yoo'tWM 8 jy^n$x «i >*? ;«'"* '" 
i n pc aa«cai# ixn iimya vx wp ja**1 
pK taayoy^ y iyivD8myoa*p 8 pc aaiB8W3 
"iyayo D^K .»5yn W3^n" io nyr^;:;'"^ 
*>xn ix iyayanys^ K Drnmn Tt iy=*r -s" 
•ny inyo ?ya^pya «i jys^n
 r | f a i — D 
-"3iK pana»K n MI iy38t m*"i pw - " " ^ 
nyp-Wi eijarufj C T ^ n p 24 
Mipir TIB j ras i n ps oipuin inir s 
•r^cc .3 ]-i 
. a ^c 8?8 iv ty33W,ivva jynyr, 
r* ;rt33n ny"3 nytn po piy-iircis H 
TTPHO) ffvjyBTUHt yoonnya n pmm 
D"V nyjjf' iy VH ww -H J I J W (jyo 
-ycsiK n M n pc ivtsoio ijn pnipiyj 
•r-s y"4 \fanp$W n Tin ,nwrwt , Mn( 
w * ttwAvtwJ nmrrfl niv* o*» ,|Wnr 
•fcM* Wlffltti "iyDP8"183 DJH pK DliVB 
IWftm pB IFWWD lyDoyna nyi .aanrrc 
im ,iri"J pn lyay^c aripw n D a r y>y*B 
w a i * yB"TK n oaspya oia p* nytfjni 
• r r w H Ijmya PK ,ovy^ w wpnyo* p* 
pya*j n nye^m* H iyD5*rnv3"K ps D"p 
nw o:yf»D D^V n im .ppav nyi p* D"v 
Vi ivo oay5>D ,P"IDD 8 IVB roo3*a fjnyii 
MI ftjp nw pu AVW "Bn iv pro v«9 8 
pro MI 5»y3B» Mm /iy3*m*B PK o"* n 
,P«-.DD oyn pny^nyD iyi$ JJHMW oay^ D 
:$ ?*OK 0*0 nyrfco'D pc 5>n*v n oay^c 
i;yn n PR m«99 oay^c npjv H PK jy^ 8D 
inyo lynya iya"t D*II /iye"3")* nipi 8 pa 
- w a n * nyn p* flpar lyn IV lynyaiya'K 
-CM* D'ntDpa -iKDim n iya*n PK u w n n 
D*n D*U nyny*' .tyJo'D y5* D*D protons 
lyo^si* "tin iv opipyaiv jyo^s 8 no ? t 
iya*n iv PK oy TJhjv MI ,DD"H amnva 
JHWB 8t8 D'D aauynya y3*na5*Biy 18 
Dta'EJn Dip jya^n m « a m wftu* 1 
itfiTB nyo^yi* W T M n MI wiro nt* 
lypain -iKcnyn jyouya o$n iyo .evjp oy 
%
- p r o m s 1w DM DW pno ?KI iyo oy^ 
Mi IWW iv IM« TU »WW V i iv lyo^rm 
wova PK .]yD^8na"K D^V yvasa n DIIJT 
s* mfrnnhlfB o^n D^I ,i8o nyn jynya vx 
1
 m oyn pnm yiKia 18^B oy^a 
WWBJMH PK tyaKDtpyn Pit i8?B V i 
is JwiNonwaiftnyrottv i^ « -lypasnp 
"y»"3nn lyaynnsciyaiK ,nyo^ypMioayaiK 
w o n ihpra^K jyayp I M O ^9l*ma omi 
c
-»>%? j^m ,i*ov ixn ps tyanp \VP iy D8" 
nyoain cm w ijnnK1 -lya^ y-iyc n p* 
lie 43WPW3 jpoo»oi»ro njn pc ::«; 
^ya:8n DM* tinyi DO ip lyayp 1*0 iya>yv. 
n jy^ MW T« ninyMi T ' M»*n ,f8^B p* 




 #jrnjnj?B y i sm n 
inyr t8 .lynynyn jw^n i w » a m n 
BW. >*m fpM D'a iyo IIJD BMrpr WMTJ i"p 
-••tBP no oy3 oyi DMi* iia ivo DBn Djn 
aaiayv.ya n ixnyo^iv ya5»yM .jyoo^D 
no *r^8 ,l5DP*MimrDM* oay^njn n ifiw* 
i*a IW»D T O , ': 18^B oy'«3 * prpsm pro 
! n^Jni on riyoo i^wa'BKP n ivanyv iv o*a 
PD p* lyBD^BD^B*? n PB iyoy"iyoa,ic H 
»i n* J"v ,ya5»yt " iya"t nyo^m* n 
DO T W *iW"n* »i lyayp IVDD^*D'B*P 
-aye D»II Mi iyo no DP'noo ; iy>DC*rpy 
"lyoya ,ojn D*DB?3* p* ,[yi"oiys Y> 
-11-iDK* n jyrMW Dtir iy38D iv in iy-;«DD 
T^ K ,T^*D*J ".lyo^ai* p* pyo*2 rr:yo 
o*n pre D*V. apM iya,v3"K n n lyiiw D*T 
iy^o^*E Din lyoMK ,iyony;3* oaypyj 
^^ayoaiK i8"i 1*3 r'K uoijm nB08p3yD*5'p 
iya*n iyo"2i8 n ^MI , m N B .imiya 
•^'no .p.K D3jn^ n*M D*I D*nya ou T*3 
lya^vs"* "i3n — jycD^K'VSD H 5«MI ,T«M 
n p r n ^ n n D3ypya D>*M D*II .OWV&V 
mWV2 D"1*D 818 PK yD8^ P""iyD,%3"l* yV383 
npuBffmu ?*DDD3n 1*3 T ? iya»n — »u 
-*^v*D ijn TK
 riya3uc«n D^ O T;8?33y p« |ya 
aann^c;"* n t p " ixny^ DMPD oyii Ditan) 
.IVDtf^ p y^8 lytr^v yo*on*n p* DI^C pc 
ya'3"K rya*-! ,DP»IDD POB* l y r w y e iv 
D^T lynyayaiya^* D^v i n iv oa*,:r n pc 
•'c.pytpy »• « P"IDD 8 jyny^piy v^ oayn 
iv ly^n'c D*V,
 #ivD«n3yay5y33* n na #jm 
i*rai imw D38"ioy2 ?y;yp ?y^*t ,DP"1DD 
omi ,;3i3infiM* o'o D'3 p* tyo*Sya p* 
'.« .a ,^ _ .Bvi ?^s(j n?t (* 
23 nj»p$n Djycnsa D*I«* njn 
~i$ytun * D'D iwjmwann prom enow 
- ' D M H jyo D*n Dinrt .5n'cw prmpy 
-JID"V i pm I^B« iw* ,prammf& am 
,"IW"W DO*'!!, v n n r r v w r w pn 
TOIM D'P5*O cm i w » w v ryo DW» 
.t)3Ko pc ^naons p m D*Q D«nanync 
omtfya mamm n ,Dony p*m DD>© 
,jjnneeiy WM PE TJIM D-$T j t f tyyyo VO 
n ttf ^DlfDiD'D »^D*H JM*W"K »% **T 
n iw»r ^Dimusuww^p pram - w a i * 
•iv ojn pryrthra w^i pc urevDft&<o 
"•DDII»P n • PE D"P3*5in» n « prmtf 
,DP»P>MI DH9fi i w n r iroonnw im 
opm /toaruiiNro'M, p* $vp%tnx i* pm 
D*w?piMl nm pat* Dip ,JJO"D pn D*IK 
•3$ DO ,&>jmtn DO ,BPH3 DO D IP I W T 
"Ip TIWW tflBtPD DO |1M DjyByDD I^P 
•»*! n
 rijnw»^i>»i«n n ptt«t D*H f>» 
yrosn n — m m Dfn pftwo "na iy; 
PB o w n y m n pw«i (pr lyosyto s 
«i tin .oniip onne 
"I p0t3Wl 
T B yamc y a w * n 
K IKE ENpi : ovy PK pry 
VtfMK "1KB D""Uy»* P* 
?D*m prmwi 
MI ,DO lynyn 
oyo mjypjjn 
•tt lW* »n»D 
ni oypnwrn 
•*n Dpi n -urnm
 #BJwn •; , «- ; : r 
,3*D g 12.26 ni nnyo ly^py: -p.-~t " r 
T D oartyayn D J W C * 2% prcipn ; : * -
ntf D*n "ijny^jD'D mvw* pc —-=: 
pB nyD"3"*K n DamyjE'i* p* opr-wr"** 
H»fcn5» 1*3*71 ty5'D w * i n r*
 iC-*zz 
HnMyr/i* " j ^ i v n e , a w -*c ; r ; J ; 
. w s i * r u n * pe owr- -
.enn B>n$rn c*c in,-*; 
|W*n j*Dn*D PM *yrov: ,c-p2t«; 
•n iv Dp'BnyE /flrsjnSTjrt yc^-c- i r j r 
DDIPD r^>B n i j j n n ^ jy&vts: ;•* ;n 
n ,oor>D P»3»to PE l yn i ^ n
 f;y:r«: 
DPfua fy PE prtM n rm » » a n n 
pn D3^:yjn pH ? t fjn*3 pw »ne ;?;••* 
iD^ps^yr?^: "n 
vrn^BTi PB »5«nDiiM n ry2*r osrnr 
"D*n» T)nm0ngO"3'W ' m n -nrr-w r r 
Jhntfftm o ' r n » r n o n nn« r^r 'u: 
. " m m 'iMMiao^MD'KP, "tn PE TTE» 
nyc lyajio^v n pr:«t Djnru: up * -j?:» 
Bhpi yos^rya *n jxm >«ii ,jjn»t*jB K-sr 
-an D>D pmpua Djip^m MJO W ;ip ;•: 
tm ,iy5p^D"i« n W« v5iyp-o:;wv P*e 
n:n? pnmia i'nys'ie -yo"3-i» n ;p=-«" 
! CTDK3 « B 
Dp |j?p^r ijKgm yannB n T 3^ ijnmavfi JWU* D»nya U P cjrr cy 
D3<ne .JBD'IB^T 8 D^T nn^ K T8 uft*m w M ^ B B ny^K T^H cy 
.*» .11 J A .K n JIB J8DD83 « 
. ' 
$tf* onyu IBOBP njn .ppap lie ijfiyotr 
.onrrcya ito^v 
•;•« n pc oDuininr^D'D wu«: *i 
-^civa* lyo^reay PK ppw ^w^m 
-wtapyciaBD "iynaB5»ir5>p n D*D nonte iya 
ami DmnMftn yotnv n n* n t o ,0Tjh 
p,E nyojnpw VI ,|*>«rtt .10 4 » w *p? 
rurmranmND PW>P TWMSWIJP n 
p« rs
 fom lyaam IJ*BK onm ,iyB»>«'DBDB 
iycy5>B 1*: .iyc5»yn es: DmmPBpyBU¥D 
lyis; lyiywfe*? DurnpopycuBD *n jy5jm 
^ £98 y*B iwaye y ^ 
D*a 1#3 pjf ItiBMUW p* IBDBP ijn 
pa iytf>Bn:B cm P""IDD njn .oanayya 
W i ojm WMNfP Byo-iBP ITBOB^BP n 
y^ « lyonyaB'n* pmv p* a*nv nrrn unrpc 
n MT p&wiia jnyojo vw -iyp"-iDD 
oyti D*J |jm .DBnya w * t t pnyn iyD"2"i» 
nxn pit oyjP3 n lyayacM* timo term H 
yoay?^ n pc DBttfum B D5»K lauya 0*; 
•PHI o^n. 5»"BTT pit iwn nyi Dfn JW*H 
-lyoys earn »t m q»a nw .BBnya nnw 
p.* ITBDB^BP pit inyapmv *t Dmi j^njni 
e"2"i« H 4J*mi B uKiftpftonn .ID iya**© 
ya>jm JWDW wntnawuiM -un pc 
Dijn ,5yaipe oyn \mrtv iv oaysjnya ta*n 
n >«ii .os^pnMnw DU mp Damns' oy m 
-D^ DcyB'ya e*a r^ B w \vw W*nw 
•«^ 8p pn pwmD nywiH JIB anpim n 
lyiyn w jynya D)«wny03^ t^ n oy 
trpc;$3B T^K oy jyii ,|wn jyolB oy Dir* 
"!xn TB ,iy:mD»¥ mvnn n p« pmpura 
CWHfll DyDnifP, ITHDK^W 1 PB P"1DD 
|y33io«v n fya^ n ,in»iiya D y^oyDy: PH 
I»JHD yoDjna ny^ B H p* onypii^ n lya 
nMi yny t^ nnn uinyajm B lyoipya urann 
":vv, lyoipya 'jya^n D^II njm»ain n 
"v: iWMpjra fpaijn ,:^D B $2^5 M*. ny: 
j ; o n ^ njn 22 
•^«ny: TW iy3»o IX yay^ eni^ B D*C mr;yi! 
fcwrmu'M n pn iy«nin;y yro 
IMKWUVP '"i lyiif^yc pra^n "? pit ,HT:V 
P-^ VTK D :^ WBn tjm ,iyr;yn y-.yr^p D5»U 
pyt n .jycipys IPJ,,I MI 11 j r a ^ r a 
iy><? yocKya TM .on jwjrv. iy;^v^»Txr 
"^v 'ii TWO DCK pii |y3"5»3iyE imip c ; 
|IM ,yDD8y2 iwnpn« pram im.,mvrn 
— D^ nijvya jni> ycouys iy3#r. m m i*m 
pD«n D*II ,OI#D Djn pc pr^nn^wn y^ « 
iv pit lyyo'Dip y^y^yinyB n iv fyayiy; 
o:ynoiBByn «'j^p onoD V D T I D "in 
W r a i n "3 i«pi o#n
 #D 3^"iit >r» •«• 
•pnwB'wt \"P jyoipya D': jycwy^yT >nipt 
»o»po*i 
-nyc ijn lyaaiSpya o r^: r*oon»mn r;»; 
#D;itrFyD pn D n^pift' vy^v -<E K pc a:*!' 
ny p^ip yoo»y3 Huvr*ms«ii n T* 
-life n .DHjjnycy^ B TIH unyr oJjjm 
-yr Ds3 iy3*n jwi»^ vi5»*Tjn n pc "lyiyfr 
natip D3N»rn-n pc D^C* p'« TB .iyc,fc; 
VOntana inyo tn«^-to3«p ni r v: p» 
pn lyajyisayoBT^ v iy:yp o$*ptf n Jrci i 
jur^maw nm "3 i i rwi i lOrarvun » 
B pmw P"!*1 t*a mromt vbimfi &* ?y^ vi 
.j^ 'VBjy^ xn iy-r pc^yDni 
• 
.TJB^I^P p« y«j^ *i 
ya^ yii ^njmrt9pj»u«o vtan^^p n 
tB ,P»ny3 ci^ n ts'D oo^ioya T' ly^B" 
•«K "iyD^ 3"iK yiy"? tyaya :^BDtP"lj^ ," W 
PM n^ ya pc DDI$TW> DJH pmya nonyii 
iv "IIDB '3B
 #t3Bnya jyaifn «t Pipi -pno 
B pc "am1© ">jn pc nnn in -IBC lyiyn 
n TB ,DM1B DYy "HP ^T BM1 »| l^^ 
iBB tyaijn iv mra tB nn*m maBc oyo^s 
.DP"1D0 PM oa»*:p 
-IP5P n prpm iw*n wtev ytsty> n 
ynB35»yc"nv;iK DMnit nyo»3iB nnaB^ 
njny»>ao*D n .D^pa^nam pc Day3"V 
ixnnyciyc D^BPB^ njn«5w%>P n row pc 
iycBoyp iv i j n r " »»nw iya"t pit ,^r 
o»v lya^yr nn p« .ytasyn ynyn -»BC 
inyc H ona jyvayiycaBP cyoip n lyta^ Bn 
n pM w w *i IWW nyoD"3 yivopB 
n n r r t R nyo^anB n iv lyaBo Dyo*3 
-pyv-B TO ?y^ Bt "i *3B jyaaiaynBenyt 
21 -lypiyiv eiyo-np on** i jn 
-ayya iwwmnpp w i n ITOPHB W3W 
fyaipn t«W»i3fP i n 1KB s ' J w w nix 
« DHWJ nananyfi "lymic no imy^atrs 
pn DD8 po5vtl laya-w inc IWMJ ix twn 
,o*a nyi* iwwyua^p i n «a umw orator* 
n»D »n iyJ»t nxnjK m ,timya aiaya r»* oy 
-sy-iya pn ix \ i y o w *t I»B pn mifiv 
-c*n / .11 .a .J .n nxn pn oen i* ix tM*» 
-D^D t$ Dtwc opyT pn DEimya w?a iyo 
|p:yp ix w t a r o H po ytasyn n .nyfc 
pn -iyDD«y3 o5>» ijnmi oSnyiny pn BW*$ 
p*p tw pnwt »n flm ^nave^aiytaa^n n 
w out 4iroi3satv t r w w P * paauyfth 
Snaip^anyoa** njn jm "lyoonys « pn 
tanay^yi « pn jyno taxy* jyo Djni nananyc 
*nt» V^E f&nsm n PK tMttsjmnp mv 
.inn' 
ya^ j IV pis in p w y u ix inye w 
pufftwa una w»n
 fia«3Vfi,p« uosrvny 
•^eoaip nyi ix DDaycnayon y5* *« 
0B*np pn |ratU"ltt jy^r wine 
-jywip i'3*5 aye » m . o n v 
»m W i B ivvy; r«* oy m D*a pn ,jnr 
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n fya»t im"^ A r n m ovy* ^ -jr 
iy3BD y^aiv *a w "»yo"3-tn iy»^-yt« 
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-ayoip ,5y'v p'D vw PB oy .-txn:rr yyn 
nya n lyaaynsayoBiiv jyB^ yn iv •-sm r-
y^ BiB^Banyoa^ B pn pj^uv^rno y^pqrr 
TO nyD3Piya Dipi J^n .Danr^nmyB-rno 
jy^yii TD nyoys npi jycipaysBP.x 09v 
vm vi TO jy^yn inyo BODXH ,iy;yp r> 
.jyv'Dr iv 3*D"t3y3ya in -:irar 
33BB3B D"3 H n^TBTl W WWW VQ 
Tpn I 'D B'Dip .aaiayiiysnyD^siB -r; vz 
y^3B .jyn^n nytaiB pn oar$*o pw pc 
pn lyayo
 fnyD"3nR P W ^ T : rdnnys 
«1 PB nam* iy3B IB- lynyer, oms 
ya^vpnyii ysBfia^ B iya r^ "i PB .car"* 
no oy .ny3yaDD"3nB n pc i:yn ^ pn 
nppn^fBjptnw un^ njn is 
,s p i IV D3PP1P38 0*3 PM ny 2MM ,BQM 18 
pn pm PM wrMPwp 8 PM iwir^v 
PWJIM o«np: *pw TO pnyn V*TOMJ 
p« K i p j H ' n D H IVmiV IPD"p3'DD'r(V 
•onw n TW* •"Dn«a P T W > 8 * V * D n 
•nw IPD""PP H »n pmn iw»r g n m i 
amp »I*D W J T I * PM ^»m PM IMO |jrr 
•WW n jfn ,1906 PM onvnwcMK D$n 
nw «iv i J w w iw"t D3*um»no n PM 
«j ipr»jiito*ruPtt«0PB n PM ,D':n:yDC 
M t r e m m b p t i oy ijm D*I ,PM jjrt»*a 
pc ipfcP'Mftrt"* iv VHP PM Dfn P3MIB 
•pjprtt n ftW im ,33UPIIP3~IPD"3-IM w i 
w«B©*$iwMflS v i i c OTWWIM* sin 
ptp»D*p n f w v n o njn pc pit "D"i8B 
-'5DCW3"DW njn "3 pit ,jpe*nv tyco 
D^wvi l ia 8 iv IPDIP ire 5»t 33IVM ipa 
P3 in D*n I M M * iptpn .jy^3«n iv m 
W0P81B f383 M D?8 lPPNP3D*nM D3"H 
on nue pnipa FH Din po jya^o n pit 
.D85PIPO"3"IM npv383 njn pc jyvi: 
•ysiwp n jy3ipnjn v * •P n D T* 
MI i n m n n i i W^anp JUUPITO PW&tn 
iyn pit UHfQI' 1 IPPMIV jp-PDDnpp DP 
"2"85 ipn jycMiv ^IM DTDDMPP "BIKB 
"W n« rlPOBW J^ttW PWDMIPBIMP n pit 
n pM ip&fiwfrtpa pwDttnpBWP n par 
-y: W M jy3«n nPD"2iM ytPD»n n 
*"3iM n D'D iya>3"Mnyo IV ipi D3y"lBt? 
,vr:y' n 5«N jtfin npv3U3 ijn pc nyo 
IW DJIfW Pf>83V'Y83 PM IP3^3 P3*Wl 
*8J n T8 IP3M&3 W>fP ,H PM 1MB ipnp* 
PM 02*3"M1PB pn JPB18H 03**3 V P?M3ip* 
^ ,(lMB»nmPB) 1383iyB ty583*,V83 pHt 
"urrana ipn jpajm tysya p*53 8 «pw pmo 
%T D«D DBHBnyD"3n80'D PM «H3'3TPB 
c'v^v.v jbSjm 1PV383 nyn p& lytD s^nM 
rs iy3^»v8"ipnyc y5»3^v«3 yayny^nyD 
'v iyD e^>y33$ tsvy^  iP3"t o ^ ^ r - r n t s 
"VE H ,|MvnmPD np5»3ij^ v83nyD3,M "ijn 
T^HNM i n np D3»B»njnpu PB n v n j n 
iww IP3^M ipaa^ n3Mn jnn^ M PM IPV3P13P3 
r« .^41 "un3p5 p?« w ^"ir jP3"t own 
PVnowii^ ys^npwipDMM jyaxni 
jrctDPP 
|Pn«i y3M»;n pnjpt pt ru ,n*o jyo^v 
c: DP3^ p nre^rw PB"TMV;M-;C n \vz*r 
jyino n^o «ii m» ,C3PDM^8» PM DP^CP; 
.-WM r^O"! I*M Dip 
8 i8B urayn Dap3vn**To yr^33y n 
PB |pD>8nP33» [yV383 PM V? B"V P3:«r 
Tpjti T n o 0^8 p*&4vi pM iycnp;^»nD 
,I*m M' D*T iPij^c "t jpii 113 .tree1; 
pB PD"nv n "im< y3"M [pv^oc "T jy:p^c 
iy3PP IV H3 ,IP"D-l8i PB"DD'*«D«BMP H 
D3yovy> .oaif^PvH i8C ponpon^ cyey 
•"2"i« y3'33yn3M3^ M 18 ojruniyj "t |P3i»n 
ron 8 VIM D5«no3y iDftm / ' D ^ n r a 
(* .IPDD'»tf'Y*D PV.'OPM >ni>V 
D"ptD"iynjuy33# rwi*«m nrtu tnre 8 
- ^ ^ P - i " i o H PM Bvnpftp n jpm^i 
138^ ims* PM ire onpt 43«pnp3 prxso 
#ijn3y5 y338o PM .o j^m nyo^ M njn pc 
PV1183H3MPD y33MD pM pM |y'3^y3 pM m 
*rno PM PB"DO^M'V^D n IP3"? npi:p5 
8 T»H IJH3131PB IP33UP11P3 PP'ODWtt' 
PM ,(yD'08P) I^ 'V8P3M318 "ip^yvyic 
ny60 n pM .MIM B*3 o*p t'M n ;g^ro^ 
n iP3vn mmavmw iP3'-jifE p c . u n - r 
IV D"31MP3 WIC ^808^ PC iP33Pn3M 
ny38 rjpaiujmja "nv n iy33Pi3'iv;re8r 
Dlfl D9|||1 193"n .|P3315P3 D*3 »M T'K ttfl 
V>IWMi« w«w I:M^ pc yvyw n ajhJw 
"3^ 3"M PB 1»3J* |P>pnr*B» 18 iy3^n IV 
*9v**9& H PM Dnpam^no *i Wftnva O«P 
."on8B ye'^ Ds^ Pipcxn 
n«B nye'^ DD^8,vvD W i "Wn PM 
,np'f»3D'o njny DIJI ,np2i> ins immfc •na 
1JH T8 ,I^3V 8 Ifl t'M Dy 8^C 006911 pM 
"3 .nnrnw 8 \v2*tn *PIM J»? i r f m ' 
p» "on«» n ,*»tsiOT ipir t r»»ma H „ (• 
lyuy^ .aya pSTjni
 ftP»Waf,3t»"tf|,M5 yr^iay n 
-nn-iB in (1 pD oVytBVyi^ OBtijr t»w
 lBMpyQn 
»n ,»enOT mot»* B3nOTn5,«< H (2 , c : r ; v 
pn 138? P»* "MOT P*tB0'tf*S9Q 7CCp3 
pn iftsitidvn8 i*
 #»cy"D8D IM*3M »n (8 
pa B8i»i;*p 8 .iyo3y3»^ yB3»it y»»Bc^8'»«c 
BC'^8!*8C H pit ipp /eina i i c ' ^ »«B»T3 nyn 
fityn iy lyu ppat *» V flWWUt" « ^H8 
*8B»»8P *1 P* VUi tp lya^n Tt .B^nyiny 
t»Bn8» 171 PB D8"U81B 1JH .1P"BT8B JW'BCr 
•wpn^it PB iyorw8"« ' i v* Biprm: in*? t»* 
iynn 8*8">"* pn "BiB» y»»BO»^ 8»»8D y^pn 
.iy*yr ?3! n—.up* ipen 
17 nypHjTi ejyenB; wnfy ijn 
3J81 DJH BD^JD DlDT^B^tfD 1JTT *fl 
. l y o ^ i M H pgb 
jpno ipaawips PB"C*3*PP pompa 
JPOIKV.IP jpapp i*o IPI**K ,JPIPII D*npaa* 
•D;P D*P**B i n IP5*T 03**31* i*ne H I U 
,IP3*1?3 IPDJ'K o'ipo**3i* DPI .tp^p'fr 
-5P3 1*1 1KB JP1P11 IV 3313B*fl P8?5«D I"T 
T O .jpipu opo3*3iPB oenpiv no ,n*sn 
jnpoenpD iv ipo**3iK jpip* tpnp; jp3*ra 
o**2iK iP3*?inp IP3P3**K pn [H Dip 
D*I PK , JPIPII 0*3 DD*5KO*BKP i"p ip IPP 
-"5a iv o5**noiimpB ro**n ¥m PK ip 
n .OK*I*OP5*IB pc tPn*n n PK jps 
D3POVP? D*fl IPP3K1P3 DPI pB D**P3*D3*1 
-**i *i PB »pp *i pK |pa3inP33**iK w o 
lie jVDPwii ipip*p3r ipi .ipo**3iK pro 
IPPiipa o*n ,331311* IP$P*IDDII3*K ipraiK 
ipoip 113 IPP 33irp5ip ip**? T* ,ipo**aiK *i 
PK ,DIDP*B*V*D pB a m n w K ip i Tm 
N|m DIOP?K*Y*D ipm aai3B*n n m op 
inptt* n 1PDIPIVIP3*IK ipo**3i« *i esse 
-*S>3Po ip**t PB fgp&am n pK p*3*upi*n 
•IP3P* !P3 
-P*K*Y*D JP3P3 1P3*T 0*3 5*T ]PD 0*11 
'1PB 1PT31K pn 0*3 5*? DP 0*11 PK ,D1C 
. PK IK! p*K ,PP1*K IPI IV SWJPW P3**3p! 
-*5K*V*D H o*i : PK o*i PK ,ip3*t ipa* 
Hiijhwa WOD»MP»»T*II3 n iw PB»DD 
-OIK o**v ipvup i*a3**53ipE » pn pr&pn 
ip i* — ipo**3iK IPDBD Po*ii3 IPD*2P3 
-DDIKIIPS PK — \vw5pw D3*rp3 ipcps 
•IPC3P0 P5*BD3313B*n pK P3H1M1 J |»r t 
"P3K1B PK 1P0*1K JhptV* 0PD3 
IPO**31K3POKNV B i*o ipnpt ,1*n 
03**31*1**10 H JPB>*UV (IKP**IPB**P) 
"0P13 IPI .IP**01KB Ptt>*OD*?K*Y*D *1 PK 
1P33K>P3 1**1P3K1B PK 03**31* 5**H0 IPO 
ipoapv tp5*3**VK3 |PK>*PIY3KIB nm iv 
-3i»pw — PK |PD«3 m b w m "un *n njnv 
ptn /5»n»no pi 5m»3Pm iK^npnpc 
-K$n»B tPW Hi OBKB^PB^PP i r ^ r v t t : 
prn*W3KnB H .P*OP«D iPB»nBo:pc 
-n^ BDMK nnpo lpapp hi t« ,ipa>^a bswv 
, \*m npn^K ,apnp |P5jMnwm^K TOT ?PT 
-"31« PVn*1V3K1B H .W'VPK 1PB»0^*B 
n o^o ernoosp v53«Bnnm iw«t i r e 
• *IKT |"K 1P3K ,DWtrfy i Ptrn^V3KlE 
!P3»T wi pK 1,050,000 ijnip: i p : - r ; r 
jp^noapv DPI PK o r v m IPVy; ^ 
DEKmpiXPJiO'o n r*»« 1910 pn .jur-cK-
2.017,000 tnm payn'^np pro— -"-£ 
- i ino »n Tt !P3«^ n i n r IPDYJ^ ;-»
 r» 
W T pK ,oinpoipc ijnpn>. ;pcc;«-;-
^^00,000 03^n pw p3«o; - ^ 
lPi3pap; pa5»5#o«p n I^ K poip - -
•if3 Dpi ire;m o;«pp2 jp;"f c^v, .?:*•:•* 
PB Dp13naP3 /D3IT3V P3'5DB'1P I \ ^ 
-" i i i j H iro^un ip3pp i t H3 ,irecr-e -
n ."DIKB 1»/"t pB 23*11* DJH px -yc 
-pa Du IPO*** P^« pK iMipr i m n r i 
-IK H |1B IPi"? n pK 0"POPiu n e r r -
ri OD1K11JT3 013 inK 1P3*1 "t pit flKP* 
Tin Bfflpi |P:PP IPD^SIK n DIP' c:r: 
H tpa^n DIIKI ,IP3**V«?*;B3-^ r r -
Dsr^r P3P3"K jpiana iv ovarii i n c r ^ i 
P3*D3po o»np; pw ip3»n T S nt : r : « ; 
"3 .DT^B3"K ip"t IPD'IK ?P;^V»T';II;-» 
•D3^3V 01*D 8 1*3 TO tP3#H 13** pK :;•» 
(P^IB 1P1*) P^K1P3^ H in FPEr VZ*?-
•m i i » IK i n titfnps 'M ,D;«' :—t'-r 
.lapric • r r 
33l5pM103P 1PT31K pB P1*nPB |HK TK 
PODP3 H TK ,03M5»3P3 ^81P3'K IPC 2W" 
IPDBD '1 IPCnp31Y3"1K 3PV PDD3r": *- T* 
P3>*5P jP3*n w PK ,D3ir:vi"ie '" s* 
D3**31» P1PT31K PB JfOriWS H PK .C--
ipip^ao'D pip*n o:p3piP3 v$fi*t ;p : r 
1PTPH .1*11 K (D3PD) 3'3PEfi 15 1P1* 10 
o**v ipi o*o PK DVI P:*^P P2 P:*TB 
-pa n PK ,IPI*I^P3 iwwpviw rv:»;:;%K 
150 r*3 80 pfi |P3»T o:".i o n p r ^ r r 
IPP3K11PB iv r*K DP PK ,i«v, «< r:vts 
D3**31* n 1P35P11 PK P3K? IT5rV3K3*£ " 
-1V3* 13KOrD*K JW"T H C*T ,T' I^-'-^ 
•ODPB 0*0 DP**1DD P1P**T IP""*2 
D*I PK ,o**n3PD*^ro:p c ^ .::,,'" 
*i pB P5PB3* *i jPHponpi*" ;v;pr •-
D*1K OB* JPD*5r P3^ P11 . I P S V ^ C - : ^ 
»1*1K 1P0**31K P13PT*1D BWn3W P3*J«» 
**c r* 
" 
">Vp">«5" wponw c-T"^ ivi 18 
*D"I86 -s*$o n TK WFSr-TTB jjerc^ n 
.jrap r\»p nt mm * 
yz5y?M O^ D TO T* •OPBBWW |IWO$P 
• v r * I J H V B iwu ownsyaSu pa PM pit 
::wnpnw n n ^ : D"X WPWa 8 IKE 
,1890 pM jrvTpriytDD^B'v^D-'WK n pt 
Vt iw*n jysipwJWUHW'WM n |yr. 
-y: taw "3 o#n jy^p'ViDay ny"iE ta:ypya 
"D3>ti"0 ^yo'a ye^n B pnnyn iyc^; 
nmya "lyoya B$yn oy DtfH ^ r e i n y r n g B 
yj*aayna*aw jjnana iy5$T T O *V : i^no w 
iyony:?"HD3« iy5*r "? pic oaipav y^ MP** 
Drum iy5*T VD nyi* , P 'D^*B-"» IMI M 
VI I»5*T "» P* mayanyB yovphroayv' 
•lysyaa* D*a P'D'5wr"DiaB »*0 Wrw 
.;y^:«n w *ti BCnttWa ntfp B*3 iy3*n -PC 
jvttfBnyaa* taiM »tt taifn »"m*5paiM y n 
jyeuyaa* ny3M PM may w ,nnM' w»5oy 
yJnoaw iy3$n |y>u? T D TM .unipiya 
-"D18B D'D V^ I*?*T " T t w #D3*OV"1"10 
.jKhsaywa n>i P*O*>*I 
iyj*ii TD IMN
 rDa»*3ri"iD n pM 
PM lyase y*» po nyo"3i8 H jyrr'niyc 
»»^) t« u*a *TD jjr3> i^y ,oayaM*a itf* pc 
.pw5w-«tntt lyaamaa'nM tanip 5#T 
"IK N«w4 H jy:«t iyame yepta^ ifB n«t 
ny^tto^ynB i n PM ffwawnj w a 
."DIKE 
*i !«?a cxn ^3 V i tytaton TO ta*a 
PM btnga vvw'tewio n TO .oaipap 
ay'M* PM .iyaMOBnyw«M WJl ojn EPC 
t" io ye>o*H H ipt o*n b"pan"M isn D* 
•lyJp'Nbay ma MTK taaypya aauimya | tfw 
• ^ : I K yp»*n n tyayn 1900 t^ a 1890 pc 
H PM ,jyonnp ya^ a^ M lyD^yaann nyta 
'"vc evnya v t ta$n pmou^apn^Tta Jnipt 
MRn'.aapiii H \ny\ 1894 PM .DnyaySp 
1900 PM lyaM .nyny^a^D 240,000 M a 
"^ttVHyttMttW-pnD ?n»v H pw t^ M 
w
 I'W t>M ifl04 |^ M PM 680,000 VIM fyo 
•» \W& ^".KP D»n m n jr ;y:^B H 
oy mti ,oiMor w oysa PM JyD^ «^^ • 
|«t HMM unyv j* jyowaoMM on»n r»M 
[Mf^nTOT iMpnyeM ir? v a niDniropy? 
.nf3"^2 rm 
PM ,in fyvynys'w " » Etfw ,mri H 
-eye i ip^^ anuoD*i PM iy-!ir*ya \VQ$*Wi 
-f:yDD pM ,5n§* |yc20 ;xn :MDM"5C fin 
j-raDB'i,, PM j y i^y : Djrcsnya STKMI: 
."SMr.Mrn n c ^ 
— : j n r n c PM jyDi>:y; ,i»c^yrD -.yno-iyi* 
ivii rD"x Jyc nnyt iyt;i:iyE D>»« oy 
»n
 #jy>w PM pny^my ^ ' M Dnwta 5ft,v» 
D*i
 #iya»t hffi ;itM nya« Jw f M .D-T 
n^no VS:«*VK: "II^IJ WW»P>TH«n n 
IMT'Ofp* i r t ix DrDv r^yaav [y:": c ;« ' v 
nyanyp M / D ; ^ ^ ! ^ " - ^ yro*n , _ p.c 
-"-yiyc iMfnyc* V M W V^SW 0E«r 
."W3"^ m> IMC1 
IM v w onaya iy-M,t Dsv^r y?«pif? n 
fitipw y^ Mp^ f- jry»M m p w jy3^;ny 
-y3M JPfilfBIK^W PE EHP9 WTOa « C"3 
n jytw .DP'^DC D3:M y^2:K wpi PM ^yaif 
lya^c^DE'yr n pBfljPP^Hi D ^ ^ V y?MP*5 
yfc3*<vit3 n PE B v w p ivoipytpy n p& 
.yuys-iyE 
nnv ^yo^3 ywfl « DMnya iys^n VD 
Tjn pc jjnM^ya IIDB iyrn v o IJH^M 
-»5 H ?xn^  , D J * W *1 PM cyoD'D ";yo?M 
jyen osypya lysvn jyairWt'iKril y?»p 
ootiya w| VI o*" w TO pm op*neo 
•lipD w Dip 
iya»t oaii'ar y^MawMa *i »D3*rya m 
n ,IM»^O*P Tyi'^ ya^M |a I'M D3*a"M y^E 
•itHWO w MM© H »»a nysv ta^n IM'BT^O^P 
•oa»^av yayo^Jtpyas^ n n^c tyaM E^ una 
Mfii D3ra.v n w jrmayoippjn p*fa ?yp n 
yo^iiyj PM m;y«a» |y5»r «l ?y5t^o nuc 
Da**ar y^wrvw nynij yJmtaay* *1 .y^yfi 
-^ taifp nyn pe a»aaynaMaw mSfltMl W ' 
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vm IW»T D T S B W ytnyoRsyaDM* 
ipsriw P J I W M ^ I M TSCWPUMRTI* 
•ant PR oy |yo»ne wn ' ru i ro IRB PR 
jnyo TR ,iinipiw nwjiw 5*o yrfciw 
is HM *1»T W iv ta*a OB* jynyn lytpayo 
^•tfrcywiR l i nn iv uunj R paw «i 
.jyj»>r o*.v DB* i n iye«D ptfrnyajmp 
-psoMR.yo'n* *$W> "TO |W»r DB* m 
JHJPM lyqtcpR pfflfftp onyoiD trpyraiza 
p.s IKJJWW "t ivyt TJTOW ptt / w p 
-D;«*ijp J m PR D"pany>o ? onnyc 
-pa y^WSpR IRB PR nnsc IRD V*DI»V, 
prawo rwnybRowD^R m 4W>*WIRH 
TB ,oyey DH>R BftVS oy t« nyo'R n w n 
taftpi iyB3Ri3 pano v jytnaya efepi ny jjm 
iv oonya l«n»)D'3 •opiRDrya orvR oy 
joraMnp 5*n*p>« ?"n jypano oi* T» 
PR ftrBya nyiyn PR D"V n w w R *HR 
•vyio ,!y8?ayo iy3RNe> R IRD onyayaaB 
jyo D^VB lyDyBt? #*m R Dyu Din 
-mp3R H ziynnB MI ivaRiiB' i*a v? 
WDMienv m jyoip jyo^nriRTiy: y*«s 
-iv H | jnw 5»n*p5» T*vi i »R ,pnnw 
•OBMTO* nnyo *wa iwnya y&Dmv 
-pa VI aiffl ^ R wpi ,oy?R Din 'spp PR 
: oya-R-WR yaRiB n taoip J W W 
?D"panjPo oritR T^R Dtpi 
O'WTJPD BNfODn |ya»iR ip 3t*n TR 
« PR IWDP nyryn nf — I V D C D*B 
PR ly^pDio pw lycfR^ya DTW -iM^yn DBO 
mim nmn »i iwi PR ,|yt>"ai8 iymw 
Sifl |yo Hni nysK .oyDD^nys DBO nyryn 
fsnvw dUHi iynn D*a PR ( W W 1 ^ D I V 
n oyoa^nyo PR ctfyoBTyaaR t»*a i n 
.DBRip-oayaitf 
nn a*3jw fix tsnauttrwaiR yaaR* 
"P3«np yainy^BnyB "lyanyp PR o^ypmoay 
iw Jnaywwx y^ y^ vyBD H ^ p 0*1? lyo^n 
y^ y^BD H iwwvnw .DTno nrnwtiM 
Tfrya iyna» fR "3 I*D |y?yi^  nre^npiRip 
.pra»nr ta^ naya 
"lyEii^  \* \yi*t \vp 13ROn» RTK pp nyi-:yp 
|Jftw»w H -lyo^npaR-jp yaynycnyc PB 
,"iyBiyp «TK ixn'PRDR »n urn aaiiyvoMn JIB 
r i»" i IRB iini^a iyo»iayaiv R »t jy^fiya 
Trwiominn* n 5»m ,D"3IR jnayo3';iyc 
lypnw pR*oy ,^RW "inyt t'« D'WfOT 
-DMR T'R nyanyp njn pm TR ,e»DO'WtaD 
nycB* m 03«> ny D5RB T O PR Diwucya 
•lyo^npaRip ynaypyotraR yaany^ cnyB tv 
D'a jyoRn iyo"fliR yoiyoRtayaaif 0VK 
W*n a w m*«n is pwnp^wom naya 
H pB " t D^RB Dy PR D»31R ijnif 3>Trya 
o^ a (yaiiin iyo"3iR ymyonRDyaaR jn»*o 
^aanyr 
TR ,iyiimya [trnio c^ oo^ oRtDD fR ay 
-ippyB n PR y^yfi-op^aaiR ^n<v yoora n 
.6 t»3 4 PB pn 12 P3 11 PB lyBjno on 
njn PR nr% njn PR ?»n ,-iRBnjn T»R DIT 
•DU; y3^ y? Dip pR jonwna* IJ?D"3'.R 
i re—"T i ay D"3nR ixrc jyn iy3R j*o"z 
ny'B — « n nan* nna nan pR [jnater 
-RonyB pir iyo DDm aRO'DSRj [jnaior 
fy^pDio n ^ v r o n r o o^aiR |yc .o'yrp 
-a»p D'a pw TT typ iyo PR nysm^r isnjn^ 
IR T^ R nyan rraioc 'y^iB n 
oyi iVrmuraf ta'vanainio'u yotfR03R 
nyo"3"iR y^yB *T iya"t njn"^ ."lyB-iyp 
PB D*Wt)3Ml n ta^a lynyocnyB Oipi 
DO lynycciyo "T .D"V yvaRa n pwm 
ntfa pnayDRB R tys^n iv PR oy a^ ona m 
rtD"ps^a"-i PR tyoy jyayp ^R? pna wi ' 
H pa yDD"o H .ttf"Rya o*a PR o^prnn 
wi .a*o f y m aiaya DO iynn nw3TR 
-"3i» " t m D*ayf>"R nyn^ yr un pR jyoy 
35RH sroMnayo R 3i*iw jyaa^c " t ,jyo 
n nni .pc«t3 DIV P*TW pru*i5 t^ R O^ PW 
D* PR I^BR ta^ nyaa* T I !»>•« W*3"ttl 
T» PR ivoy i»im PR DRtaaR? •« ,iy3RT n 
TT " i prelim ,iynn3R anawc^njrjn n 
PB Tt prtpnnw iv lya^yn y^^ B oaypya 
jRrs^RraR? 
13 "iypn*n eaytnw B*T** njn 
A9%tm rm rtf* JWWP rw WW WI oy 
IB ijyaTB "un* rwn ,0Mn ,onnw ,iwatf 
B pnnM B*J T * >*r oy m i ?B*B n n » 
Tin
 t\mnm yvnopySy m i w n »n .my; 
DW _ nyo>yv DIV o"pv$v:w lyDDjna 
iytD3yv no |W fWWNii my1 ipayn ,TIBO 
anna* Tin TWHMP IB 1"Sl iyo wynp 
B imif nw5n # w B iittKWU B — ?ymyj 
.TnD Pfi P1T1DMK IK 4B5» 
\m BW 5»BC Djn >jpw«a m* ,Donya 
-nim oxn Sya^B B a* FIBDO T* D I ^ P 
•fm tnvn Dtsnyiv ;^ wfci p j wo DJIVB 2*D 
-y^ya B Dp'cya lyaa'fi PB nnnw y$y*o *i 
T i op^r lyonm no iw nyoayv DIV roru 
nyp iyva*a |'2W1 D*IB5>B IB PK MfDfWfl B 
trum ,iyv-iBfl pn DE^yiipnyo oy ,nw 
oy^ B Dip .11 .? -K IMMK n PB nyoDJ1© 
•innya *1 Tin imoya m w 
Tin liwon eamja prum piwS n 
Dv^mow iw^t wMro ,iy?ypDiD yonw 
W>jm ,5ypbio B T>K nan H .nmnw no 
D'D mJ i?i OT^ PM jyoBnv T* DPTI 
o p ^ ^ t lypmayoBnv D"3 .BB^P "imy> 
n D^C iynyn W3 D"a PB DMIB wSa n n 
H JIB oynoif trty1 D*D .Dtfa ona tv TT 
.Dtfa I'nBB ivaitf pn» TO jyonyj iy«tf 
ftwi n T D typ't? IXTVIBH PD BB^P iyny* D*D 
•lynyoiB n Tin otfa 
,]yviBn PB jyBB^ P nya'Dyo5>yan -iyrn 
T'B ,iyiyii l*ft PB lypmjyoBnx nyn "iyi* 
pnrau «*$"»?'* .lyinyj PB »TJmtaw 
\vy*m n jn jB n ,PK IVBB^P Yi*n n jyaBo 
.5>nm B D^D pn $w WB&P l y i TK "JJIODB 
-niKiyfi Dlfn .MM ^ Tt tfcjPiwv !)yo*D 
PB 5$D 72 DBDIWK PB ,jyB»5p Dm D3BT 
n Dt*5» PK nxn;WBB TT oyJin
 #DI^D B 
•iyny?D'iK i jn Daift ,V?y3r iyBB?P nan 
PB »«pa^wr n BTWmro PB
 B*MH9Dtf 
-iy; H jyil W* .IV^ BD-»*3 D"3 oy D*BH 
nyn jyn nyn* DiyDBoyaoMB imyn \vx\ 
tytn n PB r n t0n PB PJBIP T^ B m m 
nynaynyrBMB nm ^ w Diyn rwftw DBB^P 
.5*no3BP pn n« Di*5 PB t in my; 
nB Sjh»w MI inyDnye D3"? jyp jyo 
nDio^B-D^a lyaBtiiB^yB jyp mi nm o^a 
D3«K Ml JIB |mnW WDiyDBDy3D>1B PM 
B ^WIC m PK ,XnjH3B DTI VW DPVM 
-.,„ -»MV B lit D » m lyana^yc w a y : 
Tt o r ; 5»riD I»B urn ,prB5fB ;•»« 
B PB lyonyjamB ^"no win jy-
 ;y? ^ 
P» r^»0B Djn »n« fycM-is^ x ?-Dr ... 
,!y*PDiD ,nnnw n |»|»n iynpp ;y;- r;r: 
nyB «y MIB l a w n n \^ DBTIP .i-r'r;r 
DViayaaif «pl iv D-jyit 5"nt> r«n TK ,;jrr: 
PB j n« 'WD iyv:w njn * w cy o r -
D^: iyo jyp jjnnw ny-rv tr^a oy»; - -
nya^B onim jyoy "ma npi P»«P -
-*m ,Di5a iv D3Boya pn fmno n 22m: 
^n^PP PB 5"no i n y T n DO^C ; : 
PB j^ ypDio ,nya»a n iv ^arvw: anaiac 
PB iy5ypDio H ijn^Bio^P ysH-v jp-y ; 
n j n * .DD'5B mte n ya^ sni Tin ,nr» 
^n'lyo^B DU Di^ a om f^ P nnny; irums 
jyayp 0^2 tm in* PB ,PM iv r v m DJ 
TWJW jyaBD B /WtW pn o*: ryiny; -
PB ty^ypoiD vpn v* iyir.y; n^jy: or 
nyBiyB PB ra tyoy om 02*? D^: yc-: 
.M .! .B jyoiJa y" ; v« war =r ere 
"WayoBnx T^B lyBiyp D3j»rayo cy-
,iy?ypDin 400 ,ny3"a 200 on* pe c^cr 
•5yn Tin , tVWig n — jjnrtB '•>w*^ 
|W t'B ya^yn ,oi^a yoM-i n DD'?C DF r: 
MTWUQ PK lyoipya PB iyaai^  n rn imn 
o n Damo W^yii PB OBIJ yr-2 n 3-t 
lynyoiB ytyn .DayoyJy iwoys urem 
PB jny^yoc pn j n w n a PB in ly^ n^s-v 
^y^xnif ypa'a»5p yan r:*» r: 
nyp JIB >«no j jny PB T T P^ 'Wa W>^ 
tynny; iv oifa H g$»)fl&tffi W>J^  P* "•» 
•amona i j n iyn .nyBiyp pc >"•"» i^r 
Di5a iB»n H PB Djyoytt - w w a nyn 
tnmi i n ,Q*yDpyinyD pn B»iayaa*nB r» 
iyaai5 H IV pnw DD^B PB ^ W D m»" 
IBT ,iyayii *n — lyiynif y-in:* *" T "^ 
PB ajniya nya^vjip B WHP P« P rK 
^yDD^o-tyinya Djn pa iyo:w ^jn jymw 
•lypn PB PK B«P PD T H P PK Dar5 r r 
W|W tap'KVJDMItf PWVI P^BOlW1 HE 
.ly^ypDiD n tyaynya v&w / " *1K °- n'B 
nymnB jyijni imnyj »*>Tyi%«»r>" 
ra*a PK wwto PK jnw^3 r« dW«J 
.nyBiyp jyvaw f n w k IM"1* ^ r r 
WttJtt caycns; w*9 -qn 12 
ynn n« ETPTD 
*pBPnm KT-^ K .-n pc 
y w n nsc iyossyip ptfoMrwa* pnw OMP 
.D^proyno 
raw £3D8D ,iyay? PUB IOU "u*a marine 
anawnt ' "»WK ,jynn jyno TO IW TO 
wo iwaNpiaPi ivaswDDVwa yoMiya "3 
D W ^ P K B ^ I P D I D «1 tro "iy"i$ no t'o^o 
IU: btf n i ' pynyp PK *i*otrDD"pany<D 
p« aayio&MtK ,ynn inn pnyn oamyB 
.royc^yain jyoy no jyo Ml 3'Dyo^ yayn MTK 
n D-.TB ymn 1UW ini* D^panyo 
•D^npamp 
"in jyo no
 #D"npa»np lyrnaivoMK DIM 
Jyarmwifw iynn iw D IP * m iyo"3 
p^ 8 jyo no jynn pK ,i*a D"3n« nyi w 
W iyo"3-iK iv .D"V yoo^&cys 8 3*o 
-ay* 8 jynn lynsKa pM o"V ya;85 8 13838 
m awim you ya*ypi t^ a o$n D « * xnya 
.D"3i8 PB O"* nyrnip wa pmn yoBif o*p 
D^V 8 ooip firtVi w ?t oaaynot? jyo iyn 
-aoyaoM* n PK ,o*a pw DB5yn mi Ntfl 
no jyo PK pasip m m nnrK yo-iyo 
oxn I^BK ,D3*PD yaa«^  .iranxapMn* 
rv-iaicDt^  w w nya* ,iyo"3"i8 in* 1 iyv38a 
PK a$D-Dtt"ri8 iwnip 8 .a$o i'3-n 
ya:stf TIM D:$PD wrap MI ,-iyoanya ftro 
Winj f tq w o n nyoowtya Tjn 
nn. :rnan 8 DBnya o$n ,pnipit awpi 
'M>ya 8 W ,.n .n ".nyo ooiyn n -.y-t"K 
*a ttfrrDnyn jyo nyi"K ,O"3 IK b"V nyo 
•0"x yoMiya 8 jynn jyo 5$t o^piy^o ,n 
•cniK H lyvytDiijD iyo jyp nynaKa n« 
* iyoip o^ a >*oa»p iyo iyp JBIK KTK W H 
Trim .|yo"nmw>* V* !^ D nawBn* oyn 
*i on tuf)l na8ot?iv 8 w oaayns aailPWM 
iv iyD"np38"ip yayny'Bnyo ©"pa^ayo 
C«T .nysnyp lypwDBoyaD'ut oxn ijn^PBos 
Imnya n unani 5»o | « * t« ,t^ K yooany 
»3aiD«riirwit PB OIK nta H PM W W 
^ye tw t ywowmr nyii^ inyr pw t^ K 
^ « 5 j j n ^ w y^8P T^ K D«II D*P ?yoan 
^
 rt»«ian nw -tynyp D'ayB'ayo oyn p« 
I^BK ,t3"3-m runir p*p a^ar.no D*a 
IJPO ^ayo' iy i omm ^'lajnno o c n w 
T? D>m DD^P iaya« pm p* ,;*s i ' nn 
nyo TO o«n f iwwi oo^ P om .iym 
lyraiw »'o o^3 PK WMr^ Tjmnjra arum 
-y> 8 "3 .raytaonpy |ym5a I'D*O ,p*nn 
D38D PK mm Dip D§8^P lyrays lyanys 
lyinya i^ »"OTnyp 1'ann iri '^p-.^ ote n 
oyvi^ iB ;ytn pM p« ^onam yainy^enw^ 
,3aiayi3 8 ,»tfopyinye vv^vz 8 -.IJB onya 
jannannyc 8 
lyonya n»o ,iyaa^ n o»o lyoynov n*b 
onM M ly^opyit n^ o p« DBI> yma pn» 
iy^pDio n lyaynys lyirora .yov,ay33f *IMH 
pM i^ noya mjm o^sn* ,iwai> n PB 
jsx^nyc oc8^p 
isr nyny1 PK pw*m H c o TPPIP TO 
PB Ka^ oyn "iyn vm 3* vt o^yayfic e»r 
jyny? PB oyvij-iB oyn pn PK ,jyaMK jnytam 
.DB8np-jymya DIJD vonva 8 oxuiyc c"ijm 
iy5»ypDiD ynyraiK ,0^ n O D^ [yny3 TO 
ovia DVT ,iyoxno iv nya^a n pram*a 
^bB8"p^ypDi2 PK w^y: OMK 
-38nya yiyraiK \m ,rw* i'o^o lypaxn TO 
-iyo ,3*03M\aiK MI DD'ni njm p*t IV^T iyp 
j y n PK EMBWunrm Ufi i^c u^ns 
^voayoa'K inyo Dipi ^^I'tMM .oxnripB 
n V t» fypayi njn a^ oDsn ^^aamain 
po oxuyaaif trum inyo D^T , W « O"3^8 
.jynn TO prtio nnyo D«T PK ,nye-iyp lytam 
^^aw.ysaiK
 #on* p»K »IMK m a n 
y^ anyay DDMisya -iy3*:yn vSnnMW oiyv 
lynya D"3 fiTW* DIX ,MI DBKIP PK 
.\W*$ i n * iyva8o .lyny'VBBr 
TVDBT ya^nnD pram tm 03^5 lyp^yn 
lynym MI ,OB8ip-iyir.y3 nya'ayn oviaiyB 
- j f i i yE"D8cyo8o rwnv 8 pr»m no om 
•aiK 18 ryayii lysiijr PK &nro nyn^ ,Dy>3 
.p^ aa^ K pyy^naiw 
"31^  PB DD^P i w w #npi p»* O'O 
•a*5»o n ta^ K o^ a ynn
 riyBiyp oyi iyv*a 
11 nypnsn ejytnw en*1? njn 
ypju">p T*J BDRD » > w ,v?n»D w: 
.warp n« w o r n ,V£OWP 
Wi » ' f c r ;wm R pc BOJmw i r t 
.1R>IP 20 D3"f! Pi t D " 3 1 * 
jyny3 o>3 PK 1907 pit p'noo I'PS 
njn .tyo"2iR n »>nr rocorys p*p 
fit t r u w «l D^ywy3r*« o*n p*non 
PM ,T;MK PK DPJft pa nnt njn PR ffajw 
PC p"1D0 I j n .1393* PR *3<C P3 H3T 
i .irr3i»» H grptrgn v w m D*n 1910 
W> PK 3ye a^*» twr Ml Baffin pc D^V 
.3RD"3 TftW 1 ra 8 pc n3tr pit 6 P3 8 pc 
DP""IOD n tfnp v* stayy D"D-iinr* 
DIKED "ijnjit |« i v GOrttJB T W Bmn 
"W31R JR — UttWItf OW 3^»l3»ffg3 
.DVOPPIDVI wm trw\ 
"tt tfW PC DirtTDIfp-T""!! tfPWfilf 
**nt fyfoyc BRP pc oytrtsip D*D lysRt jypm pwp o^ Bnage mrtw rwt .»* 
-"3nK im»3iit wn D-iip jruruit n inj^  
i n PK ,60 p« 40 *mR R*eny:tn»R p* jyo 
Hnn -»n"3 IRB ;»D s nitfip 11 3ROtrCRc 
WT«II *? ?W«T D"3IR ro:"?w rtjmne 
IRE nrsjuju ixnyn iy?«ii rieopy ."lysyn 
PR mrejn* i PB WR? n w ^ n 
DWWfe H pc »3R> n vm «n ,DiyoRP 
~nye H .tjnipws o-iyoysnye *JPB w » PR 
i jn PR i n pawn IPD»3IR n pc nmean 
Ufo'M WDDjna H JtfgBUm "Pnonycn 
PM jyo^nR ijn jjmya ^pa p#**t -mo pit 
"3»P "31D 1W31K PR DDyD pit ,QW?WC 
unww PR DWP IW*T pftmi n jrdpnfi 
DJH Tin jwn MWTV*II n .pwryaaij 
I'"iRC IWMI 17 ^Rpip Pc DT:IM> n 
n .IKJIP 1,100 .jjnw 1910 PR p*noD 
Ap 16,000 |W"T JRptf PC DT3VB w*ewr 
Dunjtt HfW 1 a*n nnR' » w »w»9 H 
iy;imw y>R i w t "t ,DP»IOD 30 mo** |»aw? op»noo H pc !J/DD$P n ,|mfkQ» 
-iy3'R nnpo D»wt» i»v:w PR ^ a w iwy; 
.-IR^T 3,000 
*H*SP PR P'nbD iy38CP1»?P DPT IRE 
,$7,000 1P3^ R |WWW 17 ^Rp»^ oyn 130 
-iny ,3:I:TII* Dtn»n RCU pp*jv lyn pR 
.yaipiRTt PR B«P3'5 
J3jrrn**n r* i^tysfn pn T--op 
18,000 iMXMKtav D»n p*noc -y r -
tnjPnMry;^3 i m n 9,000 yz^yr pc -»^ r 
om PR PO^mn JD:IT:V :y*y*r-y«' -
BVB "iR r^r 9,000 yan3*R n nn :--—e 
m W f W o r f r n pc o5«pir> -
 Dc*?y; 
SW^m jnji PR w ; r D^yrRc-yc- -
n t w w | f W f yocr^^E- ; .-
IBP^ W -in*R PR p i r r ; PR o;r;- yr-» 
iy:yo ,tny3^nyc D«P**C r*n r:ycc-?p - r 
.nr?*" »r Dip: IRTO ami: *-
•rtwno n troni ryopRc JTOW R^C •• 
m R D^R BHW warp 17 !»Rptf pc r— 
1
 * Anr&m D^rtaamr Diy-rre t 
"vo R .pc iw»#30»n» IKH? tycrRC -
t w w w c r w DRH 17 ?Rpi>^  nr3^ir ."ir-
PR .rry^PP i l p t t W PR !Rtr;yv:ir :-x 
: rr:y35»D oifi yo»cRP n URr "*^r*: 
nr^ R iw^ipyaonm O».T 17 ?*&£ 
.1905 p p n nre28 or" -;rrr*rr 
- p 1907 PR p*nt30 fjro'ru T?::-R -;: 
njny^3D*o KPJtrawiri K cRrry; " t 7: 
PR 1907 pc onnp Din T^" .400 PE oc*r 
-31R .cn^oyo mtfWB "W ^:«r 190& 
ny3» ^)0 iv jy3"i3 D;ypy; cu^ ^v^ -w 
PH 1910 PR P^TOD ^iny;yr:- cr* "«: 
P3 PBHIWB VVS3W*B ^•vv iy?::R ;-r 
-3IR pc $rnpi w m R .tamur*ni -r:-K 
PR 3'oynt3 3H3yt3B*ys tym p-yzri-c ry? 
-y j^n'RRt? D?R PR lyytrcip y;y-yr-;: 
TO m*n 1907 PR P"iOD oy- ^«: 
•D'pip ojn Tin •iwww*:v 60 wrai 
PR WH»SnW nywB' its * -re Br3Rn -jtr 
cm pc /iywff 28 CD lysy^iy: mM> 
• » ma iw"t o2"n PS 1910 PR P***BC 
y-iyr:iR pc ?W(a H JW ,|ycp»v.y: r taar 
.92 ovy1 T^R TOTenr-1 
T»jr IR m ?w*n i«io "tyc'i c r p» 
03R— IWJPT T1» ?« ,-iyO"21R -:;—D""" 
iy3"t D^ n
 rttin'3twi» D'3 !?:'"• i r r "" 
•y^RO'R pR "jy3RpnyttR o^^erpcr"";**: 
nyp-ujr. BJVEIB: w*> njn 10 
-J)"-,BD PiP"t « JPTIBIX IPS'lSPBB'f'BE 
•wwo -yon OPII p 'noo ijn t« |w ,-IP-I.TE 
;Kr"K'DI»D8 n .1P11P3 D'3 5>PE"11¥ p'P 
n IPJP'TJO « B*pB"iivnPD BBBBPPP3 o*n 
<- csi<np3 IP3»n "1 Difli IPBMB .jif';v 
••i iv:<jn . "V^BB jr^pjjn ijn pc PE*'-
-y-: 5PB*PBB. 3*V3B1>V B3'BBPrP3 Tin ^B3 
•-! jytfBB'fl^ ft B^»> "1*B B n»« B1VBPPD 
Tin Din'liwi' 1 .B-IIBP P* onyp'Hoc 
631KC, W|w enow P'HDB pa o»v -an 
-'C«fD8 lSpWO«m««D n own B3BPP3 
TP3'B P""1BB 1PTPH *HK Bn3PBBP3 | W " » 
.IK^BT nJVT'10 50 
.Dcnnpa Tt wreip **i iP3*n 338E3* JIB 
0': "t IP?PII ijnjpoBTsw P3'"p npa:iB t» 
litfjni PK B3PB5PBPB i"p v m ipnpa:"* 
iP3»n "t .?*'3i' ipn CD t^uvmvB D*J 
PK DSI tg .ipn-pBenpE ix |P3vnp338 ip28 
C1VP"1DD H IP! .5PB"B t'n«B 5p'BC 8 
C"n:PD«f?PD3P P3PB*Pt 8 B3"VP; !P2«jn 
*TW JH! r«P0 1BD8P 1P"t BYPtP3B"ll»E |W 
y:^-ip-npo H |ut «V<5BB npn PB IVJ3U5»E 
.0P3B3'*W P3P33HP3 H PB P5PE38 
n B»W .p'noo PB IB" PB9 n «n* 
ir:«fn ,DiPBD»3 5PVOPB JIB 33I-IP-I-.BEE"IB 
•X B"-,P3 |P3"t "T tB ,mpED3PP3 DPB*3 *1 
31B ,J«'3V "IP! B'B 03PC?PBPB 8 tP3K"2 
!K8"npiPB JKpnpO* IP! PB PBCBP2 '" 
.ffiBO"TD'ym n I*M nfani -IB3"5 ny 
.B1PEB3PP3 »l'Vim BBfl DiPBOgJ OSPVtPIB 
.* HB .E .K *i |ttp onBB'nB'snjj p«p ?B 
!1K 1P5B'B"IPB pn ,113 IP3PP "T .J»t B'3 
ens i r w i n PB PBDBPS H iwsjnaenjw 
DnjrftBWMtewnB n PB npnpBnifE n 
.lKB"'K'D»fD8 
t'K ]P33n 1't 3PB P3'3"K ^»3 ,1'^3P 
•v; ipn ,!«D3>3jp HJ01PH TTira !P33^P3 
•"•|y^pE iKpnpoB n PB ipBjnBipE nppig' 
•PIBnPE H JP33jn31VBM31X ,nK3"5 11« (KB* 
i'H V:pnPB3»P 8 IV DHTV PT'3 PB npB 
~:«n-ipB spa »-n ^ 3 p« ,W»n prwutfp 
.JjnfnW tPDJfJtPPS BP81D3gP 8 t'K JMJ1? 
-SJE PIH'K P?8 JPJ1IMP3 t3Jjn JB'31' 'T W« 
:V5BV3 ,IP33i"iPn 
41PM* "Ijn PB 3313PP1P3U .1 
.BKIP nn*5>p «t 2 
IV |P3'BU0 JP3P3 |P5lft DPD83 H .3 
•«i1 "WPTB 0$V\ BKBC3K ,D"lKB'npB«J P?8 
i'N IPJ3P13 IS D3'n3P3 DIKB'nPBIf H 1P3 
.DP3'B'KO P3P3"K PnP"t WV 
" : D-HfBP«lB3l»P PB 331B8IP3W .4 
!VU"3-iK 5gt ipopnB npnp' pn onpopnB 
.D»3 l'lBC DPP1H 
W E 3*3 pM D3PPD P?» |S8«VmmH .5 
•CC<'21g t« 331»1»nPB Ml .IPBP31B P3'B3'V 
pn -n^in omnjvr^u'B •* oiv^v::"* ••: 
wm ip IPV, ,IP5»E-;PE pn no KJ^BT ,-inp<3 
"IP^  l"B I*'3T i n DV= COBC'-WI IB [P;"C 
IB'3v ' i .iittr"B>Di»D» *an pa ; : i c ' o r j 
-3KBP33B pw Bcunnm n^«3 p r a n T ' OB' 
-•DBDB '1 p.B 33UPV.P3 PIP' iPror*. « IPS 
B I » E iPj;tt3"ip2-,BE [par: ix pn iBjr«w 
•P3 TO lp3«n .*UO JBtin .1B-3BP IP33B7 
B'l IPV31P PP'DBCB^B'"! P3"P tP^PT .BC1BT. 
K .fPt^P" 
n DBfl IPIBT.P: 3<0-PE T'B BPf-B IPI' 
ix IPW0WD Tiit»: r.-B'.pptpp E: 'BST! 
•ICDPPE'iiBC IPI PC D"P^BDP "1 !P1'21~B 
PB IPETlpJD'l-lB BB^ "•» iBr'-B'CBBB D",p-
,D1P1B".3 p'BPr'V, pE "W'S^B H P'nOB 
TP1 PB D3PTTP-1B "JH IPVP; P« 1B3^W 
-njB c p " ; B iPC-ijcrB ^x IBB^'irOlp* 
-3"U IPOC'D t'K JBB IPBOPP; DTI .B3P5 
DPD JPBM1P3 B-PE )Jtt«**J»3 ".F" pB ,P'CP 
BBB- IX BBC P.B tW31Ujr3on» ,iBS3P0^3 
-.pnips^BE npi B'c D3'*c ;p::Bnpc^B pn 
i p m t'B 5nBB iPBl BP1 :iE« : BBnPEVH 
P^3B- '1TB ."Bttr"HPW P'P "'"P^ B'3 BBr 
,03"D n inynn iP3gn "PB"3-B n m 
-»-iBD npB:*."* PB i*.iBp;:B i n »t jpsgr 
JPB22 IPT ,3BB'nE .B3B31BE rS .{PP 
•ope 1,100 P"TBB PB ivvy: ;y;«M .jnjte 
.-,PBPr 55 V* B"3-»BP: IP3B" P3^ PV. ,D1P2 
o*n IB'31' im PB TW«3 1-BIPPTPP n 
Ipnn'E ip^t. P3>mi JRJ"5 b?njrmp T ' " 
-ix t'B "t t ivnn B": - .B n .P"-.BC BJH 
PE np:"B ipip' tw ,'UB nrapiw B?"na 
-=B :'"I:PBC?BE V* IP3PP SB? PB'BBP n 
.B"3"!B ["J B'O pDJD 
-iBfP3 IX BBHP3 Bijn "iP3:'tp*i? n r i " 3 
H 1PEBB* pB |P331B"X '1 I'B DB1BBP". 1P3 
1PTI13 ..P"1BD Bin IP1.TC'.X:B "'•PJ P3BM3 
.DBPP'B n 1MB BBBBPSE'tB 0*.^ 1BPB?*B 
BJ-PBB'PJjg t'B nj!:>pv, ,;Boc«r: v m a 
11B !BB"npiPB IBPnPOB H PB ;P1*11P3 
-3B 1*« Bgn ,P"iBD P B tftfvn tx n«3"^ 
H .lPB»n3P3P^P3;B B11BP ^  0'= |P2P5Pi 
noun ftrap .3 .B PB oi3awn«p nrma 
PB 1 B * f IP! PB DPB'OBP BPTP3DMK 
1PT B'B IBHB IV OBHP3 OB- iP5"'X PTP't 
rVUM PB D'BP3P2-P"100 PE SSI^ nBXB'tK 
t'B 0BB5»ltP1 IP! .CPB3PBDPP P3'B'13 
.pvBD B »n B"3iKP3 OB" ny^B TB .jjnipa 
-BinB IB »8 ,|PEB"IBP: OB" cp IPV tpo^pr 
J<WI pB IP3"^3 >** iPP'nBB 1PBTB 
-p»iBD npi ."nx ipiB Pi:io™ B •« "inpo |jn*«P3 0?nBVP3D,'iB IPO'B T'B B'BP3P3 
i r rna PB PE^O IPT Y I " PX ,T^DP3»B 
n iBE i r ip iw BTBPP^BP ' '« ipas'tj^r 
n .i«^i i3Pt'iB 9 'V, nnpe I P P ^ I B E 
•3B B1P1V CP^ B tB 3n;pnPt3"B .1PP'"BD 
DJH 0BHP3 |B31ffl ,F'BB=PBB'B Bin'EPJ 
9 n y p y i i EJpetB: e n * > njn 
H IW"? np3* o^v ipa^p? -ijn p* 
-3»?i IP3p*?3P3 D*3 T n o w n PB DPDR2 
•OTP3R3IR T"ii3P^3 y? f»»n "? j*o>*a 
WrapS ,?RPD [PDD3P3 pB 33RB3R D"2 pR 
P*t DW DP TR ,D3"VP3DMR DP ORH ,1906 
jit oy:"K .P"IDD Mrur&rn R r n o pn 
-atfpa nw*t PR T H O PR DPD*2 PDDP-13 n 
B«r p"i pc "ipt3"2nR n pWOtftf iv jpa 
TR ,OIP W R *•! oyn ny PR P^RIPB R put 
•l*no iv ip2*n D'3 |»W i n »*o jy5*t "? 
v e MTP -apt ITW1W PR Vitf n 
onyaRonwn n TR ,iP3KDsriPE mt$n 
R IPorww;* n*n w PR » P IV P R JR»3V 
IHJ .DPDR2 POVP3R3-IR n D*D *IBSRP 
"WMim iP33RfiP33R o«ffuf?n)r prawn 
-*DRDR ip^t pc tttjrPtjni DPI ejo D;RC 
T;IR PR o"v rompj R 1R3 PR |RB»'R 
R IP3RC « ipoinrR iv on*R jp;;^p: 
piP3PS>p H jyr -WW iJTt o*e O:PC5PDPD 
oapnnmi T*»*I T« jpnpnri iP3Rn.DPDR2 
IR w«wa BRH PR [pnwrnpe »n earn 
IP2Rn ,-inw R -IRE iR*:r npn o*o D;POH*R 
J'3R3 *iy;"R pR n t w p»p 02Rr:p: 0*3 «> 
lpR DIPD'DS ' i ipcn op'srpa ORn jpo"v:v 
•*n D'o of-PDPDPa 
-PPBURO H "1P2'R 3P'? TOPJipnfi iptn 
H tr»j»nnpB o r^r [RT^DRDR tnjrnro 
in** R w WR ftptl* ipi pc y:pDD'TPP 
•IPV-IRH PB \"W « 2*18 PR B1R pR 
*i pe npyttt*wnfi n PR W tin PE 
PR ijfttna 5»p*c jyaaBayaaif oiMReipcn 
W D B B J I I PR i r a n i *i ."w?wr 
-,PT pc onpaej/o n pc 0"3iR yi3npEBR 
irtlJRfl 1W03'PRB PR 0"T p*R pB JR*3V 
filMPD PR PIR^P H PB DlPD'ER ^ ?^E 
ORn tD>*r "iptpn:« IPT pB w : v Diyayo 
I f W DiysRoiyBn H TR *1V1P1 03Rn2P: 
-ape piapnpD^ou Uytne Mnv P3 D^HPV 
PR yt3DPi: n PB W R T*R p»C DIPS 
n .pnip w PR DJipai' PBTH^R PDDPIRW 
jpnijiip: cvn'p-.pB Sy> t'R D^VDD"3IR 
OTPOjnnpB ^iy ijn ou iPDDjpmpB H PR 
HI *inyo y^pc pnynrryo PR IIR ,ipn^ip3 
ttRoeu* ,DIPDP-.B n .oayv^iB onjnjin 
tJf3RTl WJWft ,BR^ PB D^ VP *»ffl H pn fit 
J P B P ^ iv 03impa npvy^B yvnnyv pR 
nyDRH DPT Qf3*9p IR^RT PR D?PT:R3 H 
o^pn3»np2 TKW »*a ovy* |r«nr
 #opr^p 
-Ifct PR BRt? PB np»"2iR y-ipnjR H m 
JV^V n .JP33133HP3 Pi*3>PT H HMR fPD"2 
pDDpna H PB 50 W K OV^R 01^R10:^p 
.n^iD PR "ipfipc 
n^ iP3Rn yaR^-ip^; w*mi n IR: 
-3*nyc iv wiafi^ n n JP3PJP33R m DPC*2 
,1907 33«E:R PR iT» ?M»n PR | v w *1 » e 
* iv «pt BIR ,^RO IPTH .on*T*:R3iR Uhimi 
pB npnp^ BRH ,nofcnnpB R PB RnW»n»t 
pfc fPa;R3P3 ip^n M)pr» / w w c R r i r -
-"3iR H tpoi3pnpo;nR PR BKL- v s*r 
/
 .P "^DC :-|t "72 
H pB o«TR'nnDjp i jn j 'R ;«c •-
-.Pfipc pnpnnpc .|p;p^Dfp; i p r r : - « » 
DPD'SRp-BP^ B' n *1MR OIR '^P; c*;
 : r ; r 
.IW»nOD D'HR p^'g ;;•;•*• -K 
-,PEn H v t iJBRn nnDC "irr iPCc ;•« 
R ivaRn.jpriD "t ?R ,[nyTp;crR -?:>:: 
Ijnn'fi;R p.R ijn^ipD^p 5RT » r ,;«-;-
"IPT;IR PR PR ,DP;T^2 r v r T'CB^PC--; 
R 1P1RHP3 r>K T3R31PD p»iwr»Rrporii 
T » n |IK PIR^P i p n ^ r o *- p.E r c ; r : 
W 2-r:xt 
T^R PDCRP2 mPT3W pfi P:R;S"K -
jprt^Rnya opr: tmrmww DPD;-; ' ; -r-r; 
mppiRocnpE s.v PDRS n PE Dietrnroaf 
3313^ 1R Unn»B1»3"R pR rR*VBT<;^ r« -
^"PS'DPHD "1P"T pR PtPC2'2 ;*» 
PB /|RT W , 1 T | , , P IP11P3 D»; I"R DPT-
-EMR 1PT31R tR ,IPnPtP30MR DP D«- :;#t:x 
T31R pfi minnifcl .tR5O0313BRn r-K ;;*(; 
prpn opi! Dif-D» TR ,o;p3p-r: ;n*~ 
,op*3i^Rn H pfi D*nR PDRT: ptrpcB";*: 
WQR& tfoto n DR11 IplR |jrP"TODTV ^• , 
wJjrtn p'r opii iR';r npTH PE p-;r - p* 
pa^pii ,D3R':v p^53ny D*o onpr DP rr-
iri3*rmpB PR M R ; np2'R IP^VZJ;: ; r r ' 
.3RD r'-rrK 
P>R tR ,D3^ RrP2 VC JP2RH }pBC-,p B^V 
ri?DjnppD 4RGWO R m w » p p;*arv 
H pB inPDB?P3 JP^ RT .11 .t .R r'D2«-C 
PD T»RR2 IVBtPPTpP D3*Rrn pfi CTP2^P5 
D'3 t^ R 1 P W D1P3RD PIR^P pR C—pc - p 
IP2RH WSW ,17 ?RPR^ PB D1F2Cr= •" P£ 
•Ran* PR 13TWWW ptDDp '^s n c*~;" D"-
JD«3nR-B3R*Xr*-
-n9 PDDIp H ^ 3 [P33R3P31V t*R 2V 'V 
R PB ,IR'3V DiP3Rt)npBn H ps > - ' " 
•^B'VDH31R py'DDR'tinOSP PCK-: W*TJ 
PR >^C3"P IP3RH P3^pn fTWP^TR ^ " ' ; 
DP3f'3 P3'D3M1 m »3HR11P3"2 D»3 IIT2F? 
IPo IPP
 f?ptocw3"D9) 0>jri3Rmpi: ;v;'" 
•IP3"irP3 DP Ml PWWnRE 1PDP2 V1 
'PTpp &3nfVn 1 8 ,D3RTP2 3RH "'« 
nptro R 0*0 03"1RTP3 "T DRn ""K^: '"r'" 
T*R T3P2R |8 tJ'lR JROiyrO P*« TJ?-* .:!C-
P3?Rt1 8 R^3 ! |HRV p'R WR IPnw v 
-2I#IR ip T^ R ,npro I'EMR jwrt r ^ e r 
R npanpt^n 8 /ipoipoRtnpc » !««*• 
ovn 33*o*)o R iihn'DWSiH .-pc-'-^":>'" 
-DU . » " 5 W 0 P3*>0P !P2»n D«W i*5 
PR DRR3 !PTH pB ^1 ORH "^ P2$ T*T» 
pR 3313T1R ifft^itW ^ iP2Mrp;:s -yr-DP-
IP33RCP33R « | IP3RH IPDR3^ W*3"« "S; 
-P3 pnp"T iPo?»inpB iv P*5R t « r : r r -
.ei*:*?e*vp*" ;srr* ' s :;'-
I 
ijjp-npi eajwuja wr*9 n y i ' 
17 >KP*> pc DoycDV"inK^  IVD7 DPI IV 
pe iifruw ^ ftonw o»n IVD PK PK 
n nyojiK^obw^a aysc t*a v n p n n s 
1
 i A .BWwmo yecany 
>»03«P tWHta 18 Enri c$n pyo n 
D*C oanamj^m ny ta*n .jyaippya o«a 
•pw Dsy t^ry5DT« | w pn T<K .cyey 
• j . t«e oa^cya wpi Dtp |IK ,on* PB in 
, "wm lyaio ni»% i» |W "ya-iijD n o^n 
-;yrr. in n y c n * I* BWaya iyo o$n 
ptfjni .arr^ ?yp*tatr K c o i3jm H an 
ijn O.TK DMft
 r*«0B I'B^K vt tnyaJmi 
DVtl W»m Pt BBK3 "113 ,D*3 OIJJV, 8 D*2 
DDPtMpi D?* Ttr n D'onyn yt Ds>m pit 
.yDSiotr pK 
TBTOIJP tf>» D^aisya iya$n onyDjns 
'i oi<ouMn PK ^nrpyo »roi tn*d 
K iifcip 7 PK 6 ,5 "IBC i^ i pu yana'K 
D$n iyo MI PK aascya in o$n oy w ,911 
.typm oaypya 
*ya m Dyara *i lyaasaya PK *I« PK 
n ijni ,a$D lytyn jyo'D p« ,3ai5vtfB 
!'« D"3*1K PK 5»D^E«P B T f l ! 0riaWW3 
n!< ,|yooya DK tytiya tya"t vno-WDn 
•:»« pc nyo^anK n jya$n .lyooa^nync 
oni* PK trrosSfiun 6Ktr myiipa |«wr 
•D"3*iK n jyiiya 0^ 3 PK DIP .p*nDC « IMH 
.Diyvyne^ K ^ipa&wwH* ,0iv&waii pfi 
w s n i i H pe n«a*#T oytrwiyaiK rasa 
.lycipyan^c oy T>K ana^yr BKC 'po 
"im, lyoayi \m irwya PK oyryn 
Bin ripe .1905 pc pern p» wro pc 
;r:ip ysvc lytyn JID lytD a^nK n wpi 
*P rW^^PJWn pfi tDKnys D 3^ uianw |"P 
•silt Mm lyDipyaiijD t^ K p»noo njn 5«ii 
nnpiw lyDiaya t>« yon^c H PK nwnnny 
VK iyay3aij: Diioya n Difn ,*pntfitD ^a„ 
w » « w nw»«3nn n pc | y m r w 
.*ieo«p lya^ a^ o 
•'« onnuwa^ anay^t B*3 ^ 5 T » W 
'^:«n oy
 (,|jnif»ya vwziyi oayoJoyo P'P 
sninnyo '|yiyn tnrvBya3$ DRBKI W 
03*noii3Day DU nyn$ ojjn D«I ,DP"-IDD 
>wa nrayaum in DKDC3K PK ,nyD"3iK n 
,%|
 iv:«n onyn^na p^B*3"ii "a :yn n»"t 
•Bin |w t3"P3^ :yv.DM3 H lyaKOcnyc n^ Ka 
';«? irrfyi n lyey^ xnjnaK pK jyEBoypiv 
injnnyo D*IM>3«31» lyatjn «i .oaifvn 
,1908 iwr.ayc "nwirn. pc opmwnpa'*) 
"py D<; jyaijn p-nv in«^ y3":^ K o*o 
nysn iyn« D'ivopw w i y;,%r D-'DC? 
njniPDPyD i^te PW^P ly-ty1 cyca .-ysyr 
irn^*« ^^Dpyc PK T I "2 oaK-ry: o«n 
'I PK iynp3 JKI T^K i , v ,»-p^F n 
!•"?» WPM y3^ y^ 1
 ( cnw p c c n p.£ *::yn 
D'a iyai$n PK ni3Ks!:-sya p«p jr.iya c ; 
-"3iK H pn*o»*sBDpy iv m iy;*or*.yc 
•:u:ny3-DcaiK PK lyoc^-ryc *T ,-yo 
ya^ yT DIP I'^wnr nmya T'K D y^E,•'. "a jya 
~Wrp pc DyiMD3yna yana** n PK *^  
jnyv—D3K yoxy^ H ?IC *rtfnyc PK 
lie ijyn n PK i»an« Tno n T*K ^ HK% 
l^yi'K yc^K^v^KJ P'K ytr?^B jantm 
nyoya jyai^ n ya^yii ,DtttO"*iyM wjrftiiw 
•»3 D a^nK n jywjnattomK m ffavoenyc 
"IVDMIK jyaa^ys lysnjn T^K ,%T PK ,*.y;^  
.jyoajnipaifp ytro^T y-iy t^ n^no pc pnr^ B 
fjra^ n Enjnirowrfiww pt»?p y^i i n 
•n3*B IV D%3 ift D3*t5 "t TK ,iy3^ Ey3C^ K 
jyayp PK nippys PK in «3 o"iyc^ |jn*t 
nyny .n^ DD^m lya^'a oascya lya^p cy 
nyo^a^K IIJE K DBKtmyB in o«r *n pc 
jyayaya iy^ «jn »i jycyr ,vno pc 
"^BC yty*i pw ,D;nycys Dia r w w Df*vn 
K jwanjra tya^n DnjnwopyBUKc y^a >ya 
'cv o^yocyaa^iK ,n**o DD'K iy" H^K E«r 
n«B |«B K mwomwi PK ;yi-c ya^ 
tn .onycy^E pK DTWU%B .B^KO n^yB* 
•anam*a n tan*njw tw»n C^KCHPSIJ 
"l»pyo H PK oya^rvo c c " » T B . ycjn 
iv iy3y3ya iya«n onycyiB n yaf'ym /on 
-DMK awn ly^ya t'K ,r*?B Din lynyannyc 
i B»m^i fjoipi i # ytariy n tjtfmflfis 
,"n^3 n iyany3 |»a c»nw M?K PK 
-ya o«n imewyBiaKe-wi njnr 
PK iyo"iiv oyn lys^cr^v^ya^K D"TO 
•Ja .*wa^a wpi O"3*K H jyaanaonnu 
Dijn |j» .oay: yv:»a iyc D n^ o^aiK 
PK »*^ona*5 wna eamaFrura^nu 
n PK ,yai#D njn PK ca^sraa^K *n 
tDjjin jya TK ,nayvay5a MTK pjrn* T^K Dy:r>a 
.P^ DU* K eayo na^ c "IKE oiycn oaKcya pie* 
K ipw PiMK*a s
 Pn»y» yaay rya'vicir 
-8P ycon K pfi pSwon K »*e ^ W » 
oy oyBB* ni oayncya 0^ 3 jyo c^n
 fyoi»T 
7 ij jpujn B3j»iw on*>* 171 
38 ftp# flip iTOtyi i 
W W D ny^j K 5*T ,D-P*KOD3'K pram 
Tjrou iyo5« DJH »PIK lyawwDMi* jyijm 
5»T 5KP*5 njn Dip 33W3HW nyn *TIK ,38 
PK ftpojifp t e m m w i n TOMW pn 
irowpy Jmyjyrn i n po rawm 
.pmnnio own PD D^V K IKD map 
-\m PD utftawi n Dm
 f\m&vm oy »n, 
Jrm Djn oamoyaa* pn jHayonw, 
n n lift MVPUHMy lyn tyaya 38 5KP*5 p* 
-ayo^roMK /T IKIP ivoipytpy Jmyawn 
D3moy33K PK m a w m ,$KP*5 o n an 
-3yay5>y33K njn iy:yu ynmya mvm W 
»1 PK 38 ^KPltf TB ,DMK T31K DHyT ,D"H 
on^"D DH"> i i * ^oy^DijD twKtrtnyo 
•nye PK jnJw yi"2 lyvn (I'CJDK Dyo*3 
PK
 (*5»P*&C» DVB„ oyn tyvy5 
SKpitf DIP. D3«nt>ya2« pit mnorott, 
yoDiKiiyajyois^P *ii oftruimn 0*3 eyn 38 
jyBim lyoD^tpjvT'io PK W W » 
PK ,pr?n»n 
5KP*5 DVT ,D3tnay33K pK avwyorurj, 
|tt o5n y$« n Dtftpyio'iK D^ mp 38 
iJWHTTlWW* p'P ys^yii in* ,p5»»tDH 
-Mpy iv D3jn p*p jyatp D>3 jyp prvst 
— DTOn ,?yrDD 
n po MtiiJim n WDfJroa oy »n# 
lyonyaiv PK /roup ii'oipyrpy tmrnwrt 
jyD»ny3Dia 5*T ,38 Htp*9 (is nyDiu^o om 
PK ,?jnyii 
-iV3"iK pmv |TO*5W3 iytD"n oy «r„ 
njn nytD3iK jyJyD^ «t PK 38 5KP$5 jyonys 
woipytpy Jmyawn i j n JID ftpow 
.D83IJO opy? T D n w p 
y35yu .yoxnyo:^ y J r m o - : r ^ i ^ 
jmno V I PK nreuya jyaip p3;to"i -
o*n !B»'*i>*!jn y r ? nya*K *~ -c ;y:-; 
5KPI# dram mm oamy::^* n : -
n titfjm wry r* .iwrwmy r-
 : * :> 
W * t f w n "i iv n iyprrryrK ttwt 
-onK.xnjpn pc n£B iyo;prcs-g * - , 
-*"u pw -5'§« nyn pc oyo'-.^r: ^ 
-5*B n D3«i3y33-nK Dijn ycrur c;r 
: w r ^ T r ran 
5r i» cyi D3K-ioy3:« PK r*^:r:"r:. 
i jn pa Hmnewy "Un T»5P3 38 H©»? -: 
n Drwn ,mni2 nwmrtpy ; r r : ; r -
T«6 ,iyDi^ 8?y30*iK 5«p0 Dm e«- ?rx>" 
-yii yi"ny3'jnxn;K 03KiDy:;» PK :"-:n 
t« ,DMK T3iK onyr ^"nsy:^?;:^ * r •?: 
119 ^oy"D90 D3Krony?) H PK 3? 'KriT 
xn"3 ?y3"t (I'DDK DyD92) cn^-e CT^ 
.*9»W»tHf» Dy'B„ Din BwyS-OT fH r-Vr 
5KP»> Dip D3noy33K I^ K msyorv:. 
yDDiKiiy3y?DK5p *n D5yn:»ny3 D :^ c«r ^ s 
lyonn PBMTOpa^nno PK -w*rt» 
K^P9? TK ,D3KiDy33» PK imyoni;. 
•on pfi o5n y5» *i o^ nyssu e*: e«.- 38 
-«p3B3iinyD"3nK VP v&wi m •r j w 
-npy iv Min DI^ T »njn«c D*3 r?r ur^  
— onm rfTW 
PD sMhwi *i DIP j im^vya DP "». 
-Di3 5«T TIK$3 iveipyrpy Srw^rm - r 
PK ,»nyv ;rc^ry; 
DJHI TIK*3 iVDipytpy Jmysyrn r"3 * 
nypnyn wye -
iKefH3»»pjn n wpi <pi DDnrure oy 
ftfl JVC *K JTDDW3 >WlfB>»rWM*K H pc 
* MI nnyo p w s n iv Dfttpy? H prurmn 
•;^n w o w n .prwuu jyouyH* 0*3 
•j> TysMDPWJp w m a n PK -t fyrmnc 
•'a n iy3*oiv ur i n« o*vu IV PK D^KP 
PK 4VW ovar i i o*n ^KP*5> p*K m ,iy3 
*tfB 03"?3 oy .r'DD'3»01H»nO DU 
nyc "I*B * j u oya i n PM .VD:?K oip "3 
wMMa i w i \vvw5m n 4J*ai3«fc 
j $ 'Mn i *m nf&pjjntwra D*3 ,-iync K I B E 
»I pro Af^iyoip ttfim wna H im-1ta 
wp \n J$it> p* imnna*mi rr«nw 
;«';r pM ^*t fyo ?K ,Qyi 1KB DD'DBW 
n oyoauyaaw / t w a i M itfB umnyarng 
-*P paftm i y i * iya3**y3 »t yom Tjoftm 
,iyt>"3"iK BKST « PK rnwismM Djm "urmKa 
•*W1M ^n Dyp^^KJ^wjiyorK H pAm 
"ynoyiQ »*r# tam jyo to [yp^noD « iy3 
Tin o$n iMPttnuyp H .jyp^nyDjnB 
lynynv^MK ^ t jyo is ,owy3 * DDKEy: 
•nyo* nyi po BtfrwPIt ,DiyBD*3 ^yioyo 
p r v m n i , I K 3 " £ nif im?*njnw IMP 
•"WOT PMPD nyT D<D prMVH'my© y j " ; 
T1 BV'K P3 Ml IWD 5>$? |«J» iy3K ,|MP 
y3»ioi>D3"M y3rtyienyD D*D lynyt iyjyp 
IX D;yB"D5»$B pK P W W J t t t f * ,D"> 
|yp iya ytfyw ,DP""IDD jyfoyD \Vltyn 
is DBnyj jys^n T O ,M* .jy^Dyo en p»>* 
oyn i i p m j«p IJDK JMBWIUVP yoDjny 
.o^nyDya o<3 
• * * 
,m iKewiuip pc »D^W3 yny-^K y^y^s 
r«:ij^"3iyD3ij< oyn tvij;ii ,5tfW"3 DiV 
'" ly^yDB' iv Di5rw Djn jyjyn pn ^y3"? 
H tj'D a:ii3*aijfB PK >wipewoiyo3'M 
jiK MpnyoM nif mypniftl DsyoiKi w : v 
Tn»«M PM Diypnyii wyo iw DH»? n O*D 
•^M^VIJD y^ y>D n jjrayii ^y^vyBD PK ,KB 
IltottMJlf jy:MT pp^ j y^^v i ^ tyn VB»OD 
>y)3WD DMM ^3 .tKC3yi13IJP pD | i n * iw 
i'^ Kc jyajrSs* D^T I^K ^m V ^ B PM 
'.nyoii lyoDpy; 
u trn^ njn e 
•uwnf nyj»>p « PK m iroma M PK 
ys^ytK r«iuTO"v V» D^pmotf WVKT 
I'K -uny^jD^o n iyo^Kwriv DI^I ^ m o 
V > w IVJ"! of i i yooMys n . e r t p v n 
>«no p'K D»D 3jt5ror K 03jfDO"D irony: 
>*D Dy33KD ,Tjtt^*nv K T in * IjnjPfcD'D 
K ,cy3y3"K i« Tip 331>ffDT M " I P©Hf3 
prrmv D*apiofp « PK npn
 9pnruuya 
PK 0"v »TK pK .omv r tun rnev H 
piDW^K PK ptt«i Dlfti yoDKys :« ,1'^yo 
" i pm / W O T r»** i unjr^Tw pr^p DU 
jyn
 #oyDn»j*o "urn PK j»t iv O«IM OD^P 
pK .DD'Dcys euro yaKnc-D'nor y e n ; » 
D^3 lyinK^ yovy? n iyj"t / A\ J J> M n 
-tji n o r y j»if nyo ys>y TK tyoipy^c 
yoo«y3 twwyVW* s"i i*c pK ,iy3Mnc 
DDK TTM ly^yoc V^ IWlpyaOMM 0*3 PK 
•y; B PM W?VQW T ' t 3**ft* nmmn pK 
.ysKic-D'notr nyom 
-yc yDDKy3 vcrK n .cp:-s K 1^ 3 ;*K 
1KB ^" l i ,nyooy yny»t »IMK ?UDK ;y3"?3 
W T O ixn P3 !»n»n p'n pe o"v i n 
><T D911 iypvjHD'nK D'; iy:"P v t w p 
*iy6p;yiui$p n i|c D^pDwrpiyocMK n-pmii 
r"? IK ,njny^3D^o n pc "un* iVDMiyryn 
,yo5»K n n«c lyj'nyE ,iyoy3 jy3"t j r« ; '1 
,yiyoy3 iy3;yi3 \&vn jr«3 n ,Mt TK 
-y^3D'D lyDKo n IHB iyDKD>wjn r » w r « 
PK «jt^ B pn^t yDDKys yc^K y?K - i r t 
,pnipw oSrcyiny N u v r ^ n i M M im«M 
•wni * m n — ""in lie itnntgDMM mn D'D 
D"3 umn D'3 po" i oyn prDun^tm 
nv vm i'K p3 T'^ynyB .JKP3J«U»P 
ivmpvtpv ^Kiyjy^n y»3 n wpi i nync 
DIJI PK
 #yo^« H *n toys pM iyoru T*K 
VIM iy3"t yoD»y3 yo^njnny v"2 n PK 
D'3 oan rtirruro jm^coruipa iyDipy33'nK 
•DMM TTi Co .yD^K n MI iyivDyi3ifii 
-IJD yDDKys y?B lyrn ,y3';"K pc ynriK: 
.5 5 -D pK X .D ,iyDO'31«3B pK IJTDO^M** 
tfn nynjp^3D*D y3'3"K ?»i>3
 fnyiy^30*n 
33tfyDt? w^^onMB yoo^Drys p*p 0^ 3 prs 
n iyB"iiv PK ,iy3Kic ycMo,>wf,M,v»o iv 
w*D3Mi nnyr I^B » f\ iyrcy3 y3'3"K 
* • * 
B TPFUjfl wyenw on** njn 
-ya tvnyn j f c tpnn n ,praai»"» n (3 
Dp m aan'DW «?8 w ,i**cy:> H c:y™y7 
nytM'K H PK 38 ^Kpltf D'O tTTDKB DI^ H 
w D n^ayay^ ya you * »«t o^ a ,?K:«B"^ 
H ryornyB iv PK Hwvftra iv ,"iyp*;„ 
PK ,0*3 jy^nya ,w: fpup yajjm jrrar* 
ma Avwprivm WPWWB vv era BOH 
K Dipi ayn DJH una \$*w nir«t nnn»c 
D"pvDyno-n^vTn» pe onirwimmr 
pn iv [jrtmya o*n -irujtf yajny-enyB p« 
IV ppav « S M ayii lynysn ,WD3n njn 
,pwa 
• • * 
# » n 1 *KP*> IV r*un93n»z*« ,K-csrr 
n p« ,D"3nrpu^p n urs^n r r c V -
T0 w p« / i y tw -yen n -y;rvyE~ 1 
« n r ^ m m a m«n 03'TCVH - & ^w. 
DVjM pK ,p^« p-iir*r; *«•« sirar:* 
,ny:"p ^KB amonn i r u * ;••? 0-
 3:«»; 
nin JIB D-njp-D-iBiD n ;*?-*£•*:*•« -' 
D"Urp-i*n D3TOTW on"? ^«;»r rprr* 
nys'n nnyo D*n .!Nrania*p - •«•;-
wm ivc D'w-runna p« -i3«esrjr£ - ; r 
Dip cyv, nwara ifDDjn j jm re r i r i »vr 
.pmr* -.« :••• 
* * • 
j ruy iv PK 38 5KP*$ en$ ycr-rp; -
wmnyj m nifa v i o ^ r yorcr: - * 
069*1 lroipyrpy y?Kpi^ H pm .7:—:* 
n lie J*5piifB cm prouy:;« -;•—: 
'.V DOWW3"* PK tt-WPPTP* aryas"-
y^KPif* r w K pn oyD'^y; TTJS ;r;~ 
-y:vvn nyi pfi ycoip * ^ n ;y:;~-;*-
DD,De*y;4iV D': nynnc lys* c$" 38 *mr 
9p |Kcjyiui»p n TK B W W p* =r -••* 
.imuarR c r 
Diartf&a 3«TDW nyi pc pev **" 
.D;y"iy?y: iy3$n oafw ytepir " 11 
pa HuypijH* n iV2«#n *M ;y-"- r-: •> 
D03JR3H3K PKHfTI "1 IJPM1 STIP .=V-«- " 
i«i ,iy3«c W DD:yci:i< *i re* : j*c----: 
-nig n p« jyopr.B » ^ c ^ 'w irart 
-n3« n lyn nu ,ou n»* pM c*; r":;r: 
y^wpij? H p(n»a ,D2«cv: ;v>r cc:n 
-ivaif DiuwnM n roeny '• i"? - s , ; " 
y?«p»5 8 D^D » i iy^i:«n P*IP 's z:rW' 
,n:8anye pfi |I^VIB*DD«P "on "•" .'»'"' 
lypip D^KPU? y-iyi:K ya«e "we»s :v;>^  
"is:-*! iyayo PK sn^nnBi "»y,,: "" s : '" ' 
aatf-unn nyn n»W lypip i jny^ :c : r : :^ 
•flp
 f33njn3iKinyD vwysMejry -'-
a\wm iyn:K p*p yo^tty: '" — '—'" 
~PV: H PK ,prvttrt3D;r*p ;" |yc,*,»^ " 
p« oajnya lyay: »*! oy i^ |«r:y,,:*r *"r 
. ; r - :N- '> •" 
m I'aW iyo"ii yaSni
 ;Dnyi"DD'iK 
»yoD«y3-|if*>3r jy^^ntri)K HIBT m *n« 
oijn inn m biyiaiKinyD t«t Emn ly^y-ii 
-ya ?K:ijK'";-iyD3sK VD^K yJn D911 DC^P 
PK ayiipiya bJnymy ww tW"t yooK 
n lyojni iyay3 ,yDc»y3 ya'jy H y-tKis 
#DoiitDvya lyoDpifcotr DK iy3ijn jya3iD"v 
-1 D r 3 *»»k Dhonrw impara uw i^ n 
Diysynya ^ K T^ K oJunya "iy"t pM 3*D 
nnye unyn yDD*y3 JK3i|r"3TyorK 
y^npv^ n Tin ttf^nciiKy: DJ"nD3yoD 
T W I T I inyo Tin JHVt&V Tin .yaowiya 
injna pro*m iy^:yn yin 49">Ti|»av yo 
?K3^c '^:iyD3^K D W pfoySami n pram 
in*) nnyo jyD"ii m ,iyt»^ lyDiK-i yoamn 
!»K3i|e'"3iyt33,«K Dr$n |yo"pa*ianw n prj 
l»D"« «M ^ycipiviyn^K jyanna yoonya 
#D"P3*»ynD wnsya^K ly^r lyayii inyc 
^ m inray^aifp PB iyoK«^jn H j»m PK 
-ya i n D»m DIJI m oyT [yarn nnyo pro 
K nin*
 fny*?a»'D wnrmuw av9«%nm 
PK iKBiyi
 f33iD"V K >2K [IB nijopKnyn 
yDD»y3 !to*r".anyo3'ii n n»c ^Jaj© DIJT 
D>D lyoKayJin-i^yniw n jy:y3y:y3 iv 
IKramaifP ">yi on« pni ,no*cy3 iya*»mi K 
Dm .DIIDC' ^yp-'Dt' s iysKL-y: I^BK oiyr 
,jyp3yn PK D34fi y^s ny«t pnre yccsys 
33nn,EDMK lys^nny p» p« D p^a**oyne PK 
V I K iy-in^ y?yfi ptt«£nw> m iy;yp 
-MJB T^K Dy DUll T*K D^ T pK .OCK 1V"T 
-iyD3sK n pe i m a m nyn pK iyoipy: 
.war oiypnifv, o:y^i«3 on"? J«a«|r»*»3 
•tapaia K wa pM 
nypyr, tajyo-is; c^i ny-r 4 
-*c.yjvtrn * pK T3IK DEn„ ;y*n "i 
-,y-* riyoBnv y^« mw iy^yu TO PK P"-IDB 
v: pa T« -w*> H PK Dip "Myj^p 
-UD"N tin P'noD « pit oav^nj/c pn«o^ 
,rn 3:ir'V"iy3'« yoDny p*o .p^K -tfCKs 
-UD"II n n»E :yn K ;yny3'nyc w DIK I« 
vnn ,iyt3"3-iK V"iy"r:K n -IKB PK -iy:*c 
Dvno yD^onyn y>8 pc P"-IDD B lycn jyc 
cyD3 y^iya^n D T ^ D n . ^ o P*K ^MK 
'i pit vjhfm y^< ,^wuri m^j K 
iv e*uiuVp^j iP3"t o r no vewsiri 
iyrn?twno n PK wipjv H ,iyp"-,DD 
1W»I DT«fio yny^t p* ,Dyo«ny3ti$D v^J 
TID v>vbw .py^ D nyi* *i<a v*>a y^« 
-DMK W"?p K W M D»o ;y:y:jy"i v? ;yc 
m* V3 m 5»yoiyor KM PK >«n ,1*01*3 
,liny*«njra PK ema IM DTHO n IJWM 
;IK y^>c MM B»*M "ytruiK n v** PK 
"*nwi lito iyp ©nip pK ip r« ,unjWOT 
PK Mipnyoya yoasnayHyaMK H TK ,iyr 
-y^iye ya^ y? »n nynK j ' o a n nan t^: 
•IVE H p« jy:*Bya p^iK jyc \yv D«n;in 
-.jmn ,«*P"DPII£P its D"3in varahr 
-"o DH"? PK p« wp**o onjprn ,wp%n» 
cp^noDyj ^w}a y^s «t iya^n ^ip A3m& 
DMP3^D"H2"K nnyo JJPD .tyaimty:) PK 
yoaipTjn yoeny H IJHPMIV Dvaonpy 
.yovyf' H pwitf MI D V I O 
* * * 
j»j*n iyjKic iuppnonirn vote H 
PK l ?KP»? .urHfwa or"?w ,oip oo"n 
JtfJVMavwnffni iyi$ny; |yj"? :15 ^KP$S 
•»5 PK 17 tomfi M ,otp D:"C ^»>vtw: 
Difii .|jnynfiiS3W lyay^aya iyrn cs ?KP 
TK ,nynne pn ijmyj 0^ jySifi |yaji:"Q H 
-:"K H ijniya (Kir^ msifP pa ain^muv H 
• ^ yoTDyiyts '^KiyD yr« .ycjv? yj'x 
MKva iMQirtuw i n n»D jyaijn D?KP 
'^ ' ly^Kia i ^ p n o m c n n ya^jya oy^s 
-in PK DsmayM>n« jya«n IIK Btfpamyc 
iy«yj PK own ,O>*W»^»B S wwpon 
•M1D3WW yaMta^K ISE -cyDjsB^K ooayn 
"^ 8PH»n nwe JH3KC » V'H "lyo'^iK v&yp 
•" 6$n |Ktt*3yiu»p n .jy^ajp Pivnptirj 
fci'3 t»K oy ID pin twitf o:ypy3 D*: ^KT 
^ SHiyiyno'iK \WmititP n im ,?y3:»: 
•;:*OE H oi^ n "DJyay^n. H PK "DVEK-:„ 
.Din^ By33"i« px lyiKDK'-iyE i*; n u p 
I'BMK DIKi: Djn D'O DB"lDD;y D'3 pa -yn 
K -.KE oyonrKD y:^>p n .rwjjm^p 
PK ^Dyonyno K trmc PK -I;IJE-P'-,DC 
RMK yiK-ic H t32«"iay3 Dfn oi?s^ y3 i r : 
BSJP Dl*"' rlPT^ > ix "»yo;yny; ?y'E ntK 
•^ ow jyayp p*> yfrp^nm 1 fl^jni 
jy^cya jy? i^ 1^ njnu ,ireyjy:rp*ncc 
_,n p n p,K cyc^cep "prT cj«r^jjr 
pc »»m w iy;"i TO TK ,D^rt -^ 'K .jyj 
D , ,II v * "iy3K .D'Ey;yrp"-!co iyD*'-,3ix 
1*3 nyojyny: Djn « ipj^ -t n*o TK ,^ MK 
"IKE lyiiy: jyr'T n*c m ,iK6r:yv.;ifp ijn 
-ix v * Pa iKpnjn pK .jwriimw njn 
,iy"i^ v.y: i^ noy3 i'K Wfn Dip o*c lyryiE 
.DEJipiv iyi *piK j;i;E*n zi^ n PK 
* * * 
-rK ypm ijropjn^n oijn [wr:jm;»p n 
DD'MI iyn PK p4,"it2D ^inyayrri K o romr 
jyoKnx -i"iB oiiprn nyt p« PK i*no 
•^aiK ao,oou K "I'E p^noD « c»n 02^0 
-3'K iKtr:yii3Vp n oi^ n Dpjnnj>» :"ryo 
,oiyp"o lyim n n«E cp'ntao OTO^TJ 
•IKE |IK onyp'»Doyn irn9?vo PK oycc 
•yoc w n p ypn .Diypnijn DT: D"?m %i 
."lyo^mK nurpio #> K w lyoKP.v iys 
TK ,D"n 1'K >"ii ^•o onjnB Di^ cya "lyj'": 
p^nuo ''Kiy^rn N MI syo*c iy";K pv 
-"3TK iycK*: VDMI; >MI ;yc ^"K ,^D%3 PK 
- K ; ^ IK yo*y? H "KB . lyTP;*^ "yo 
I^ ^KldUK yrocyn K iv 01TE |W MI ;yc 
p« "i Don iyo PK i w a i K n mriw 
jyaijn »i .jyoip vrami inyi . c ^ o r H 
iya«niK you nwn ,%T PK
 r(yov w Kiva 
n >"«
 fiKE"iyi Diwmy .|w*n « mra 
MI " '^j MtK tspyoy; n^«3 [inyn yuoi-yD 
^yiy^D'c wuv "IKE DMIK TT iyp*" "» 
PK pns pw DS»P DI^I S"i«v «i ,D:yD»Mix 
|yjyp
 fny"iy>3t3,c lya'^anyc PK I*»JI* 
-33K> y;»^ "iy*M iynyoyzivE « iyEi^ n D*: 
;y:"T -!"ID ny*M PK m\ ^"najrSo^a .DKT 
Drmn .nyo^rw nnw%w y^^iKOT V"i 
-y:yrn K jyaM^y: DI^^D H PK iyo PO 
pK ,D^T | W n i |yOKO H .DP"1D0 ^Kl 
jy3^;
 r»uv pK «: oen jyii f?ip Djny 
8 lyyrwi w p m w on** nyi 
n \vm) PR ,|jnrn iv iwna o«nw PR 
-ya o«n |M*3jm**P n »*W pupftMfW 
iy"t |ya«o iv na
 #Dt">ya n« Ift"S W W 
p* ,DR?PTII inyo prvRT'3R3nrocBDRp 
i8B lyaicya wvpmvi n o*n &"v tt« 
-ny fyDtny oxn lyonyaiyc iv jpttsm inyo 
ny yooiB PR y^w3W03jra R D*D fr*ny& 
H |ID aawnya iyi tyaxni »m*p 
,jy3irvtf¥?yn ye>w5R«vip J w n r i 
lyonRii IV lyny^ao^D n pmtfWM P* 
H iwjni mnWpny JR n«e wn « w *n* 
.imwyiiaifp lip ]y33wnocMR w w r n o 
"DDifB y"j # *i pB D"t nyn IR ttfhwi RTR 
,V5n"V-iyeaiR PK upvpnyi 
* * • 
n oijw ,iy3«nD yoDvoam n p e n * 
Itfyii cifin PR jyoiftoya o*n imwiwp 
pit Snijn mv aaipnMi yoDyna n jya^n 
n TU ivayi /URanye nytaw pejyooya 
Dt#n |K^3yii3ifp H .RO*BRp-nya pc y3Rnc 
D$II oyiioy
 #oyy>ony30*w oipiDy tynnya 
jH3yO"iyn R D*8 "WDHI *P1R iy3"^3 EOT 
-ipavvno pc oru*ni oyn IRC MiJiaw 
• I » D pfDif^raa B$n |WMjm3*p n jnot*a 
iv tyowwaif nyiy^ao'o n IRC tyay^v 
nRB nayc oya^oya^B is iiruna >*i jyo 
.D'cyaya-p'nDD 
,wJ»w oyn jyayu MRaya o*a pa T « 
pc lyoRjy^yi yooinyo n tR ,o"ii TK 
-pllf^P *1 B"BpRD D3"D Dip DtfH
 fpiip V3 
,ojn tyaya Bo'tsryj |ya$n ,D5RPR5 nyaRo 
WD trum Bay^nyo Dtni yaRic n pm PR 
DIP "t |y?vii ,tw*orya flr nnr?ao ,o *i 
-*n yaJyu ,onmy* jny"t pc n5*n nm D*O 
pc owaipavTno ny"l onySya tya 
D*3 P* ,D3<W W13R PE D'3 113 ^Kiy^'K 
ytyn ,VP^VW |W |y33itD v^ | * w r n o pc 
/unyn |**l OMW jyjyn D*uny*J 
t>m\ n3»0-p"nDD K PB V3K1D H |Jhl 
-«n |y*yu »n P« .Irani Do^owa tywn 
.TV^ ya^ n lyo^ DB' iv iyny^3D^D n jyno 
»m« » W3 n«c pn nw Dyii D^T — nya* 
n3i$c «tK jyo Wfli jrav |«p PM .nmii 
y3^ 3"« *« ,DVT 1^ 3 n^M onn<By3J"K &: 
Wfatl Dn^^3« n3tjc oyn n«c tya^n IW3yo 
ynyi3K PR B*fl oy .IHR^ K -lynij tDHa^ D 
iyo ra in«> ya^oy \ymm ym Mf»3v 
-3mui|P « ^1 ,DU MI* DP^ya ycy;;#-£ -
-ya Diyn r n o njna* JK tayn^n ;-c ;WL-
•iy3irjD Rfrpnomrn yaya^n yv^n c— 
?om jwyw D3<ry3 yojrn n o*- c^-
ynyi3K »DRD « C D nm pn :or-;-4; 
|y3"t D*H iy3mc ,urarwii^;v yaror 
jy3yp n DIM a w m oojpav r>p:;^ m 
-iyn"3TR njn pc iyj"t ryau-.c •- .jjr:r 
-3jnu»p njn isc i rapw tnn»;rn ycr* 
W3 PM IttttunuVP !« O^ V -im i i n
 #;RT 
! jwayi'.aiip ~r 
* * * 
,-iyty* n D3^ ty3 iyta oyn 4jranc «w 
.Uro^orya iv inspjjnuifp n c«r 
DU pn 38 tmp pnmrnM iyayr, (i 
-iRC yoD»y2 >R3*r"anyo3^R n lyopory: 
-itf cjn iv aa^yor (?) yts^Mrw* v : 
on"J 5«3»r"anyo3*R n ?R jynyi (2 
ifiyo nnim §»: Brir cnypnifii osyorv 
-3*R n |yiyn D»T prhp ?yvyeD >«pnr 
.ytaoRya 7R;VC"';TC 
y^ R QOyn iytspaiB "iiv n \ym* CR 
larnomw ,DTO3»»P jyaynwa isr:;x"* 
lpmo,iR-"DD"ijnnifcir R jyamaya « ,r* 
y^ R pc D">"!»ur jnropR ! exyny; 
oy»y T^R oy TR ^yaRD^nyc lyzijr D3R,;v 
"own^, H pn jyJ^t D^T TR vrsyej* 
nya^ Dayo RTR pc iRCayiia^p nyoll njn r£ 
•"R nytaiR pc "lyny^ aD o^ jnvop«? n 
TR (Bonmya oire IR3 prawn nava^c DP;;: 
— tyoanaK vou D'D D3n — ycrs •" 
H oijn .B^RC fiK mrvrmyc c^r;^" 
"iyny^3Dso IVDRD ycn j "a wn vcr£ 
TV^1 VnoR pR yoy^yorR '" XRHP* 
p^a iy"t isnajni tDSRova "i PR tr:»" 
33wnya yB«;p R iya«jn D*K ry3R"»c ^"^ 
.l^v«t»3Rni» "in pc iyay^ jya^aye i'"«s 
ya^»3Wjm n — "OD^E y"3, ^ "»-'«' 
— rmip oanpm p^«, w n w : r c " v 
MTR .opaianaROtr pjur-pno » p£ ' c" r ' 
•un PR TR ^oJyoryaayo^tiv oums^tev 
pc i r w n D tiw* iw c"v 
pnw w onRrva iyaijn nxny^;^"': np«* 
yo'5roa j^av-n^nD n ^ya'w rrflftw >* 
yotcny n iyii D^V nyn PR
 fmray«3«» P« 
oJipiya i m n onyaoyo rwt3>R WPI i»r 
•yo^vya ysasD Tya*« p^a n y a ^ y n y a « 
?$t n 1JTHI ,on^"D DH«5 pic TJ/SBDPU^P 
-:K W I D Durum B V* « pmrw i s ; 
omn PH ,onypT*n DaymBa D*I«5 yim 
pn*> )*tf|VW PK pi*1 M |'« j r a o m B 
-"3Y wvpawn* tau 100,000 i n w n a 
?iey<|wbrM n t« urerwi wpi ,nyo 
aa rou f ln K IBD ^BDBP PK (won **? *^? 
»*D T * w i fwrayiu#p n .yas^ Ty"i pc 
imewwyp n jwocycya DE-iKiya om 
n .lyoipyaayeKtw jyaKiE yr^yr* IBB PK 
tro iKna twin 8 Pa v t o*n iwmuw 
•yie H tDi^ n DJJII — orocytrya lyaKnB n 
-ii$a D'B Mtn ip ? Da$?yj o n |yajm yo 
.DDnya lyo^o B pK row *I$B B ! otra 
*«ja V3K1E n |V2ijn jyaaiD"* yoDnnyo n 
njn iv auya raa'fl t3*a D5B W W W 
.ty3«o 
•nyn yDinB"iyD"3nK H ^M Dyfl m pit 
ny taw lyo^yn n yan t nyn D*D jyoia 
Dyoip n D*D iy^3»n w M?B m jyny5p 
IJP» ivajro ? D3KB»WDI$DB oyoip im 
^ " K ' D I J D B ny-i$ yftnrmnm PD yaKiE 
DK M?K Ml y»1B 1JH |MN1 ? D D J » n » 
ivocy^ya papaya n (yt^BinyB iv lyooys 
p« D5KPIJ5 yiyajtfp pK jnyoyna snytaw po 
H D'D tDfcJH IKB»JjrM$P H ? 1JIWOT PE 
iwamnp n p« ,|y^3«n taEnsiya jyaKiE 
DT«JW "una jyoMiw 8 pa lyasiB H D*n 
yaftrn vm iy3K ,yD'$pya yayiy^enyE D'G 
"W3ij yojriB H ipi oyn yo'Jwa ^ t^ B 
lys^ n iya«iB n lya^p w * ?o>W» 
Jiaya a'oa^i IJTOW o^ »t n«B 
jyoKicya oijn r»n»o PIIJ5P ivmrtt n n 
D:»D o*n ,D5KP^ xnyraiK (yrnit yaKiE B 
y^3«n PD nyny a^tD^o iyo«o pomi TK 
yo»K lyoyDMK jy^yn |y5»t D?KP«^ w r u 
^ViMfP 5i»t oy iyii ,oyn apJtt yijnaK H 
cynn PK P I ^ P PD |y*»nD yoMiya iyi 
'" 'ly^ iya PK jypij iv yoy^a^iB *i . v n e 
e?n tmpwwufn n jiirasnuvp pe WWtMK 
n pm S»BE B oroyj -^ipic T-K cy 2MK 
"D3y o^n yoyns yc^D^w'vuo y r ^ K 
"If*3v iy:"t inpi lyoD^K'xi^c H DCID 
n nm M) ,oin D'o pmw t»p t^ n ,0"? 
PE iKTjjma^p H oJrumra Dgn yoyni 
n p i D3ymK3,.pn'^ ^K^fr^rywK ijn 
•Brn* cnyp 
n m Doaiy nMh v * wpi orrwro 
-"3-iK y*n&b » i D D W % PE p r w o n 
"BD;W*W PK " U W O T P ^ C ,
Myo'Di7 -jre 
-tvnpDwt H jyanyr iv w*oya D*3 D*"I 
••TUwni»-nyo"3iK IK O^B
 # W 3 V - ^ I O * * 
M^K I^K ,3313"D P«B DI^T PK ^^1 ,iS*V 
yiropB PK -lyDwy^ y"; y^y-E pc :;u**o n 
MpyaoMK t^ K TD ya>jm c c .-ijny^aD'o 
D y^njBnya ovn yens H IB ,ijnyi ix iyc 
naB3*iyE oyi iv ^ ^ y c inyr ,D2y?r nnyr 
^ n ,iK6?:yn;j>p nyi IBB cupi
 #om Tin 
oyn w IMK PK iKraimaifP i\c D^X im 
lyaMnyaoMK jyaaiD^v «n lynifn iKr:jni;ifP 
|ynKD:ynijp PK "oi*r*K« DSB^y: .ryaino 
"jynij 3>DDMI;IK nmya njnjmoay Ey:"T D ^ 
. .13B3TyB f'TW V ^ W 
|yayn |y;*"ic y^ B ivs^t yoyna nyi IBB 
nK n PE i^-v^r';t<;-« n iy:«ic nyp-iBor 
tB opjnivya iy3i#n wpi yjtr.D v?$
 #"iyD"3 
nnyo IVHOCMK iy:yp $& iij'VBr';Ban» n 
"3MI |jmw D'3 |ya"i lyaK^ .E n yf»B
 fo"3iB 
yDi^cijn n IKB ,|yvo:yn*p iv ai:ya a>o 
'V
 fyaKnE n jywa m»yn D'a r'K rya:io^v 
DM13 D'nayaiv lyaipi VD iy^ yv, |f»av D^B 
Dnyp^noo n ^ njnip ,onyp"noD n "IBB 
.jy^oys rynya lyBiBi w i ytseny n jyJw 
,T31K IBB PK "BB*SBF iyBM pE yaB^ B n 
Ti ts^yiaBn oy ,a^ D3Mi nnyt ,p^aip D5»B 
•JHB Tjn HBB iy3K — .ly^y^ iyT3^ K lyajm 
in>9 TB ,3*D3M131K MTB fjmjH Din t'K yD 
nan jyayii oiJwa oyi o«n 33ita"V P*K 
.nnw »nw 0»o e:ijDnjn yariD 
-3>K n ^*T n3B3nyE o5» v^ ,yaiciD n 
Hf»3P D W W I DiyoiBa on«5 5»avr"anyta 
uwww nye3 1912 , ^ 
r i l - ' V ' P i i - i r - r - • - - . . - , - . ~ - - - . . . . . • • .. . . . . 
t«trjyiu«> ijMJiii n-iK ijm^np; o«n ifMtf ip'eo pe?s?.- j?:*jm J I J I „ ,f„ *;,,-.., 
i , 
o«n ya^jyojiM DIP >n tvnvt PM-IMBWIUMP iy?yn "3 ?»t iv rwxnpB s MM cs 
Wrwa t r iVW iyB58ny3 o«n tvo iPDVn , iyr» ?m -iy;yD n '11 ipnp? ix ,OVDM» i r 
J3i«mio-wo"y« iwnp'ij»oi» im PM r»5e lyv^ot? urn u o w m w ;?:*,-
pM ByBBBenyB njrr'JK' Djn tvo BKH Dftm ,un3P3pnBB'-c»?i3r iyx383 i r i p* 
|JfD Dm ,BD»n -Wtfm ,VM1 8 IVD8B-W Tr i 'W H pujm 1831ft OMR [ye ,BPB3«~yfi 
cam ,njn«3B» iyi ,*|» ! lynye p»M |y5voB-iv:yo8tiv iy-i"3s? po pam -,x T " : 
n : ppxBt'^ivx y'nsM |K msv own ntfys H fPBnysiXB'iM rnycjiK p«i tx C3»ryj 
pa ntfye n pK P*D»VDH PB ,!8'XMiyB«8P pa tttim n .BMnrrtvo nc mJm 
.553 lie tyoyiytsj'K n pM jjnycsjfC'iK-os:^: 
,B5yu i n wm wtr wpi ppjv D-IPPIMU D W I M D T » 5 5Mj«r"rwM'M -
PK .D5PB"iixy3 nynne Dip iyo jo>jm p* ni5yD yj'o-u H M' tyxnya nr»";p n :« 
P5B ,iyD8t85"D ye-w^yne y58 Dm .^coyne- |IM i n n a ,im8iyo8P imp T'« T^«-
Vftrwt P« »«5xi3 Ufj'U lyon^cDs^B PM primna y5s j>5w P5B .iy3<3 tf* ,*WBI*-B 
.nye"3i8 po i r w imjyEBDyp ipooyfi .TWOTU P'M.PB pnra •• v 
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UST OF LOCALS FINED $5 FOR FAILING TO SEND IN 
BI-ANNUAL REPORTS. 
i cal No. 8. San Francisco. Cal.. Cloak 
M kers. 
I ...il No. 15. Philadelphia, Pa., Ladies' 
\\ .— Makers. 
i ciil No. 16. St. Louis, Mo., Ladies* Car 
met! Cutlers. 
Local No. 29. Cleveland, O., Cloak and 
Skir: Finishers. 
Local Nc|k33- Atlantic City, N J., Ladies' 
Tailor*. ** 
Loc,aI*Nfe J6. Boston. Mass.. Ladies' Tad-
or,. ,» • * 
Local N'UfZ. Cleveland. O , Cloak Cutters 
Local Ndf 43- Philadelphia, Pa , Ladies' 
Tailors. 
Ijxal No. 49- Boston. Mass., Waist Makers 
Local No. 52. Los Angeles, Cat., Ladies' 
Tailors. 
Local No. 55- Philadelphia, Pa., Silk Suit 
1-oeal No. 8. San Francisco. Cal., Cloak 
Makers. 
Local No. 12. Boston, Mass, Cloak Press 
ers. 
Local No. 15- Philadelphia, Pa., Ladie-.' 
Waist Makers. 
Local No. 16. St. Louis, Mo.. Ladies Gar-
ment Cutters. 
Local No. 25. New York Waist Makers 
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and \\ aiM Makers' I'nion 
Local \*o >; Milwaukee, \\ JV . l o i r s ' 
Garment \\ orkers 
Local N'i (,• New York White ( 
W orkers 
Local \"o 73. HoMon. Mas* . Amalgamated 
Ladies' (jarment (utters 
Local No 76 Chicago, III. Cloak am! 
Skirt Pressers. 
Local No 77 Boston. Mas-, L'ntted R"!* 
ber Garment Workers 
Local No 8t Cloak & Suit < inters' I'niuu 
of Chicago 
Local \*o (>i Worcester. Mass. W hire 
Goods \\ orkers 
Local N'n 04 ChicaK". Ill, Skir, Makers 
I'nion. 
Local No 07 \\ imupei;. Man. Canada, 
Ladies' Garment Workers <*. 
Local No \i At Ian nt City, N J . Ladles' 
Tailors 
Local No 34 Baltimore, Md, Ladies' 
Tailors. 
Local No 49. Boston, Mass. Waist 
Makers. 
Local No « . Philadelphia, Pa., Silk Suit 
and \\ aist Makers' Union 
Local No 57 Milwaukee. Wis. Ladies' 
Garment Workers 
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LOCALS FINED $5 FOR FAILING TO SEND IN QUARTERLY 
REPORTS. 
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